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The transescent child is in a state of metamorphosis in body, mind, emotions
and value system.

Because of these extreme changes, middle level students often

experience feelings of inadequacy which result in poor school performance.

The

enhancement of self esteem through the development of an advisory program
handbook is the goal of this project.

This handbook will include units which

promote student self concept and acceptance and in turn create an environment
more conducive to student success and achievement.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
I

Transescence is a time of extreme social and emotional
change.

Since physical changes are taking place youngsters

are painfully aware and conscious of themselves and their
interactions with others.

These children are emotionally

insecure, "they cling to childhood, yet feel a conflicting
yearning for adolescent sophistication." (21:46)

Most of

these children are in the process of restructuring their
values.

They move from dependence on adults to a peer level

orientation, at times rejecting adults almost entirely.
These children "exhibit a range of emotions, including
loneliness and psychological vulnerability, contributing to
mood swings, argumentativeness, and emotionalism." (33:7)
These early adolescents demonstrate a need for self
acceptance, peer acceptance, and socialization skills.

Very

often this is a time when students withdraw, never to accept
school as a viable or necessary resource.
School systems can do much to help students at this age
level by supplying programs which relate to the needs of
transescent youth.

One of these programs is the advisor-

advisee program which is a teacher-based guidance program
with a curriculum centered on the improvement of student self
concept.

Current research on middle schools indicates that

many of the schools at this developmental level are utilizing
an advisory program to provide support and instruction in the
following areas:

"(l) self-identification and self-concept,
1
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(2) goal setting, (3) values, (4) choices/decision-making,
(5) group and interpersonal communication skills, (6) problem
solving, (7) career awareness, (8) substance abuse awareness
and (9) teen relationships." (35:11)
This program can be considered a part of the
instructional guidance service, since a teacher works with a
small group of students in providing both personal and
academic counseling on a daily basis.
this stage for the child to develop
relationships.

"It is important at
'significant other' adult

In the well-developed advisory concept, the

advisor is the best adult school friend.'' (16:50)
Advisory programs promote student success through
increased communication and personalization.

As will be

demonstrated in Chapter 2, advisement programs have become an
integral feature in many of the most successful middle
schools, and they can be advantageous to students and staff
if properly implemented.
THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to present a rationale and
create a handbook for the implementation of an advisory
program that is designed to build communication skills and
enhance self-esteem in the middle level or transescent child
at Hoquiam Middle School.

Justification for this work will

follow in Chapter 2, the review of the literature.
The handbook will include:

(1) the goal, purpose, and

rationale for an advisory program; (2) rules concerning
implementation, and (3) background information for teacher
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preparation.

Another section of the handbook includes each

of the units to be covered in advisory, complete with
explanations for each of the concepts for teacher use.
Within each of the units will be a variety of exercises,
games and activities for student use.

In addition,

information will be provided concerning such special programs
within an advisory as student activity days, mini-courses and
speaker forums.

A final section discusses the elements of

the advisory including student segmenting, breakdown of
weekly activities, and scheduling.
The literature supports the idea of an advisory program
as a means of improving student self-concept, communication
skills and school climate in general.

Feeling good about

oneself is essential for progress toward academic excellence
and an advisory program removes the grade threat and
enhances the opportunity for communication in adult to child
and student to student relationships.

Since self worth is so

important to the transescent child and improving the self
concept leads to greater academic achievement, Hoquiam Middle
School made a commitment to initiate an advisory program.
was felt that such a program would both aid individual
students and improve the overall school climate.

Problems

arose during the first year of the advisory program which
appeared to be the result of a lack of structure in the
program.

Therefore, the handbook was created as a means of

solving those organizational problems and thus enhancing

It
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program effectiveness.

Questions that will be answered

during the course of this paper are as follows:
1.

Will an organized advisory handbook improve the
faculty outlook on the advisor system?

2.

Will an organized advisory handbook improve the
student outlook on the advisory system?

3.

Will an organized advisory handbook improve the
existing advisory program?
DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following definitions are included as a means of
clarifying the positions, people, and activities included in
an advisory program.
The Advisor Base class is a group of 15-20 students
assigned to a specific teacher in a non-graded, nonthreatening classroom environment.

The teacher acts as a

friend, teacher, counselor, and advisor to each of the
children.
An Advisor is a teacher who is assigned responsibility
for guiding a group of students in making choices, deciding
upon a sound course of action in school and personal
problems, and instructing in the units offered in the
academic areas of advisory. (4:17)
An Advisee is a student who is assigned responsibility
for the purpose of consulting, gaining information and
receiving suggestions and direction concerning problems,
usually of a personal or scholastic nature. (4:17)
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An Activities Coordinator is a person who has
responsibility for creating and scheduling indoor and outdoor
activities in which the advisories may be involved.
A Counselor Coordinator is a person who has
responsibility for

creati~g,

scheduling, organizing and

implementing academic unit activities for the advisories.
Transescence is a stage of development which begins
prior to puberty and continues through the early stages of
adolescence.

(1:12)

Guidance is a process of dynamic interpersonal
relationship designed to influence the attitudes and
subsequent behavior of a person. (4:258)
Self-concept and similar terms self-image, self-esteem,
self-worth, and self-awareness are all synonymous for the
purpose of this paper.

They are difficult abstract words to

define but they generally refer to positive personality
traits that allow one to empathize, identify, love, and be
aware of oneself and others in a responsible and respectful
manner.
A Middle School for the purpose of this paper is any
school with grades 6 through 8.

Hoquiam Middle School

includes only grades 7 and 8 but will be included in this
category.
School Climate is all the forces to which the individual
responds which are present in the school environment. (5:2)
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PROCEDURE
This project, designed for actual use at Hoquiam Middle
School, is a manual of exercises, games and activities
regarding the following units:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Orientation Unit
Getting Acquainted Unit
Study Skills Unit
Goal Setting Unit
Positive Self-Image Unit
Group Communication Unit
Communication Skills Unit
Decision-Making Unit
Career Education Unit

Interviews
The principal, guidance counselor, counselor coordinator
and activities director, and numerous teachers were
interviewed at Hoquiam Middle School.

Teachers both for and

against the program were selected for interviews.
Research
A review of other similar programs as described in
Chapter 2 was also completed.

A major source of information

came form the Georgia Comprehensive Guidance Program, 1981.
LIMITATIONS
Since Hoquiam Middle School is a two-year system, this
project may not be applicable to all middle schools,
especially three or four year schools.

Materials will be

recycled every other year so that students will not have to
duplicate activities during their middle school tenure.
Activities were designed with the needs of Hoquiam Middle
School students in mind and others wishing to utilize the
program may have to alter it to meet their needs and
facilities.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
History of the Advisory Concept
The advisement program grew out of the guidance concept
which was developed in the 1960's.

During that period of

time it was determined that guidance programs were essential
for schools to operate a complete educational program.

Henry

McDaniel in Guidance in the Modern School stated, "The goal
of guidance in the public school, like the goal of education
as a total program, is the development of mature, selfreliant and happy people." (10:14}

The basic principle of

guidance is to give individuals the help necessary to achieve
happiness and success.

Many different guidance approaches

have been tried over the years.

The group guidance approach

utilizes teachers performing guidance duties without any
special time scheduled into the curriculum.

In the second,

guidance is managed by particular teachers who are regularly
released from classroom duties to fulfill the counselor role.
The third approach uses full-time counselors who only perform
in a guidance capacity.
concept.

The final approach is the homeroom

In this approach each teacher is given a pre-set

time with a specified group of students.

In their own way,

all of these programs can be effective for some students but
no program can reach all.
Soon after the development of the guidance concept it
became apparent that some further attempt should be made to
reach even more students.

The homeroom concept was working
7
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in moderation but it lacked a degree of the personal,
emotional, humanistic type of contact.

"The logical

extension was for each student to become well-known by at
least one teacher." (13:91)

Dr. William Glasser first

developed the concept of incorporating guidance as a portion
of the classroom setting. (3:15)

Since its development many

refinements have been included in what can now be called the
advisory program.
Advisory programs have had many different names over the
years so I will mention several of them for the sake of
report clarity:

Advisement, Advisor-Advisee, Advisor Base,

Guide-Guidee, and Walking Advisement.

The Walking Advisement

or Advisory program is the brain-child of Dr. Alfred Arth of
the University of Wyoming.

"

. . Walking Advisement is an

education vehicle for students to express their concerns,
apprehensions, joys, sorrows, confusions, hesitancies and
accomplishments and to share how they react to and approach
these experiences." (23:5)

A teacher was assigned the same

group of students long enough to become well acquainted, to
find pleasure with the students and develop a relative degree
of security about his or her relationship with the group.
This was accomplished by removing the threatening atmosphere
of grades and heavy academics.

In this type of environment

the student was more likely to discuss problems of concern
unrelated to the curriculum.
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Current Trends in Advisory Programs
It has been estimated that 2,000 schools have started
advisement programs in the past ten years.

A survey

completed by Ferguson-Florrisant (Mo.) School District, a
pilot program in the establishment of purchasable advisory
materials, found that in a survey of 230 respondents one
hundred ninety-two indicated the adoption of an advisement
program.

Unfortunately 23 percent of those schools that

started a program no longer operate it, and 49 percent noted
only a moderate degree of satisfaction with their advisement
efforts.

Only 28 percent reported a very satisfactory

program. (26:82)
According to Graham and Hawkins, "lack of leadership,
inadequate support or scanty inservice training are usually
lurking in the background when a program fails." (26:83)
Much of the existing literature on the advisory program is a
cookbook, programmed approach for program development.

These

systems are informational; however, they lack an essential
element for implementation of a successful advisement
program--a purpose for existence.

Advisory programs must

come about as a result of a total staff decision based on a
determined set of needs.

Without the determination of school

needs an advisement program can be compared to a ship without
a rudder, with no direction or method of guidance.

The

general health of many advisory programs is ill but not
terminal if diagnosis and treatment are successfully
attempted.
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Who Benefits from an Advisory Program
Due to the sensitive nature of the transescent child the
advisory program lends itself best to this particular age
group.

A rationale for the advisory system was explained in

the Georgia Comprehensive Guidance Program in 1981.

''The

advisory system is based on the belief that satisfaction on
the part of students, and parents and faculty will result
more easily if every student in the middle school is able to
relate personally, in a comfortable way, with at least one
adult in the school." (35:7)

The major benefit, then, is to

the child for his/her increased opportunities for successful
mental and emotional growth through this extremely difficult
time.
Teachers may also benefit by observing a student
functioning with his peers as well as in his academic role.
(12:15)

The teacher may help the student to learn to relate

more effectively with people.

The faculty must aid students

in becoming educated about themselves, for until people learn
about themselves it is difficult to understand others. (5:13)
The advisor program gives teachers the opportunity to operate
on a more humanistic level.

Students often view teachers

only as instructors and disciplinarians and not as people.
In fact, "student surveys sometimes reflect the feeling that
teachers are excellent instructors but that some lack a human
quality.

The advisory program has been established to

display this human quality."

(22:49)

become more effective in the classroom.

Teachers will also
"They will not only
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be able to more accurately identify student needs, problems,
and desires, but they will also become more effective
teachers by using skills gained through participation in the
program.

They often experience increased job satisfaction."

( 35: 9)
An advisory program can improve overall school climate
because it gives students the opportunity to air their
complaints on both school-related and non-school-related
problems, teachers are encouraged to be more open and human,
counselors become change agents working hard with students
identified by their advisors as having personal or social
problems, and finally administrators are involved in more
positive aspects of the functioning of their building.
"Communication will improve among counselors, administrators,
and teachers.'' (35:9)

Hopefully, an end result of an

advisory program will be a sense of ownership in the school
for all members of the institution.

"In short, student

advisory will provide a personalized education for its
students and will result in increased feelings of belonging
for both students and staff."

(35:9)

Finally, the community can benefit from the services and
the results of an advisement program.

After all, "a society

characterized by loneliness, disenchantment, and withdrawal
demands a system of schooling that encourages long-term
interpersonal commitment and a sense of community." (25:13)
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Self Esteem and the Advisory Program
Since self-perception is the hidden curriculum at the
middle school level, it is imperative that educators consider
it's impact and plan their program accordingly.

An

advisement program can fulfill the needs of the transescent
and bring self esteem out of hiding and into the focal point
of the curriculum.
The purpose of most middle school advisement programs is
to increase student self esteem.

Researchers stress that

"the strongest thrust needed to achieve student academic
success was a positive student self-concept." (23:6)

The

majority of articles and texts surveyed suggested an
advisement program in the curriculum at the middle school
level as a method of enhancing self understanding for the
transescent youth.
Friedenberg identifies two components of growth
necessary for adolescent development:
tenderness and 2.
(2:49)

"1.

capacity for

an attitude of respect for competence."

Since many young people today are more alone than any

generation before, the need for guidance through this
emotional growth period is essential to enable our young
people to become functional, mentally and socially healthy
adults.

"Guidance and advisory is a concerted effort by a

school to help students develop a positive self-image and to
keep any one student from going through the middle grades
feeling alone or lost." (16:51)
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In the transescent years, children are bombarded with
various societal pressures.

Largest of them, of course, is

peer group pressure which becomes extreme at this age.

While

striving for peer acceptance, the youngster will often
alienate many of the adults around them including parents and
teachers.

Having adult support and understanding at school

can ease the child through the difficult transescent years.
An advisory program makes positive contact with an adult a
part of the child's daily routine.

"An adult in the middle

school grades should be accessible; students with learning or
social-emotional concerns should have access to adult
guidance." (21:46)
An advisory program gives students the opportunity to
deal with the problems that beseech children within a
somewhat structured setting during this important
developmental period.

They are allowed to discuss the impact

of all of the following areas of concern and more:

"teasing,

social problems, problems occurring on school buses, drugs,
derogatory remarks, necessity for rules, effective study
areas, listening skills, and implications of being leaders
and followers. " (23:5)

The advisory program allows students

the freedom to discuss their feelings, hopes, dreams and
desires without penalty of derision or laughter.
Schools have a goal to educate students to become
productive members of society.

If a student has a low self

image it is difficult to achieve this goal.
documented by James A.

This is

Beane, a leading researcher on the
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topic of self-concept, "Research on the relationship between
self-perceptions and school-related variables indicates that
the former correlate with academic achievement, participation
in group activities, behavior, acceptance and school
completion." (15:64-65)

So in order for schools to educate

they must create a mental and emotional environment
conductive to esteem-building.

As Beane further notes, "The

school must do whatever it can to enhance those selfperceptions so that growth and development through this stage
is as positive and constructive as possible.'' (15:65)

An

advisory program in the middle school creates opportunities
for educators to build student self esteem and ultimately
improve academic performance during this critical period
called transescence.
In an analysis of articles relating to middle schools it
can be noted that advisory programs were mentioned as one of
the factors contributing to successful academic institutions.
George states, "The exemplary middle schools of the eighties
will feature common strengths and proved similarities.

Some

type of formal teacher-student guidance program will exist."
(25:13)

This belief in the advisory concept is further

documented by Bondi and others when they identified
attributes in modern middle school programs, such as
"advisor-advisee group, shared decision-making, strong
guidance programs, and opportunities for interaction among
students of differing age and physical development." (17:50)
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The Newport News Virginia Public Schools Planning
Council identified six components essential in a middle
school:

"1.

middle school philosophy and student

characteristics 2.

interdisciplinary teaming 3.

scheduling and grouping 4.
6.

curriculum 5.

flexible

advisory programs

public relations." (30:55)
In St. Louis 25 middle schools were organized based on

middle school concepts such as, ''family teaming, extensive
guidance and advisory experiences, interdisciplinary
instruction, a board extensive exploratory program and
intensive basic skills program." (34:53)
in St. Louis showed astounding results.

Follow-up studies
On the California

Achievement Tests student gains and improvements were
dramatic at the middle and secondary levels.

An overall

improvement in attendance occurred as well as a decrease in
student discipline referrals and suspensions.

"Fourteen of

the twenty five middle schools demonstrated increases in the
attendance.

Discipline referrals fell by more than half."

(34:53)
Positive results have been reported by Paul George in
schools which utilize popular middle school concepts
including the advisory group.

Relating to the advisory-

guidance concept George makes this rather pointed remark, "We
would just as vociferously state that we believe in the
necessity of teacher based guidance program for our
students.'' (24:50)

)

George discusses six positive
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observations that he believes occurred as a result of current
middle school programs, including the advisory concept.
1.

Discipline problems are dramatically lessened in
both frequency and severity.

2.

Both teachers and students report significantly more
positive feelings about their experiences.

3.

Students believe themselves to be more successful in
ninth grade as a direct result of their experiences
in the preceding years.

4.

Parent support for the school program increases.

5.

Race relationships are significantly more positive.

6.

Academic achievement does not suffer. (24:50)

But what types of subjects should be handled in an
advisory program?

Since the middle schools student is in a

transitional period of life, it is important that these
students have the opportunity to interact with others of
varying ages.

This gives students the chance to realize that

others are also changing physically and emotionally and are
experiencing similar problems associated with growing up.
The Georgia Comprehensive Study lists these as areas of
emphasis in a student advisement program:
1.

The development of strategies that will assist the
student in developing a strong self-concept.

2.

The development of strategies that will assist the
student in learning how to set goals, evaluate
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oneself, and take responsibility for his/her own
life.
3.

A strengthening of the student's peer group
relationships.

4.

A strengthening of the student's adult
(teacher/parent) relationships. (35:8)

Implementation and Maintenance of an Advisory Program
A 1977 study by the Association of Washington School
Principals was called the North Central Washington AdvisorAdvisee Cluster Project, "A Study of Advisor-Advisee Programs
for High School Advisement."

This study recommends and

details methods for starting an advisory program and provides
an annotated bibliography which names and describes schools
which have successful advisory programs.

The Cluster Project

Committee recommended a four-stage study for initiating and
developing the growth of an advisory program. (36:1)
Stage I - Self Assessment
In this stage the principal and a steering committee
must first determine the needs of the particular school.
have an advisory program?

Why

The committee should be composed

of teachers, administrators, counselors, parents, and several
students.

Next, after the needs assessment is completed

(through surveys and interviews), a needs statement should be
created from the data gathered.

The committee then must set

specific and attainable goals which can serve as guidelines
for the implementation and necessity of the program.
Finally, a sense of ownership in the advisor program must be
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established within the faculty in order to plant the seeds
for success.
Stage II - Model Search
The committee must read related advisory materials and
arrange for visitations in schools with advisory programs to
examine them in operation and discuss the program with
teachers, counselors, administrators and students.

Next, a

comparison must be made between the perceived needs of the
particular school and the goals of an advisement program.
After comparing, write a rationale statement justifying the
need for such a program.

Finally, meet with the faculty

including the agenda "explanations of the goal statements for
the school, the outcomes of advisement, a brief overview of
how advisement works, and the committee's recommendations of
implement advisement." (36:2)
Stage III - Adaptation and Implementation
The advisement committee should be in charge of
designing and implementing the advisory program.

Staff

development and training is of utmost importance at this
stage of development.

"Staff development is a terribly

important prerequisite for successful affective education
programs." (20:13)

Although teachers generally counsel

students informally on a daily basis, many feel uncomfortable
in that type of role.

Because of this "teachers must be

trained in basic human relations skills before they are
involved in a formal advisory program .

... Teachers as well
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as students need support." (16:55)

Parents and students

also need to know and understand the program and it's goals
as early as possible.
It is essential that an advisory program match the needs
of the group that it serves.

Many programs fail because they

use purchased materials which are not relevant to their
students.

An advisory program should not concentrate solely

on cognitive activities, or on the other hand, only on
affective-type relationships.

It must include a proper

balance of paper and pencil tasks and discussion-based
activities.

After all, "one indicator of the health of an

advisement program is the degree to which students feel they
are receiving the type of service they value." (26:83)
Pre-planning should take place before a school year
ends.

Scheduling needs to account for a 20-25 minute time

span for the advisement class or whatever alternate type of
program that is to be used.

Be sure to decide how and when

advisees will be assigned and also set a maximum number of
students per advisor, preferably less than 20 to maximize the
opportunity for effectiveness.

Plan room assignments and be

sure to include an advisory center with plenty of space for
the activities director to utilize in program preparation.
Provide the necessary materials to advisors because "similar
to many other programs, an advisement program requires goals
to guide daily activity.'' (26:84)

Stress that flexibility

and creativity are also valued elements of such a program so
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that enthusiasm is not stifled.

Select and announce a target

date for the beginning of the advisory activities.
State IV - Program Maintenance
Set up a system that allows for continuous monitoring,
adjusting, feedback, and evaluation.

The advisory committee

should meet frequently to discuss the progress of various
units and activities.

At the end of the first year complete

a staff and student survey to determine whether the goals of
the program are being attained.

Determine the problem areas

in the program and target those areas for improvement in the
upcoming year.

Re-write goals as necessary.

should see new advisory goals emerge.

Each year

Staff development and

in-service should be a priority every year as well as
communication with parents, students and the rest of the
community concerning the value of the program.
To summarize, an effective advisory program can be
developed through careful planning and involvement of staff
and community, specific written goals and objectives, and a
commitment to the program and it's philosophy.

It is

important to remember that "patience, persistence, and longrange planning will fulfill the most ambitious dreams of a
well-functioning advisory.

It is an organizational component

of the middle school that every child should experience."
(16:55)

CHAPTER III
CREATING AN ADVISORY HANDBOOK AT HOQUIAM MIDDLE SCHOOL

(

The advisory base program at Hoquiam Middle School was
planned in the 1982-83 school year to coincide with the
opening of the new building the following year.

Staff

members and the administrator began the process by
researching, through readings and visitations at schools with
advisory programs in operation.

The decision was then made

to begin the program modeling it after the advisory systems
in Cashmere Middle School and Jefferson Middle School in
Olympia.

However, desiring a program and having a successful

one are two different stories.
At the beginning of the 1983-84 school year the advisory
period was scheduled but the rationale, goals, objectives and
advisory handbook did not exist.

One week before school

started the rationale and goals were established; however,
the handbook was not complete.

During the course of the

school year units were established and a make-shift handbook
was created as the year progressed.
Because of this lack of organization in the Advisor Base
Program it's existence was in jeopardy from the beginning.
Many members of the faculty were openly hostile of the
program calling for it's immediate demise.

Having been an

advisor teacher at Hoquiam Middle School during it's rocky
beginning, the author decided to create a handbook for the
program which was organized into specific units, complete
with

)
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descriptions of each unit objective and a table of contents
\

for each unit to simplify its usage.

A faculty and student

survey not associated directly with this paper, completed at
the end of the first year of the program convinced me that
the handbook was a necessity.
A non-statistical analysis of the survey as well as
careful consideration of the faculty and student comments led
me to believe that the advisory program was salvageable.

The

following comments and recommendations are a part of the
survey results.
Teacher and Student Conunents and Reconunendations for Hoquiam
Middle School Advisor Base Program
"The advisor base committee should be given more time for
workshops, training and in-service."
"More parent contacts should be made through the advisor base
teacher."
"An Open House or orientation should be run for new students
through the A/B Program."
"A basic yearly calendar should be available for teachers."
"Student leaders from each advisory base class should be
given training and orientation to enhance the program's
chance for success."
"Competitiveness between the groups should be downplayed and
cooperation stressed."
"Students use A/B as a tactic to pit one teacher against
another."
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"Teachers were not adequately trained to handle the
program."
"Idea is excellent but problems exist somewhere between the
drawing board and actual implementation."
"Program Leader/Planner must be highly involved in making the
program a success."
"Students are unusually friendly--the groups reach out."
"Program needed on a part-time basis only."
"Academic days should run consecutively for more
continuity."
"Room assignments should exclude the gymnasium, cafeteria and
library."
"Should have one academic day per week rather than two."
"Activity day is a good idea but it needs better planning."
"Teachers need to follow the weekly schedule--some have not
and it negatively affects the entire program."
"Shorten the length of A/B."
"Make sure academic materials are clearly printed."
"Students less negative at the end of the year than the
beginning regarding A/B."
"Students do not relate well with teachers in academic
counseling area."
"Need in-service for all teachers."
"Academic activities need to be better screened for use at
Hoquiam Middle School."
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"Clearer explanations should be given for each academic
unit."
The majority of both staff and students felt that the
program was valuable and could be much more successful if
some modifications were made.

The creation of the handbook

was only a part of the changes that took place.

The program

director was replaced by someone who was more organized and
felt more ownership in the program.

These organizational

changes in combination could be the key to the success of the
program.
An in-depth search for information concerning advisory
programs and transescence was completed.

Sources in the

advisory area were fairly limited; however, the combination
of all the material proved extremely enlightening and
valuable.
It was necessary to create a handbook that was a useful
tool for teachers functioning in an extended capacity as an
advisor.

The handbook was developed to simplify the job of

the advisor.

The hope was that indexing each unit would

increase the workability of the handbook.

Also, the addition

of the objectives page would clarify the objectives and goals
of each unit so that an advisor could tell at a glance what
the unit was about.

Major concepts in each unit were

explained in detail for further clarification of unit and
subject objectives.

Exercises, activities and their answer

sheets were placed on separate pages so that copies could be
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made easily.

Again, the goal being, to make the task easier

for teachers so that more time could be spent with the lesson
rather than the physical preparation of the material.
The exercises and activities were borrowed from many
sources and credit was given whenever and wherever possible.
Attempts were made to contact all the authors; however, that
was not always feasible due to address changes, publishing
house closures, and even the death of the author.

Most of

the authors were happy to allow their materials to be
utilized in a program of this nature as long as publication
was limited to school usage.

Some of the materials were

purchased exercises that were modified to meet school needs,
others were from textbooks, interpersonal and group
communication manuals, and others were created by the author
for the handbook.

CHAPTER IV
A DESCRIPTION OF THE ADVISOR BASE HANDBOOK
It is impossible to include the entire advisory handbook
in this paper; however, an outline of the format of the
handbook is contained in this chapter.

The first section of

the handbook includes the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Rationale for Advisor Base
Purpose for Advisor Base
Goals of the Advisor Base
Objectives for the Advisor Base
Key Elements for a Successful Advisor Base
Format of Advisor Base
Activities Included in Advisor Base
Responsibilities of Advisor and Advisees
Summary of Advisory Base

The next section includes information concerning the
weekly schedule for Advisor Base.

Monday - Academic Day
Tuesday - Activity/Study Day
Wednesday - Club Day
Thursday - Study/Activity Day
Friday - Teacher Choice Day
The final section of the handbook includes the academic
material.

Each unit includes a rationale for the particular

unit and an index of the material.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

orientation Unit
Getting Acquainted Unit
Study Skills Unit
Goal Setting Unit
Self-Esteem Unit
26

The units included are:
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Group Communication Unit
Communication Skills Unit
Career Education Unit
Decision-Making Unit

The following is a sample of a unit rationale and index
for the Getting Acquainted Unit.
GETTING ACQUAINTED RATIONALE
This unit is very critical because it establishes the
direction for your advisor base group for the year.

It is

important that you as the advisor are involved in the
activities in this unit.

You have the opportunity to get to

know your advisees on a personal level.

This knowledge will

give you a better understanding of each of the children for
future reference.

It will also give your advisees the chance

to get to know you in a friendly, non-threatening manner.
Your attitude toward the students in this unit sets the
mood for your relationship throughout the year.

Establishing

cooperation and openness as your group's theme will encourage
student participation in the rest of the activities which
follow.
GETTING ACQUAINTED UNIT INDEX
Activity:
Getting Acquainted

i

1:

Who Am I?

1

2:

Guess Who I Am?

A Getting Acquainted Activity .

2

5:

. . .. . . . . .
Jigsaw: Forming Groups
...
Group Conversation Starters Sheet . . . .

6:

Group Tasks:

7:

Getting Acquainted:

8:

Who Am I? Variations:
Acquainted Activity

3:
4:

9:

Getting to Know You

.
. . ...

A Collection of Activities
A Potpourri
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5, 6
7
8

9 I 10

A Getting-

. . .. .. .. . . .

First Names, First Impressions:
A Feedback Experience

. . .. . . ... .
Understanding Where We Are Going . . . . . . .
. ... . ... . .
10: Name Game
11: I Remember When . . . .
...
12: Name Game - Communication Skills .
. ..
13: Wish and Tell . . . . . . . . .
14: OGNIB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
. ..
15: Killer Statements

11, 12, 13
14, 15
16
17
18
19
20
21, 22
23

HOQUIAM MIDDLE SCHOOL
ADVISOR BASE PROGRAM
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RATIONALE:
Concern on the part of parents, corrununity members, students
and teachers indicated a need to strengthen guidance at Hoquiam
Middle School. Guidance, in the Hoquiam Middle School, not unlike
many other schools around the nation, was operating with one full
time counselor at the middle school level. To overcome the one
counselor to 400 student ratio it was decided to look at ways that
would of fer more guidance services to students--services which
would assist students to develop self-understanding and a sense of
purpose.
Middle school students need direction and guidance in the
areas of self-understanding, positive self-image, successful
social relationships, good study skills and positive attitudes
towards school, faculty and corrununity. They need to develop
skills in decision-making and goal setting related to academic
progress. Middle school students need to increase their awareness
of the variety of occupations and leisure time options available.
After many visitations and much research the school adopted
the philosophy that every classroom teacher for grades 7-8 would
serve in an advisory role to 15 to 20 students. The teacher and
students form a guidance unit that represents the foundation of
the Advisory Base Program.
PURPOSE:
Advisory is designed to deliver guidance services to a total
school population in grades 7-8; guidance services which include
assisting students to establish realistic goals, develop an
understanding of themselves, make plans that relate directly to
their needs and interests, and improve corrununications between
students and teachers and between school and the home. Advisory
provides the time and a system for developing one-to-one
relationships as an integral part of the school program. Advisory
also provides the opportunity for teachers to better acquaint
themselves with each of their advisees through home contact
thereby improving corrununication between the home and the school.
It means that the school acknowledges the importance of teachers,
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students and parents knowing each other as people, and that the
means are provided to assure that these types of valued
relationships occur.
Advisory gives all students an opportunity to become active
members of a group. Through Advisory, every student as an
individual belongs with someone, in a special group. This group
membership is a special benefit to those students who are not
involved in cocurricular activities, such as sports, clubs or
student government.
GOALS OF THE ADVISOR PROGRAM
A guidance Planning Committee comprised of staff members,
developed the following student goals for the Hoquiam Middle
School Advisory Base program.
*Students will understand and utilize personal traits.
*Students will understand their aspirations in relation to
their abilities, aptitudes, and interests.
*Students will develop a more positive self-concept, resolve
conflicts, develop values, solve problems, make decisions and set
short and long term goals.
*Students will make a satisfactory transition from one
educational level to another.
*Students will become self-directed individuals.
*Students will develop social skills.
*Students will recognize community responsibilities.
*Students will recognize through parent/advisor contact that
their advisor and their family members do have a common interest
in them.
OBJECTIVES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL ADVISOR BASE
The objectives as stated below were developed for middle
school students:
*Students will become acquainted with members in their
advisory group and with their advisor.
*Students will know and adjust to Middle School rules.
*Students will develop a positive self-concept.
*Students will recognize their community responsibilities.
*Students will learn inter-personal skills while working
toward group goals.
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*Students will use the decision-making process in making
personal and group decisions.
*Students will realize that their behavior, attitude and
participation in all advisory activities does have meaning and is
important to their development as a person.
*Students will explore interests and abilities and consider
related career options.
*Students will see the relationship between patriotism and
citizenship and develop a respect for their country.
These objectives are met by involving the students in
specially designed activities every day during the advisory
period.
1.
VALUES AND SELF-ESTEEM:
A variety of self-esteem and values activities will be
provided. The emphasis will be on improving self concept,
something very important at this age level.
2.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS/COMMUNICATION:
Participation will include activities in listening, trust,
rapport and communication skills. These tasks include discussing
such matters as dating and boy/girl relationships and
communications with parents and other adults.
3.
DECISION-MAKING/GOAL SETTING:
Participation in decision-making and goal setting activities-both individual and group--involves students in a variety of
tasks. These tasks include large and small group discussions,
practicing the decision-making process, planning an academic
program and planning for post-secondary interests.
4.
CAREER AWARENESS:
Students will be provided information regarding future career
possibilities. This orientation will provide students with a
background enabling them to make intelligent academic choices in
preparing for their future in the work force.
KEY ELEMENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL ADVISORY PROGRAM
Some key elements must be considered for an advisory program
to become an effective, functional part of the total school
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program. These elements include:
*The support of all groups--community member, school
directors, parents administrators and staff.
*A high percentage of the total staff must be positive,
dedicated teachers committed to advisory and willing to implement
with a high degree of enthusiasm.
*An enthusiastic director who is committed to the philosophy
and has the ability to organize and sell the program to other
staff members should be appointed and given some free time to
carry out his/her responsibilities.
*In-service must be provided for all involved with Advisoryadministrators :ind teachers--before the program commences.
*Continued in-service for teachers and leadership training
for students must be provided once the program is in operation.
*The establishment of an ongoing guidance committee to give
continual input into the program and to assist in evaluating
materials that will be used.
*Highest priority must be given to the program within the
total educational program--the time should not be cancelled for
any reason.
*A good balance of activities must be provided; some paper
work and group activities that are fun.
*A three year development period must be mandated to allow
the chance for success.
FORMAT OF THE PROGRAM
Each advisory group includes students that represent each
grade level (grades 7 and 8) boys and girls; high and low
achievers; athletes and non-athletes. It is critical that each
group also includes at least one strong students leader.
The group stays together as a group with the same advisor for
both years at the middle school. This allows a cohesive group to
emerge. Each advisee may change groups once either at the request
of the advisee or the advisor. this eliminates students changing
groups on a whim.
The groups meet every day for 26 minutes between second and
third period. Activities are structured and varied on a daily
basis.

ACTIVITIES THAT TAKE PLACE
A few of the activities that take place during advisory are
presented here to illustrate the variety of things that can take
place to meet individual, group and school-wide needs.
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS:

Each advisory group is involved

every year in a community service project.
These projects include working with people at a nursing home;
presenting plays and programs for community groups; cleaning
windows downtown the day after Halloween, shoveling snow for the
elderly and handicapped or doing special projects for other
students.

Other projects include such things as donating funds to

the local museum, refuge relief, etc. may require

limi~ed

money

making activities.
PARENT CONFERENCES:

Parent conferences

wi~l

request of either student, parents or advisor.

be help at the

Prior to

conferences students help plan items in these conferences and
identify areas that they want discussed with parents during the
conference.
SCHOOL WIDE PROBLEM SOLVING:

Advisory can be used at the

discretion of the principal, student leadership group, or staff
advisory committee to solve an existing problem.

Advisee will

discuss the problem and make suggestions for solving it.

Behavior

at school functions such as concerts and athletic events;
littering; and lunchroom behavior are just a few school wide
problems than can be eliminated when students start directing
their own behavior.
BIRTHDAY PARTIES:

)

and advisor.

Birthday parties are held for each advisee

These are either planned and carried out by a

committee or an individual within the group.
PARTICIPATORY EVENTS:
encouraged.

Participation between groups is

These events range from decorating for a holiday to

sporting events.
MINI CLASSES:

A variety of topics are covered by conducting

mini classes through advisory.

Mini classes are conducted to

introduce students to leisure time activities such as an
/
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archeological digs, fashion, fly tying, paper airplane
aeronautics, etc.
RESPONSIBILITIES

An effective Advisor base program requires that both the
advisor and the advisee know and accept certain responsibilities.
These responsibilities should be clearly outlined at the beginning
of each school year. Hoquiam Middle School has designated the
following major responsibilities for advisors:
*An advisor should get to know each advisee on a one-to-one
basis during the school year; be a friend--an adult to whom each
advisee may go to with questions and concerns.
*An advisor should be a central source of information about
each advisee; their academic progress, interests, attitudes,
goals, attendance, etc.
An advisor should better acquaint themselves with each
advisee by making at least one home contact every year.
An advisory should assist the student in developing his/her
school program and help the students evaluate whether or not
she/he is meeting their goals.
*An advisor should provide information about each advisee to
other staff members and parents (guardians) and serve as a liaison
between the school and the home.
*An advisor should inform and assist advisees in carrying out
their responsibilities.
To summarize, an advisor is:
*Someone who cares and wants each student to succeed.
*Someone who accepts the students for what he/she is.
*Someone who knows what the school has to offer.
*Someone who can help the student match what he/she needs
with what the school has to offer.
*Someone who listens to a student talk.
*Someone who is a friend.
The advisor is more than a teacher. The advisor has the added
obligation to care about a few students in a more personal way
outside the classroom situation.
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In turn, the advisee needs to accept certain responsibilities:
*The advisee should attend all advisory sessions.
*The advisee should corrununicate academic problems and cocurricular needs, interests and concerns to the advisor.
*The advisee should facilitate corrununication among advisor,
parent (guardian) and teachers.
*The advisee should request and schedule individual
conferences with advisor.
Only if both the advisor and advisee accept their responsibilities
will the program work effectively.
SUMMARY
An Advisor Base Program allows the advisors to evolve into
warm, trusting, humanistic persons who create a tone for the
entire school. The same climate that exists within the Advisor
Base setting will flow over to the typical classroom. Teacher
advisors gain a broader view of the total school's program. They
become aware of the benefit gained by making home contacts. They
become increasingly sensitive to the need for a school to be
student centered. Students in turn gain skills in interpersonal
relationships, take responsibility for their behavior, and take
pride in themselves, their school and their corrununity. They are
continually aware that their advisors are at their side--and on
their side.
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ORIENTATION

This unit establishes school rules, introduces
new students to the building and grounds, and the
advisor base program.

Hopefully reviewing the rules

and the way the school functions will give added
security to new students and act as a reminder to
those returning.

Presenting

sc~ool

rules early

stresses that order and discipline are a priority
for the building.
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ORIENTATION UNIT
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Index
Activity

2:

3:
4:
5:

6:
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Crazy Mixed-Up Advisor . . . . . . . . . .
Know Your Building--Save Your Steps . . . .
Pee Chee Rules . . . . . . . . . . .

Orientation
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Page

Know Your Building, Advisor
Follow-Up Activity
.
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1, 2
3
4' 5

PeeChee

. . . . . . .
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School Expectations . . . .
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ACTIVITY 1:
"CRAZY MIXED-UP ADVISOR"
Goal:

The student will become aware of the role of
the advisor.

Group size:
Time required:
Materials:

Large
15-25 minutes
One "Crazy Mixed-up Advisor" puzzle for
each advisee.

To the advisor:
This activity is to be presented as a competition.
Tell the group that the object of the activity is
to unscramble the scrambled words in all of the
"Crazy Mixed-up Advisor" statements. The person
who finishes first is to stand up and say:
"You' re
a Crazy Mixed-up Advisor!" He is then to bring his
sheet to you for checking.
If he has unscrambled
all correctly, he wins.
If he misses any or unscrambles them incorrectly, then you are to call
him a "Crazy Mixed-up Advisee," and then the game
continues until a student guesses all correctly.

))

Discussion & Things To Do
-

1 -

Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY 1:
"CRAZY MIXED-UP ADVISOR"
Unscramble the scrambled words in all of the "Crazy
Mixed-up Advisor" statements.

~

A.

aulqtisei

B.

leduehcs

c.

redlof

D.

endfri

E.

cheater

F.

earnl

G.

vidayros

H.

sedgra

I.

logs a

J.

tensil

K.

rent sap

L.

sedcsiino

M.

sequnoist

N.

yemsfl

0.

onionpsi

P.

raceers

Q.

retorp dare

R.

tiesvitica

1.

schedule
grades
goals
listen
careers
report card
advisory
parents
folder

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

-)

9.

Discussion

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
&

qualities
activities
learn
myself
opinions
teacher
questions
decisions
friend

Things To Do
2 -

-

Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY 2:
KNOW YOUR BUILDING--SAVE YOUR STEPS
Goal:

The advisee can locate essential services
in the building, reach relevant locations
with a minimum of effort, and feel more
secure about reaching destinations on time.

Group size:
Time required:
Materials:

Any size
One session
Maps of building

To the advisor:
Give each student a map of the building. Ask him
to find the shortest way to r~ach his classes
from first through sixth hours. Ask him to find
the shortest way from each of his classes to essential services (nurse, office, audio-visual, advisor,
telephones, library, cafeteria).
Follow-up with
questions about where to locate rooms not on his
schedule.
Be sure to include locker location.
An incentive can be provided by setting a time
limit or by providing a reward for the student
who finish~s first.
Note:
If the student has
already attended his classes, this part of the
activity should be omitted.

Discussion & Things To Do
-
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Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY 3:
PEECHEE RULES
Goal:

The advisee can be familiar with the rules,
constraints, and functioning of his school
as outlined in his PeeChee.

Group size:
Time required:
Materials:

Large group or small group
One or two sessions
Pee Chee

To the advisor:
Each advisee should be given a copy of the school
PeeChee and either the advisor or the group leader
should call out a question.
Students compete to
locate the correct information in the PeeChee.
If
the activity is done in a large group, the student
who is first to locate the correct answer is given
a point. When the activity is finished, the student
with the most points wins.
If the activity is done
in small groups, the first group to locate the
answers to all questions wins.
Note:
There is
a follow-up activity to help students review the
role of the advisor and the way his school functions which can be used in conjunction with this.

Discussion & Things To Do
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Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY 3:
KNOW YOUR PEECHEE
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1.

If I am late for school in the morning, what shall
I do?

2.

How many times can I be late to school before some
action is taken?

3.

What will happen if I am late to class between periods?

4.

Does my school have rules about the way I dress?

5.

If I am absent from school, do I have to explain why?

6.

If I have to leave school early to go to the dentist,
what arrangements do I make with the school?

7.

Does my school have a list of things I am not permitted
to bring to school?

8.

If I lose a book that is issued to me, what happens?

9•

If I destroy or write in a book, what will happen?

10.

What is the penalty for smoking in school?

11.

For what problems I have in school can I be given
detention?

12.

What will I do during the time I spend in detention?

13.

What are the rules covering rny behavior while I am
at school?

14.

What is a hall pass?

15.

Will I have a locker?

16.

If I ride the bus, what rules cover my behavior?

17.

Under what circumstances would my parents receive a
progress report?

18.

When I eat lunch in the cafeteria or the snack bar, what
am I expected to do with my lunch litter, utensils, and
tray?

19.

Where can I buy school supplies at school?

When do I need one?
What can I use my locker for?

Discussion & Things To Do
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Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY 4:
KNOW YOUR BUILDING, ADVISOR & PEECHEE
FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITY
Goal:

The advisee can review the functions of the
advisor and the way his school functions.

Group size:
Time required:
Materials:

Large group, small group or individual
One session
Questionnaire, handbooks

To the advisor:
This activity can be used as a follow-up to
"Know Your PeeChee." The questionnaire can
be used as the basis for discussion or the
"Quick Draw" method where the advisor or
group leader calls out a question and group
members compete to be the first to answer
the question correctly.

Discussion & Things To Do
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Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY 4:
KNOW YOUR BUILDING, ADVISOR & PEECHEE REGULATIONS
FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITY
1.

If I need to ask about a schedule chanqe, where will I go?

2.

If I have to leave school early, where do I go to make
arrangements to leave?

3.

When I am absent, to whom do I give the note explaining
the absence?

4.

If I need to see my advisor, where do I go?

5.

If I want to check out books, how can I use the library?
When can I use the library?

6.

How can I visit my locker most efficiently?

7.

If I need paper and pencils, where can

8.

If I need to visit the nurse, where can I find her?

9.

What time does the building open? Where can I enter the
building? When can I go to my locker?

10.

If I need to make a telephone call, where is the telephone?
When can I use it?

11.

What was covered by the fees that I paid when I entered
school?

12.

Where shall I keep my gym clothes?

13.

How and where do I get a library card if I don't have a
bus pass?

14.

If another student is bugging me, who can help me?

15.

If I am having trouble with one of my teachers, who can
help me solve the problem?

16.

For what offenses can I be suspended?

17.

How can I make an appointment to see a guidance counselor?

18.

If my locker doesn't work, how can I get it fixed?

19.

If I lost a book, my gym clothes, or any personal equipment,
where will I look for it?

20.

If I have a library fine, where can I pay it?

-

Discussion & Things To Do
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go to buy them?

Grades 7-9

Ji.CTIVITY 5:

r\

~

POP-UPS
In a game situation, advisees review school
policies and/or information about members of
their advisory group.

Goal:

Group size:
Time required:
Materials:

Large group
1 session, 20 minutes
1 set of index cards with "Pop-Up"
answers for each team; 1 set of index
cards with "Pop-Up" answers for the
teacher

To the advisor:
This activity would be most beneficial during
the first weeks of school as a follow-up to such
introductory activities as: Know Your Building,
Advisor & PeeChee.
Advisees should be divided into teams comprised
of 5-10 members.
In this game, the teacher will
read an index card which has the "answer" on it
to some school-related question.
Each team will
have an identical box of index cards with the
"questions." These 11 question" cards should be
spread out among the team members.
The object
of the game is to have someone on your team to
be the first person to "pop-up" out of his seat
with the question that matches the answer the
teacher has read.
Example:
Teacher reads the answer:
Go to the nurse's office.
A student 11 pops-up" with the question:
If I am ill at school and want to go home, how
can I arrange to go?
One (1) point is scored for each correct "question."
- Points should not be deducted from students popping
up with the wrong "question." This discourages them
from participating.

Discussion & Things To Do
- 8 -

Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY 6:
SCHOOL EXPECTATIONS
Goal:

Advisees have an opportunity to evaluate
aspects of the school's program and the
degree to which it meets student expectations.

Group size:
Time required:
Materials:

Individual or small
20 minutes
One "School Expectations" form
for each advisee

To the advisor:
Students can analyze which of their expectations
are met by our school.
The information may be
useful to administrators and teachers.

Discussion & Things To Do
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Grades 7-9

ACTIVITY

6~

SCHOOL EXPECTATIONS FORM
Sometimes the school needs to know what you expect of it and
whether it meets your expectations. Your-advisor will keep
your answers in mind when helping plan school activities and
programs.
YES
NO
1.

Do you expect school to be an enjoyable
place to come for learning?
Do you feel that this school is enjoyable?

2.

Do you expect to learn only those things
which will help you get a job?
Do you learn only those things which
will help you get a job?

3.

Do you expect to receive good grades
at school?
Do you receive good grades at school?

4.

Do you expect the teachers to show you
respect and not to embarrass you?
Do the teachers treat you with respect?

5.

Do you exp'e ct to be invited to join
clubs, teams, or other activities at
school?
Are you involved in activities at school?

6.

Should schools make students feel
important?
Do you feel an important member of
this school?

7.

Should students at a school work to
get along well together?
Do the students at this school get
along well together?

8.

Students have to have a lot of school
spirit for the school to be a good one.
There is a lot of school spirit at this
school.

9.

Teachers should use a variety of activities in class for teaching and keeping
student interest.
Teachers at this school use a variety
of activities to Keep student interest.

10.

If I need extra help in class, should I
be able to get it?
If I am confused in class, I can get
help at school.
Discussion & Things To Do
Grades 7-9
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GETTING ACQUAINTED

This unit is very critical because it establishes
the direction for your advisor base group for the year.
It is important that you as the advisor are involved
in the activities in this unit.

You have the oppor-

tunity to get to know your advisees on a personal level.
This knowledge will give you a better understanding of
each of the children for future reference.

It will

also give your advisees the chance to get to know
you in a friendly, non-threatening manner.
Your attitude toward the students in this unit
sets the mood for your relationship throughout the
year.

Establishing cooperation and openness as your

group's theme will encourage student participation
in the rest of the activities which follow.

i
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ACTIVITY 1:
WHO AM I?:
A GETTING ACQUAINTED ACTIVITY
Goal:

To allow participants to become acquainted
quickly in a relatively non-threatening way.

Group size:
Time required:
Materials:

Setting:

Unlimited.
Approximately 45 minutes.
For each participant:
One 8 1/2" x 11"
paper with question "Who Am I?" written
in one-inch letters at top; pencil;
piece of masking tape, a safety pin,
or a straight pin for each participant.
Large room in which participants may
move freely.

Process:
I.

Participants receive the materials and are
allowed ten minutes in which to write ten
different answers to the question, "Who Am
I?" The teacher shoulc stress legibility,
because participants must be able to read
these answers easily from a distance.

II.

Each participant fastens his completed sheet
to the front of his clothing.

III.

Participants circulate but without speaking.
They are instructed to make eye contact with
each person they encounter.

IV.

The teacher asks participants to move on to
another person about every two minutes.

ACTIVITY 2:

-""\
'l.

__

GUESS WHO I AM?
Goal:

This can be used as a get-acquainted activity
or a getting-to-know-you activity later in the
year.
It focuses everyone's attention on one
person in a healthy way and gives that person
a moment in the spotlight.

Process:
Have your students ~rite out some biographical
information that describes them but does not
make it too- obvious who they are.
Include such
things as hobbies, talents, major trips they
have taken, unusual things about their family,
and so on.
When each person has done this, collect the
cards and read them while the class attempts
to guess who is being described.
Include a card of your own!

I am somebody! I may be poor - but I am
somebody! I may be in prison - but I am
somebody! I may be uneducated - but I
am somebody!
Rev. Jesse Jackson

J. .

ACTIVITY 3:

-~

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Goal:

Getting to know another person can be an
exciting adventure.
One of the most important
aspects of getting to know another person is
the exchange of information.
In fact, one of
the causes of problems in a relationship is
the simple lack of information. When you don't
know something about someone, you tend to fill
in the vacuum with assumptions, fantasies, and
unrealistic expectations. As we begin to know
another person, it is important to get some of
our "who" and "why" and "what" questions
answered.

Process:
We have listed below a series of questions that
can be used in several different ways.
Students
can be asked to pick a partner and answer some
or all of these questions. You could give them
the entire list on a duplicated sheet, write it
on the blackboard, or just use a fe~ of the
questions. You can also have students pick a
partner, answer one or two questions chosen by
you, and then pick another partner, and so on.
This way each person gets to know a little more
about a lot of other people. You could also
use these questions in small groups of four to
six students.

ACTIVITY 3:
The questions listed below work best with teenagers and
adults.
1.

How would your parents have described you as a child
(age 6 to 12)?

2.

What was your favorite toy as a child?

3.

What is your favorite toy now?

4.

What were you most proud of as a child?

5.

What was your childhood nickname and how did you feel
about it?

6.

Do you like your first name now?
you like instead?

7.

What is your favorite possession?

8.

Can you name a favorite possession you no longer
possess, and describe your feelings about no longer
having it?

9.

What is the funniest thing that ever happened to you?

10.

What is the silliest thing you have ever done?

11.

What is the stupidest thing you have ever done?

12.

What is your all-time favorite movie?
special meaning for you?

13.

What is your favorite book?
meaning for you?

If not, what would

Why does it have

What in it has personal

(

ACTIVITY 4:

~

(:

JIGSAW:
Goal:

To establish group cohesion by forming a large
number of participants into groups with predetermined compositions.

Group size:

Time recuired:
Materials:

Setting:

FOR"lING GROUPS

Unlimited.
(This example is based on forty
participants, who form four equal-sized
groups.
The technique is easily adapted
for various meIT~ers of participants).
Approximately 30 minutes.
Four giant jigsav; puzzles, each cut from
a 4' x 6' sheet of masonite.
Each puzzle
is painted a different color.
Each puzzle
should have approximately twenty pieces.
A room large enough to allow four groups
of ten participants each to construct
the four puzzles on the floor.

Process:
This design may be used to control the composition of groups in laboratories with two or more
11
types 11 of participants, such as Blacks and
Whites, students and teachers, administrators
and staff.
In this example, the ~acilitator wants to form
four ten-person groups, with men and women
proportionally divided within each group.
The
forty participants consist of twenty-four men
a~d sixteen women.
I.

r')::
--~::::

The teacher prearranges the puzzle pieces on
the floor in the following manner: Puzzle 1
is divided into ten sets of two pieces each.
Four of these sets are placed on one side of
the room for the women participants; the remaining six sets are placed on the other side
of the room for the men participants.
Each
of the other three puzzles is divided in the
same way.
The teacher always keeps the two
pieces in each set together.

ACTIVITY 4:
II.

The teacher then directs ~en and women to
the appropriate sides of the room and
announces that each person is to pick up
a set of puzzle pieces. He declares three
ground rules:
(1) participants may not
talk; (2) no participant may abandon his
or her pieces; and (3) no participant may
give away his or her pieces. He gives no
further directions.
Participants assemble the four puzzles,
thereby forming groups which have cooperated on an ambiguous task.

IV.

Each of the four groups meets for 10-15
minutes to process the exercise.

v.

The teacher notes the behaviors dur:ing the
formation of the groups and leads a general
discussion of the experience.

Variations:
I .

By altering the number of puzzle pieces in
a set, the size of the groups can be varied.

II.

The exercise can be made more difficult by
having two or more puzzles painted the same
color, or by painting one piece of each
puzzle a different color.

III.

The teacher may let participants talk while
solving the puzzles.

IV.

Smaller construction-paper puzzles can be
used and assembled on tables.

ACTIVI':'Y 5:
GROUP

"')

CONVERSATIO~

STARTERS SHEET

1.

Other people usually ...

2.

The best measure of personal success is

3.

Anybody will work hard if

4.

People think of me as ...

5.

When I let go

6.

Nothing is so frustrating as

7.

People who run things shocld be ...

8.

I miss

9.

The thing I like about myself is

10.

There are times when I

11.

I would like to be ...

12.

When I have something to say

13.

As a child I

14.

The teacher I liked best was a person who

15.

It is fun to ...

16.

My body is

17.

Loving someone

18.

Ten years from now, I ...

...

...

ACTIVITY 6:
GROUP TASKS:
Goal:

A COLLECTION OF ACTIVITIES

Below are listed several tasks that can be
used in studying group process.
These can
be used in conjunction with process observer
forms contained in Vol I: Structured Experience
10; Vol II: 37; '72 ~...""lnual: 79; '73 Annual:
92; Vol IV: 103, and the group-on-group design
in Vol I:6.

Process:
I.

Checkerboard.
The group is given black and red
construction paper, pencils, scissors, glue, and
tape.
It is instructed to make a checkerboard.
(The facilitator should be aware that some individuals may want to make the checkerboard "right").

II.

Campaign.
The group plans a public . relations
campaign for an organization (or cause) such
as the National Organization of Women or
children's rights.

III.

Budget.
Given a sum of money, the group allocates
funds to uni ts within an organization.
(Proposed
budgets of the units may exceed the total amount
available) .

IV.

Making-It-Up.
The group devises a game to be
played with a ball.
Members make up the rules
and play the game.

v.

Group Efficiency.
Individuals write statements
they believe to be characteristic of an efficient
group.
These are posted and rank-ordered by
consensus. The group can then study its own
functioning with this list as an evaluation tool.

'.'I.

Group Poem.
Individuals contribute to a group
poem on newsprint, one line at a tine.

VII.

Alma Mater. Groups ~rite songs that reflect their
experiences. These songs are then presented in
a joint meeting.

VIII.

Skit.
The group writes a script for a skit.
Subjects could be the staff, a significant
group event, or a "back-home" situation.

ACTIVITY 7:
GETTING ACQUAINTED:
Goal:

A POTPOURRI

Below are listed several structured experiences
that can be used as ice-breakers in human relations
training events.
These getting-acquainted ideas
can be employed in laboratories, conferences, class
meetings, and other group meetings.

Process:
I.

S up erlatives.
Participan"ts are asked to study
t h e compos i tion of the group quietly and to
decide on a superlative adjective that describes
themselves in reference to the others.
Example:
youngest, tallest, most up-tight.
Then they
tell their adjectives, eh-plain, and test the
accuracy of their self-perceptions.

II.

Secure a large blank map from a school
supplies dealer.
Post the map and have each participant write his first na~e and hometown in the
proper place on the map.
(As he tells about his
hometown, he is disclosing important things about
himself) .

III.

Demographics. On a c2-lalkboard, the group lists
all of the background data that they would be interested in knowing about each other, such as age,
marital status, educa"tional history, etc.
Participants in turn tell ·who they are in reference to
these demographic questions.

IV.

Progressive Inference. Post sheets of newsprint
on the walls, one for each participant.
Group
members write their first names on the sheets and
then begin four rounds of self-disclosure.
First,
each writes his favorite English letter (A, B, C,
etc.) on his sheet, returns to his seat, explains
his choice, and is questioned by his fellow participants.
In rounds 2-4, the content is his favorite
word, then his favorite phrase, and finally his
favorite sentence.
(Chip R. Bell, North Carolina
National Bank, Charlotte).

Eo~etown.

ACTIVITY 7:
;:.··

v.

Design. Subgroups are formed to brainstorm
getting-acquainted ideas.
They select representatives who meet in the center of the room
to plan an ice-breaking activity.
(This
meeting may be interrupted for process
observations by the remainder of the group).
After a break, the representatives conduct
their own design.

VI.

Dra~ a Classroom.
Participants are given paper
and pencils and are instructed to draw a classroom.
They have 5-10 minutes to work privately
in this phase. After everyone finishes they hold
their drawings in front of them and circulate
around the room without speaking (10 minutes).
Then they are asked to return to two or three
interesting people to talk with th~m. Subgroups
are formed to discuss the content of the drawings and to report to the total group.

Variations:
Draw an office or a shop.
(Robert T. Williams, Colorado State University,
Fort Collins) .

'
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ACTIVITY 8:
"WHO AM I? II VJ..RI..P-.TIONS:

A GETTING-ACQUAINTED ACTIVITY
Goal:

To allow participants to becooe acquainted
quickly in a relatively non-threate::-i.ing way.

Group size:
~ime req uired:
!i1ateri als:

Setting:

Unlirni ted.
Approximately 45 ~inu~es.
Sheets of paper, 12" :>: 20", o::-i.e to be
fastened around each ~articip2~t's
neck "bib-style", v:i-=::-. a st:-i::-,;; ball
of string and scissors; pencils or
felt-tipped markers.
Large room in which participa::-i.ts may move
freely.

Process:
I.

Participants receive the materials and are allowed
10 minutes for any of the ::c:lowing activities to
introduce themselves to fellow participants.
~he
facilitator may choose one variatio~ for all participants or allow participa~~s to choose any variation
they wish.
1.

Participants may draw a picture or pictures
of themselves; a carica-=ure, a cartoon strip,
etc.

2.

Participants may d::.-aw a pie \·;1-:..r, differents ized wedges to illustrate percentages of
themselves devoted to certai~ life foc~ses.
Example:
A love-distributio~ ~ie or an
energy pie.

3.

Participants may draw a "life :..ine
a
graph of their lives to the ?resent, showing
high points -- or a pro~ected total life line
which indicates where ~~ey are ~o~.

4.

Participants may write a series of words,
such as adjectives.
Wo:-ds mig~t be selected
through free associatio~.

5.

Specialty groups, such as musicians, math
engineers, or chemists, may identify themselves with their own symbols.

11
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ACTIVITY 8:
6.

Participants may draw pictures of animals,
objects, or music with which they identify.

7.

Participants may write words to indicate
their own values.

II.

Each participant ties tis completed sheet around
his neck.

III.

Participants circulate in cocktail-?arty fashion,
(Background music is
but without speaking.
optional).

IV.

The facilitator asks participants to move on to
a new person every minute for a total of 10-15
"meetings."

v.

After this nonverbal phase, the participants are
told to return to two or three people they thought
would be interesting, based on their previous
encounters.
They may now speak to one another.
They may be encouraged to ask questions they
ordinarily would not ask.

vc:i.riations:
I.

Instead of the questior: "Who arr, I?", participants
can complete the open-endec statenent "I am becoming
the kind of person who ... "or the sentence "I am
pretending that .... "
(It is important that at
least ten different responses be called for, so
that participants move beyond superficial selfdisclosure) .

II.

Participants may be asked to avoid giving demographic data in their ~~swers.
The facilitator
may illustrate by pointing out the difference
between "What am I?" (husbanC., fa th er, counsel or,
etc.) and "Who am I?" (tense, a taker of risks,
managing myself towards openness, etc.).

III.

Self-descriptive adjectives can be called for
instead of answers to the question.
A second
column of adjectives could be in response to the
question "How would I like to be?"

Jl.CTIVITY 8:
IV.

Participants may be permitted to speak in
Process step III.

v.

After the processing, participants can post
their sheets on a wall, so that all the gettingacquainted data are available for study at all
times.
Persons may edit their sheets at any
time during the training event.
a closure activity, participants may be
instructed to write what they learned during
the training.
The content may be varied.
Example:
In a personal growth laboratory
the topic could be 11 1\;hat I learned about me";
in a leadership/management development laboratory, the topic could simply be "What I
learned" or "What I am going to do ; differently."
~As

~
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l.CTIVITY 9 :
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FIRST NAMES, FIRST IMPRESSIONS:
A FEEDBACK EXPERIENCE

Goals:

To get acquainted with other members of a small
group.
To discover one's initial impact on
others.
To study phenomena related to first
impressions -- their accuracy and effects.

Group size:
Time required:
Xaterials:
Setting:

Six to twenty-five.
Approximately 1 hour.
Two sheets of paper and a pencil for each
participant.
Group members should be seated in a circle,
with lapboards for writing.

Process:
I.

At the first meeting of the group, the teacher
directs that each person give his first name
and one or two significant facts about himself.

II.

Participants are then instructed to turn their
chairs around, away from the circle, so that
they cannot see the other group members.
They
are told to write down as many of the first names
as they can remember.

III.

After about 3 minutes, they turn their chairs
back toward the group and find out whose names
they forgot.
They may ask for additional information to attach to the names that they found
difficult to remember.

IV.

The group discusses names, feelings attached to
them, difficulties experienced in remembering
them, and reactions of those whose names were
not remembered.

\'.

The teacher hands out additional sheets o: paper,
and participants are directed to write a group
roster (names in the same order on each) . Then
they are asked to note briefly their first
impressions of each group member.

ACTIVITY 9:
VI.

These first-impressions papers are collected
by the teacher. Without revealing the ident~ty
of the writers, he reads all impressions of the
first participant, who is then asked to comment
on the accuracy of the impressions, his feel~ngs
while hearing them, and surprising items.
Then
all impressions of the second participant are
read aloud, he reacts, and so on.

VII.

Tne group members discuss the accuracy of firstimpression data, the effects of first impressions,
and their reactions to this experience.

Variations:

"'

' ..._.r.(:f:::
.. .

I.

Each participant reads aloud his first impressions
of each of the other members of the group.

II.

Present impressions can be substituted for first
impressions, if participants have known each other
before.

III.

F~rst

IV.

Participants can be instructed to predict
impressions they will hear.

v.

Participants can be encouraged to include n'.egative
and puzzling impressions of each other.

VI.

Tne person receiving feedbac!c can be directed to
make a poster displaying what everyone says about
him.

and present impressions can be used.
w~at

UNDERSTANDING WEEP..E WE ARE GOING

) .:

Outline of Phase I

(* Indicates an activity has been prepared for that item)
I.

1.

Set guidelines for advisory

2.

Learn names
* a. give name and sav all others that were
said before you
* b. say your name and everyone says ~·our
name 3 times
* c. name game test

3.

Learn something about each other
* peak experience - I remember when
* why you were named your name - Name crarne
* wish and tell
* Ognib say name and give quality about yoursel~ using
first initial ex.
Ex-energetic.
Repeat each one
before you.
Must remember all others and their
quality
"ing" name tags.
Put name on card anc put at:
least 5-ing words about yourself.
like-dislike list.
Fi:-1d people who have same
like or dislike.

4.

Eliminate killer statements.
a.
Define any put down of self or ot~ers
* b. Give students a (2 minute) time limit
to write all the killer statemer.ts they
can think of then same time for caring
statements.
Discuss.

5.

Practice group interaction skills:
listen, ::::-epeat,
take turns
* a. Listening exercises -- to show ho~ we aon't
really listen.
Paragraphs and questions
about paragrap~.
b.
Like-dislike act~vity
Partner
Risk-describing topics
* c.

)

Source books:
Values Clarification, Simon, Howe, Kirschenbaum,
Hart Pub. Co. New York
Argus Communications
7440 Natchez Ave
Niles, IL 60648
Poster Indeas for Personalized
Listening by Betsy Caprio

ACTIVITY 10:

r

NAME GAME
Goal:

To help learn each other's names and to
learn communications skills.

Group size:

Large group.

Tc the advisor:
Select one of the several pcpular name-learning
activities, such as:
yo~

a)

give full name and what
called in this group.

wish to be

b)

give name you wish to be called and repeat
your name three (3) times.

c)

give name you wish to be called in this
class and all the rest of the group repeats
your name three (3) times.

d)

tell your name (or nickname)
were given that name.

and why you

At the end of this session or the next meeting,
you might want to make up a test with questions
which might include:
Who wears glasses?
Who is wearing blue? (or any other color)
T1ho has ritbons in her hair?
Name all five (5) people in this group
(or row).
Who has a Bandaid on their finger?
Etc.
(Questions will vary depending on
group)
or, as a group correct test verball y to determine
how well names have been learnec.
(A short test
is more effective for this age sroup ) .

......\

l}..

ACTIVITY 11:

.

I REMEMBER WHEN
Goal:

To learn more about each other and to
practice communication skills.

Group size:

Large or small group (peak
experiences)

To the advisor:
Kame a time limit, like during 5-10 years old,
during 10-12 years old, or last summer.
Then
let each student answer a question relating to
that time such as:

:).

J

1)

What was the highlight or most memorable
experience?

2)

What was the happiest experience?

3)

What was the saddest experience?

ACTIVITY 12:

1:·

NA..ME GAME -

Goal:

COMNUNICATION SKILLS

To learn something about each other.

Group size:

Small group.

To the advisor:
Rave students take turns ~elling what
their names and/or nicknames are and why
tl"ley were given that name or nickname.

CJ

J.

....

ACTIVITY 13:
WISH AND TELL
Goal:

To learn something about each other.

Group size:

Small group.

To the advisor:
Ask students to tell of a wish they have or
have had.
Have they ever wished for something
to happen?
Have they had a wish for a certain
thing?
Have they wished to go to a
place?

)

If no one
wish that
"I wish I
one does,
that that

c~rtain

volunteers immediately, share a
you have.
Expect someone to say,
had a million wishes." If somelaugh with him and tell the group
kind of a wish is not fair.

ACTIVITY 14:

~··
r

V...

OG!aB
Goal:

To learn something about

Group size:

eac~

other.

Large group.

To the advisor:
Each advisee will receive a card like the
sample.
The object is to find a ~ember
of the group that fits the description in
a square.
The identified student signs
the description.
The first person to have
all squares signed is the winner (or set
a maximum time limit.)
Have the winner
check his/her card as in Binge and then
award the OGNIB badge at advisor's discretion.

ACTIVITY 14:
OGNIB Cl>.RD

I

I
1

I

Has
cur2.. v
brov..-n
hair

I

Has a b rother
in this
school

Is an on l y
child

Visited
another state
this summer

Pl a y s on c.
baseball
team

Has a doq

Can roller
skate

1

I
'

Has brown
eyes

1

' Has

cat

Has
blue
e y es

a

Lived in
another
sta,t e

Mi ddle chi l d
in family

Earned money
this summer

I

I

Can water
ski

Ol d e s t c h ild
in family

Took some
kind of
summer lessons

i Younges t

I child
I

!

I
I

Ilas p i erced
ears

'

·~

Ic lefthanded

Has a s i s te r
in this
school

family

in

ACTIVITY 15:
KILLER
Goal:

STATE~IBNTS

To create an awareness of killer statements.

Group size:

Large group.

To the advisor:
Give students time limit (tv:o minutes) i n which
to write as many killer state~ents as they can
think of.
Example:

turkey, dummy, etc.

Then give equal time in which students are to
write caring statements.
Example:
I like you, you're fun, you
smile a lot, etc.
At end of time, discuss both types of statements
and guide the students to realize how much easier
it was to list killer statements than caring
statements.
This activity should be prefaced by a brief
examination of killer and caring statements.
"Killer statements are any putdown of self
or others."

WHAT ARE STUDY SKILLS?
Study skills are the personal methods by which children
learn.

Without some type of guidance, students can learn

both positive and negative study skills.

In order to avoid

the negative the teacher must help the child to construct
worthwhile study habits.
Every teacher in every subject should explain proper
study skills to their students since these skills are a
progressive process.

Since the Advisor base program has

no grade threat, students may be more willing to discuss
their concerns about study habits and learning problems.
The unit introduces many different study skills con·cepts which students can utilize to increase their opportunity
to

achiev~
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academic success.
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STUDY SIGLLS maT
r

Index

)
WHl-i.T ARE S'I'UDY SKILLS?
I.
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.

.

.

i
l

Organization; Neatness & Legibility;
Arrangement; Proofreading; USING PRINTED
.MATERIALS; Contents; Index;
. • . . .
Skimming; :Key Words; RECORDING INFOHMATION;
How to Take Notes
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Don't Copy; Making an Outlin~; RETAINING
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. .. .
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. • . . • •
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IV.
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AN I!1POR'I'l-'iN'I' STUDY SKILL
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. .

REJ?Ol~'l'?

•.

3
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5
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7
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Learning Style Assessment Checklist

15
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STUDY SKILLS PUZZLE

18

LEARNING STYLE ASSESSl'T..ENT

LISTENING TESTS .

19

VI.

LIS'l'ENING EXERCISES

20, 21
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'l'ALKING I'I' OVER

22

VIII.

HOW AM I DOING?
Study Habits Questionnaire

23, 24, 24 26

Organization:
Students need a system for planning when c..nd how
do what, to get.thin9s done.

t~

. .. .

'•

I

"

ACTIVI'I'Y 1 :
Let student~ plan a lesson, g~~ · s~eakers'or
equipment needed to complete a proposed project.

' '

ACTIVITY 2:
Let students organize a group project or class
field trip.
Neatness & Legibility:
Children need to realize how neatness and legibility
contribute to better schoolwork.
ACTIVITY 1:
Collect and display samples of handwriting from
friends, relatives and classmates.
Evaluate the samples for neatness and legibility.
ACTIVITY -2:

.

.. ' ....

~.

.. · -:... .

Plan a writing improvement program.
Every student
saves weekly penmanship samples.
Every three or
four weeks, post past and current saraples, noting
. ..signs ..of improvement.•
.....
,.. . : .
~

I

'

'

'

••

•• • : • , · ,

'.

ACTIVITY 3:
Display several neat and several untidy.papers
so that children can compare the impressions they
get. Make transparencies to use in an overhead
projector and display both good and poor samples
of handwriting.

•.

•. .
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Students need to learn that good margins, spacing,
orderly placing on the page is important for the
viewer reaction to the content.
ACTIVITY .1:
On a 9" x 12" sheet, have students arrange four
or more 2" x 2 11 pieces of paper in some definite
order.
I:elp them realize the value of symmetry.

I

•

• "' •

Proofreading:
Students need to learn to search their own work
for spelling, granunar, and usage errors.
ACTIVITY 1:
Let each student have a buddy with whom to exchange
papers before they are given to a particular teacher.
This can be used as a regular study day activity.
It
should help students develop their own proofreading
skills.
USING PRINTED

)

~L~TERIALS

Contents:
Let students know the importance of a contents page
in books .

.•. ,.

:-!··.·.

,. ... . .. · :--.·:.'_,,,.__,.• • ,;.,_;·. .r"·" " " . ,.....

. ·o·~:- .- ACTIVITY

1:

.. . ...
:

:

.... . ...

· ....·

Have students bring a textbook to class, give them
opportunities to practice finding a given title on
the contents page, noting the page number, and turning to the story.
Index:

• <

The index is an alphabetical listing of the
entries in a book.
ACTIVITY 1:
A leader names a topic from students history or
English books, players use the index to locate it.

-j
.,

...

.... .

:~·

•'·

.. : .: ..
_
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ACTIVITY 2 :
/~
I-

Children . learn to
catalog.

I'

u~e

the index from a mail-order

ACTIVI'rY 3 :

Using the classified section of a telephone book
students find the names and addresses of firms
supplying special services and products ·.

•, .•

Skimming:
Learning to skim printed or written material to
locate specific data or get a general impression
of content is a good way to· preview or review.
· Key Words:
Words that give the reader a clue to what the
author is talking about are the key wo~ds.
RECORDING INFORMl'-,.TION

How to Take Notes:
The secret lies in grasping the whole thought or
concept, and shortening it to its simplest form.
Never Lry Lo write down everything that the speaker
says.
Record the information as briefly as possible.

)
.·.. .· .. .
~·

' .~

When taking notes on reading, get the sense of a
whole section or chapter and then jot down the main
.. ,.:· _ ideas~ .: Constant practice improves ·student · notes. ·
ACTIVITY 1:

Make notes on a baseball or football game, a parade,
or a ·special assembly program, and then report ~o
the class.
ACTIVITY 2:

Have children practice note taking when listening
to reports by classmates. Display sets of notes
on· the chalkboard or with the overhead projector,
and discuss with the class. Are the notes adequate?
How could they be improved?

..

. .... · ·..·

\

:·.

.. ... ··""· ..

Students must know the value of . expressing their
own ideas, impressions, and conclusions when
making notes.
Making lm Outline:
A framework for facts and ideas is a key to
organizing thinking.
ACTIVITY 1:
Outline causes and possible solutions for class
problems such as noise, too.much homework,
tardiness, lack of time for desired activities.
/;.CTIVITY 2:
Outline information about a continent, listing
data under such headings as lakes, rivers,
mountains, countries, airlines, railroads,
important seaports, etc.
ACTIVITY 3:
Show the organization of your local or state
government in outline form.

RETAINING WHAT IS LEARNED
Vocabulary Growth:

...··

,. . ,

~;::

''· .J:"f "a .· child" is' "tc:;··speak '

o~

wr.:Lte'

~~ith:" ease~

'he:'
must have the vocabulary to express what he has
learned.

In order to retain words learned, the student
must make a connection with the prior knowledge
or experience of the child.
ACTIVITY 1:
Start every day with a new word on the chalkboard.
Expect the children to find its meaning, and how
to spell and use it.

..

;.

..

·.

...

. ..

.·. ,. . .
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~·
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. ·..

l\.CTIVITY 2:
Have a Word Hunt to find synonyms for comrnon words,
and then use them in written work to aid retention
and to ~ssure correct understanding.

ACTIVITY 3:
One child gives a sentence. Another uses other
words to say the same thing.

ACTIVITY 4:
Make a Word Wall of paper "bricks," for the new
word's that the class has been learning.
As a
variation, use each brick for a pair or more of
homonyms, antonyms, or synonyms .

.l>.CTIVITY 5:
To create vocabulary interest, ask children to
collect words which appeal to them because they
like the sound.
Summarizing & Reviewing:
be :r:et.ained, learning must be used.
Summarizing
helps the child grasp the relationship of facts.
'1 0
1

ACTIVITY 1:

..
:

"•,

.

. . .-.. :.. : ....

:

{

~·

SuDmarize the day's classroom activities, an assembly
.· ... P.rogram,. a physical ed11ca.ticm class,, and so. on. . .'I'his
·can be a class or pupil assignment.· Discuss ways to
improve the summaries.

ACTIVITY 2:
Summarize the skills needed by the children for
preparing many types of lessons and reports •

.·

.. ··.:· .

.

... ... . ..

Drawing Conclusions:

') .
)

To understand the signific~nce or the meaning of
a fact, children must often be able to infer, or
draw conclusions that are not explicitly stated.
This ability to understand the implications of
what they read can ~e developed very early in
their school experience, and is valuable as
means of deepening and enriching their thinking.

:· .:

a

..·. ·. .· .: ...

Read the following paragraph, and then the statements below.
Can all the statements be properly
inferred from the content of. the paragraph?
Chimborazo, Ecuador's highest peak,
is 20,577 feet high.
At one time, it was
thought to be the highest peak in the
Andes.
Its name means "mountain of snow."
The snow line is at about 15,000 feet.
To
the north is Carihuairazo, known to the
Indians as "Chimborazo's Wife, 11 with a
height of 16,496 feet.
- The highest peak in the Andes is outside
Ecuador.
- Chimborazo has an Indian name.
- Carihuairazo is probably snow-capped.
- Indian families live on the slopes of
Chimborazo .
. .. .:-, ... ·.·. ... ·.• ... ._, ... ... ..... ·.· .· .. . .,' .. '· .. .. .. .... . _ .· , ,, .
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Find other paragraphs to test the pupil's ability
to draw conclusions.
Let them search for similar
material (factual or fictional) to challenge class~
mates.
I'•

.·

I

.·

Preparing for Tests:

)

.

l

.

/

.

Unfortunately; many children think of u.n exanination
as a contest betw~en a teacher and her pupils, which
the teacher wins if enough pupils fail to "pass."
Perhaps teachers need to take stock cf their purposes,
and should try to make them clear to the children.
ivhy give tests?

.

'

..

Much can be done to prepare children to take an
exam in stride. Have you and your pupils ever
discussed the following poin~s?
- Do each day's work carefully and correct
the mistake s you make.
- Keep a notebook in which to write important
notes for review.
- If you do not understand something in a
lesson, g e t help immediately. Be sure that
rule s , formula s , and new words hav e meanin g
for y ou.
- Memorize important facts.
- Study with a friend or ~a rent, so you can
discuss problems toge ther.

_)

•

t.

I

~

' •

; .....

~.

<

' .~

- After reviewing for an exam, try making
up sampl e test questions a bout the v a rious
· topics 1 and . see if you can answer , them . .
If not, try a g ain!
- The njght before a test, go to bed e~rly
.and get a good night's sleep~ then, · start
the day with a good breakfast.
- Read an examination question first, and
then think about it. Write what you know
on scratch paper; reread the question;
decide how to write the information in
the best and clearest way.

/

~-

(

... ..
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·:··;· . ··· .. ··
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- Discuss objective- und essay-type test
questions, and methods of approach.
Object:-ive tests:

1.

If a statement is partly false, mark
i t False.

2.

All, only, always, and never mean
''without any exceptions-:'1--

3.

Watch for words like usually, often,
frequently which may chai1ge--the_ _ _
character of the answer required.

4.

Eliminate choices which you know are
wrong, and then choose from what are
left.

5.

Answer questions you are sure :of first;
go back to the doubtful ones.

Essay-type q uestions:

o

!

I

o• o" ': ,;

~

o,

;

f 'o

0 ..

"t

1.

Make sure whether you are to tell what,
how, why, when, where, who; and whether
you ar-e-to describe---;-tell about, or
compare.

2.

Know the meaning of:

compare
: ,,. '"'·· evaluate
list

'

3.

contrast
·· describe·'
outline

illustrate

· ; .. _define .. ,.-.

~

.. ·•···

explain

After deciding what the question calls for,
··· outline your answer briefly before writing
i t on the exam paper.

Memorizing:
The new learning must seem important.
Students must
see clearly what they are trying to learn.
The learning must be meaningful.

)
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A.
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•

• •

WHA'r ARE THE TECHNIQUES OF SUCCESS?

\·le are all motivated, but this motivation is

in many ways.
Use the following list to
areas · toward which you are motivated.

expressed
the

exa~ine

Motivation Check List
Much
Motivation
Make fri e nds
Be self-sufficient
Go to college
Save money
Get enough sleep
Study in school
Go to the beach
Own a car
Watch T.V.
Be "on the go"
Go steady
Be talkative
Make good grades
Head books
Attend dances
Dress well
Enjoy outdoors
Be a leader
Be an athlete
Get married
Enjoy life
". . Lose .or ga:in weight . . : .. : ,.
Be religious
Write well
Be mature
Develop my abilities
Hunt & fish
· Be a writer
Get along with people
Play an instrument
Develop self-discipline

. _. ;.:..
· --=--..:....:..-"--...c:.:
··~

Some
.Motivatic::

_

__..._,.:___;

1

_

...

,•

____

_ __ _ _

Little
Motivation

.;
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B.

' .

The following check-list of study habits encourages
you to evaluate your own habits.
The value of your
"no" responses is to point: out areas that you may
need to strengthen.
1.

Place of Study

Yes

No
Do I

have a regular place of study?

Is it rea s onably quie t and free of distractions?
Do I have an acceptable chair and good lighting?
Do I have a dictionary at my desk to check for
meanings and spelling of words?
Do I use this dictionary regularly, and list
unusual words in a special notebook?

... ' ...: .
,•

~

.. .

...

2.

Row long would it take you to memorize the Preamble
to the Constitution while watching a football game?

3.

Study Techniques

Yes

No
Do I give my toughest course top priority
in studying?

•

-

'

t' '

•
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Do I try · to study when i•~ physi6~lly alert?
Do I take a break when I become fatigued?

Do I set a definite goal for the assigned
study period?
Do I study regularly on a schedule, rathe~
than cramming the night before a test?

.·

..

1:

4.

·••••

..

:.

" ·.

l

.'

·:

Imagine coming home late at night, tired and
having to prepare a paper due early the next
morning at school.
Ilow accurate would your
work be?

5.

.Note Taking

Yes

No

-. - .· .-.- .

Do I

. ... ·

;:·

•

I

'

·.·

~ake

notes
in ink?
·.

·....

.. . .·

·.

Do I revi.ew my notes soon after class?
Do I take special care to make sure that
my class notes are accurate and legible?
Do I underline important concepts in my
notes and books?
:
Do I try to pick out central ideas in class
to be included in my notes?
6.

Imagine taking an open-book test and not being
abl e to read your own notes? How would this
influence your note taking in the future?

)
:

.:. ··,'

·.

•' ·
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Yes

Test
.. •,·Tak.ing
. ... .

,: !.

o

..

I

"'~

..

. ··:

···· ·

No
Do I look over all the questions and answer
first the ones I know best?
Do I read all' directions on the text carefully?
Do I organize my time during tests so that I
can proportion it according to the value of
each . question?

..

..

Do I strive to make test essays as neat as
possible?
Do I check my paper over before turning it in?

J)

·. · ..
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, .·,
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n
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Imagine taking a test and failing it only because
you didn't follow directions.
In what ways might
this be avoided?

8.

1

.

.

:

:·

I

0

•

9.

Preparing Papers

Yes

No

•

~

.

.

. .·

...

....

. ·:

...

. ~ . ·.. ' • ·.

Do I type my papers?
Do I make my papers as neat as possible?
Do I
with
date
Do I

place my completed papers in a binder
the title of the paper, my name, the
and the course title on the outside?
turn it in on time~

Do I keep an "idea" page to trap ideas by
jotting them down before I start the paper?
Do I outline my paper before beginning, dash
it off, and polish it by writing a second or
third draft?

')

10.

. ..-.

... :

Imagine writing a good paper and turning it in a
day late and having the teacher refuse to accept
it.
In what ways could this be avoided?
~
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11.

Now that you've examined the above "rules for
studying," how realistic and important are they
from your viewpoint?

12.

If I could give one "imaginary" gift to my favorite
teacher, what would it be?

.· ....

III.

Goal:

\'Jlll\.T IS fl. PROGRESS REPORT?

The advisee can understand the purpose of the
Progress Report.

Group size:
'l'ime requfnJd:
Ma teriu.i"s: - -

Large group.
One session.
Copies of Progress Report.

To the advisor:
Give ea.ch student a copy of the current progress
report form.
Go over each item, being careful
to reinforce ufiderstandings of acceptable school
behavior, class performance, and study skills.
Explain the use of the Progress Report, stressing
its value as positive reinforcement as well as an
indicator of probable failure or poor progress.
Students may be concerned abo~t the following:

•,

)
...... ·. .··*·

Who fills out a progress report?
Will it be sent to my parents or will
I have to take it to them?
Does a progress report always mean I am failing?
Will I get a failing grade for the quarter if
I get a progress report?
Can I see a copy of a progress report?
As a self-assessment or positive focus activity,
. the student could fill · out for hin1self .good . pro- · ···· · ._ · -, ·
gress reports for one or two classes and keep
them in his folder.

·....

...

.·

:

IV.
Goal:

..

.

LEARNING STYLE

,.

,·

.....

•. . .

ASSESS~ENT

To enable a student to make generalizat~ons
about his behavior and his preferences as
a learner.

Group size:
Time. recniired:

Any.
20 minutes.
One "Learning Style .n.ssessrci.ent Cl:.ecksheet 11
for each advisee.

'I'o the advisor:

...

At junior high age, students are frequently
unaware of either. their learning preferences
6r the c6p~ing mebhanisms the~ use in daily
school performances.
Activities such as
this one, which help students to articulate,
assess, and generalize about their learning
behaviors, are essential if students are to
learn to make wise choices in iater years in
school, based on their learning preferences
and behaviors.

..
...

t •

IV.
D:[

1.

rections:

Learninsr Style Jl.ssessrn2nt Checkshect
For each sentence beginning, check as nany
responses as seem to apply to you most of
the time.
If none apply, fill in the blank
that reads "other."

When a teacher lectures in class,
.· a.
I listen carefully and take notes which I
study later.
I listen carefully ana try to take notes, but
b.

--

Uwy

c.

I

nc~ver

help muc.i.1.

try to listen, but I

get bored and ray mind

wanderf_~.

a.

. ..... ........

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

I l _isten, and I lear:r:t a Jot' · but don't bother
' ...
taking notes. ·
I use the time to rEad or do homework for a
class.
I frequently talk, write notes, or just goof off.
I hope to get the notes from someone else later.
I daydream or sleep and ho~e I can get the same
information from the book or from discussions.
Other
:

2.

When I read an assignment in class,
a.
I always read it slowly and carefully and study
it hard.
b.
I change the v1ay I ree:u.1 (fast or slow, skim or
study), depending on what the teacher says is
the purpose for reading it.
.
c.
I read it as fast as I can just to get it over
with.
d.
I read it slowly but don't learn much.
e.
I wait until a friend is finished and ask what
it was about.
f.
I just read the first few paragraphs.
g.
I never finish in time.
h.
I always finish early.
i .
I never read, period, because I'm a poor reader.
j.
I read it, but don't remember it later.
k.
I take notes as I read to study later.
1.
Other

3.

When we
a.
b.
c.

work in small groups in class,
I work harder because I can talk to other people.
I don't work much, but enjoy talking to my friends.
I try to work hard, but the others in the group
don't usually listen to me.

~·:

.

.

c1.

)

e.

}

f.
g.

h.
i.
4.

When I Hork by myself in cJ as.s,

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
5.

6.

I usually end up doing most of the \'!ork.
don't participate much, but I pay attention and
learn a lot by listening.
I sit in the group, but do the work by myself.
I en j oy i t, bt~t d o n 1 t semn to leu.rn ClS much.
I enjoy it and learn mor e than wor}~ing alone or
getting lectur es .
Other
I

I work harder becQusc it is easier for me to
concentrate.
I talk to friends instead of working.
I don't e njoy it much, but I pr o ~ably learn b e st.
I borrow answers whenever possible since I don~t
learn much thi~ ~ay, anyho0.
·
I wait and figure out th e answers during discussion s .
I just zip through to get done in a hurry and don't
worry about it muc h.
I do my best, but it take s ~e such a long tir.1e!
Other

When I have assignments that aren't due for several days,
a.
I usually forget to do them.
b.
I do them right away just to get them done.
c.
I put them off until the last possible minute
and then rush through them.
d.
I really worry about them even if I do put them off.
e.
I like them because I have plenty of time to do
them at my own rate.
f.
I just copy them, anyway, so it doesn't matter
when they're done.
g.
I wish they were due sooner because I need pressure
to make me work.
h.
Other
When ·we
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

see movies in class,
I sleep.
I watch, but don't learn much unless we discuss it.
I learn and remember a lot more than with books or
lectures.
I just relax and enjoy -- I don't know whether
I learn or not.
I seem to be le~rning at the time, but I don't
remernEer much.
I use the time to talk to friends.
Other
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LIS'I'ENING 'I'ESTS
Listcni11g is a skill which is learned and i t must be
practiced in order to improve listening performance.

The

range of listening ability is very ·wide in childr2r:..

It is

a teacher's job to accept these children as they are and
deter1:1ine Uwir abilities.

I~

is v e ry diffi c ult to hold

attention long enough to impart new ide&s and information
thoroughly.
' ,

I

•

'

To get, hold, and develop attention is the
,•

•'

. "

•

'

••

•

•

'

·,

'

•

problem of education; otherwise learning is impossible.
Therefore,

to shut out all but the problem at hand is one

aim of all methods of education.

Th:!:'ough interest, effort,

and training voluntary attention can

b~

learned.

These listening tests are meant to encourage students

l

.·

in the area of active listening.

)
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VI.
Goal:
'l'o

LISTENING EXERCISES

Group interaction skills.

the~

u.dvisor:
To introduce the topic of good listening
habits and the part distractions play, the
following exercises may be used.
l>C'.!'IVITY 1 :

(With 3 s L:udents hurnrning or

[;j

nging softly)

George was totally exhausted afte~ practice. What a
drudgery ~- 3 tests, Plus an e~tra game practice!
.EvEm thinking of his Saturday date with Joyce could
not cheer him -- he only looked forward to catching
up on his sleep.
Since George was so tired from late
studying, he was grateful that Bob had planned to
drive them home.
Answer:
1.
2.

1

"")

.J •

4.
5.
6.

T

=

'l'rue

F

= False

O = · Insufficient Information

George is on the football team.
It is Friday.
Geon;e' s •Jirl friend is Gloria.
George arnl Bob are teammates.
Bob had taken three tests.
George was tired from practice.

( 0)
( 0)
( F')

(O)
( 0)
(F)

ACTIVITY 2:
(No background noise)
Ellen hurried downstairs to the Home Economics rooP.1
to look for her lost notebook.
Luckily, the door was
open, but she could hear voices from inside.
Should
she interru?t or check the room another time? No problem -- Miss Blake noticed her and asked her to come in.
Answer~

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

T = True

F = False

O

=

Insufficient Information

The Home Economics room is in the basement.
The words Home Economics are on the door.
The girl's name is El a ine.
The girl was looking for her lost textbook~
Miss Blake is the Home Economics instructor.
The door of the Home Economics room is open.

(O)
(0)
(F)
(F)
(O)
(T)

.

~

ACTIVITY 3 :
Directions:

As I read, write directions to your home from
the school's 1~1ain entrance.
•rry to '...-rite
quickly and only in:po r t.2nt informo. t:'.. c:n.
Eaise
you:.:.- hand wlicn you are finish e d.
:t.:,_2 .::: in.

'I'he time:
7:00 a.m.
On a cooJ 1 bJ..-ee::>.y Tuosc~_ ec1y rr:ornins, and the ~:e:-1;:-.erature ··
in Daytmi if:> 42 dc:grec~s, the 1,:L·1d veJ ocity :'..s 10 r.:iles
])Cl~

}1c1t11_.. ,

,,.rit.11 gu.sts t1r: t.o 20 r:1i.le~; pe:-;r 110~..::.- .

There is no ch a nce o f ra iu or s l e et until
evening or possibly Friday.

'L-. '..~r s d ay

. .. .

..

Now let's look at what is hap pe ning in nort~ern Ohio
in th e Cleveland vicinity .
The first snows:: o rm of
the sea s on!
Snow b e g a n falli ng at 2: 4 5 a.r., an d 3
inch es were accumulated by 5: 0 0 a. m.
Then t.::-:r e f~
inch e s were adde d by 6 :00 a.rn., because Of a fast
movin g cold front from the lake.
The tempe~ature
is 29 degrees ... and it seems a~ if it will be
snowing until night.
Complete the followin_g statements:
1.

The newscast is nt

a.m.

(7:00)

2.

The temperature in Dayton is

degrees.

( 4 2)

3.

The wind velocity in Dayton is
per hour.

4.

miles
( 10)

It will begin sleeting in Dayton on
(Thursday or Friday)

5.

6.

)

In Cleveland,
inches of snow have
fallen by the most rec e nt record.

( 6)

The temperature in Cleveland is

( 2 9)

degrees.

.

'

·.

..
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VII.

TALKING I'r OVEH

. give students an opportunity to discuss
.~;pects

of school-related behavior.

Small.
,. ,1:

20

rninu·tc:::~.

None .

. ~visecs 2nd advisor ~ay profit by sharing
'1oughts and experiences on academic · prob"';1c> r S t.udy habits r Cl ,.:.tC:'ndaECe,
time
.. 1nagernent, and class b.ehavior.
Belohr is
•'l. set of sample statements which may provoke = ··
·:t.e.rest and lcaC: to a discuss.ion .
~

:, :.::._.·.:

.~c problems are usually due to students who
- interested in school and who put . more time
~ rgy into complaining about a cla~s than they

..

->~;.y1. ng.

problems seldom occur for students who are

~ic

:- "A" students .
t~~achers

~

-Y.

usually don't have many students doing
Had teuchcrs usually· do.

~ ~ts

should spend about one to two hours a night

:; 7 homework •

. y ou study, your environment should be quiet and
::•: .!ful.

>::i well in school, it is important to attend school
.~arly.

:lly, a student can miss one day a week if they work
hard on the days they are there.
-

~nst

::1or

classes it is not easy to know exactly how the
wants you to behave.

·:.r-!rS ·who have respect fox- students hci.ve more be'.-,avior
1:1i th students than teachers who appear tou:::h
· :;uperior to students.

._ ,]''Ins

·.

...

.. .

VIII.

HOW AM I DOING?

The purpose of this questj.onnaire is to hnlp you get information about hrn·J you f.:;tudy :r·j ght now.
p,~3 you L-:;xa•rd_n(~ the
rcsul ts, you \\ i ll discov c:r your ureas of strcns;th an(l ''"eakness.
The results will have meaning only if you are honest
and rcspo::1d as accurcil:cly as possibJ.e.
If the ;;tatement is
true about you, circle the T.
If the statement is false as
i t al_)pl:ie~~ to you, circle t'.10 r.
B(~ ~.1...1u: to ciJ.·c:Le Tor P
for each ~;t:::tc::::~t:~:nt.
Imswc::r c.:-1refully so you gc:~ t accurate
inforr~a ti on.
1

)

1.

I have trouble completing te9ts on time.

2.

'l'

F

I set aside a time for studying every day.

T

F

3.

I study best with the ster e o or T.V. on.

T

F

4.

I don't have much luck fol lowing a regular
s tucly schedule.

m

..L

F

T

F

. ..

s.

I quit if

6.

I have trouble determining key ,points in
lecturef>.

T

F

7.

Before class starts, I

review yesterday's notes.

T

F

8.

I

waste time because I

am not organized.

T

F

9.

I

focus entirely on my work when I

T

F

10.

I don't feel comfortable reading a chapter
until I've read all the heading·s first.

T

F

an

assignment is difficult.

study.

11.

I

don't bother taking notes on lectures.

T

F

12.

I

get tired wh e n I

'l'

F

13.

I check my notes to fill in the gaps soon
after I take them.

'I'

F

s tudy.

14.

I

s e ldom h e ar a lecture t h at i s well organized.

'l,

F

1 s.

I

enjoy learning.

T

F

lG .

17.
18.
19.

De fore I begj.n an assj.gnment , I estimate how
long it \vill take m8 ·u.Jld then try i.:o finish
e.:.u:ly.

T

wh;-:i.t I

Bcfor0 answering an essay question, I organize
a1~1 soin9 to write.

'l'

I have! difficulty k e eping rny mind from
wandering when I study.

T

ll:3in0

ncJt.o.~:;

c~nd.

tb.(;

t.c)~tJ--_)oG}(,

I

cr::..Y1

.• .

·· · · 21.

do

m~/

studying- before I do anything else.

F
T

F

I try to writ e down eve rything a teacher
say s in a lecture.

T

F

23.

I set a review time for each course every week.

T

F

24.

I should use my time better, but it's too much

22.

trouble to g e t organized.

T

I'd rather get through fast than have a perfect
pa pe r,

'I'

F

I usually lose points on my exams because of
careless mistakes.

T

F

27.

I usually seek a quiet place to study.

T

F

28.

Before I leave class, I make sure that I know
what homework to do and how to do it.

T

F

I have a hard time getting interested in some
of my courses.

T

F

30.

Good grades are important to me.

T

F

31.

I stop to check what I remember at the end of
each section in a chap ter.

T

F

32.

I know what time of day I do my best studying.

T

F

33.

I don't study unless I feel like it.

'l'

F

·, 2 5.

)

T

I could get b e tter grad e s.

·r

F

u.~3i_.:;_z1Jl1'

predict 80-SQ'.;:; of the questions on a test.

20.

F

2 6.

29.

·~

l

3,;.

J5.

don 1 t bother reading t11C?. question:::, a.t the
end of the chapter before I bC'gin reacting it.
:L

T

F

'T

F

'l'

F

'I'

·F

crwptcr.

T

F'

I don't do my .best on . tests because I am so
nervous.

T

p·

T

F

T

F

T

F

'j_l

F

Before starting a test, I plan how much time
to use on each section of the test.

T

p

I spend too r.mch time on some things and not
enough on others.

T

F

T often have trouble finding enough time to
: : L~ udy.

don 1 t

3C .
37 .
5·i .

~

,; ().

.;].
4 ;~.

rC.Hi:.:ii!lJe~c

'i'C)

t.lJ c::

I don 1 t
a test.

t:et_ t_c_:~y·..

~~ u_E1~.:o.:.c~ 1

r~vi

1

'

)

.J •

4 '1.
!. ,.,

j ~) •

c~11cc.~]~.

}JC J~ C..> r~~ l

.study.

r:~c:ir1

1-""'c::c-~ c1

·t:.J i c,::~

}1E:.;.J_c1j_11cJ~)

c11~ t-~ i

ci c

I listen carefully to a lecture instead of
taking notes.
I
I

take time to review the chapter right afte.r
read it.

I

n:~alJy

. ..

••

"dig in" whcm I

study.

ll.nswer Key:
1.
2.

.

F
T
F

11.
12.
13.

F'
T

4.
5.

F
F

14.

F

-·

G.

F

I •

m

L.

F

9.

·r

J. 0 .

'l'

')
..)

o:~

ew notes until the night before

f

/! ··,

I

I put off studying what I should be doing.
~-tn c.J.

.39

rcmcrab2r much of whu t

J.

F

ir·:J.
16.

'l,
'l,

17.
1 D.
19.
20.

T

F
'I'

T

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
/. 6 •

27.
28.
29.
30.

T
F
T

F
F
F
T

T
F
'l'

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

T
T
F
}'

r
F
F

'r
F
F

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

F
T
T

T
F

..

..

..·..

.

.·

:

What hr:<?.

i~
)

.· ;

. ··· ··'l.

c:.nc1 Wccaknc.sses?

Aftc:r scoring your answ e r s h c f!t, ci r cle th e nurabers of the
questions you answered correctly. Where do you have the
most corre ct? Wher e do you need to improve?
Nun bcr
Qu e stion ------1

2

4

8

16

35

24

32

45

:..J

["

15

20

25

28

30

37

43

3

9

12

18

27

33

6 .. .

11 ... ·41

13

'14

7

MEMOEY

29

23

38

40

36

S'I'UDYH~G

10

31

34

42

'I'AKING TES'l'S

l

17

J. 9

26

ORGANIZATION

..

LIS•11 ENING &

"NOTE TAKING

.

. ..

,;

)

~

. ..·.
~

39

22

44

', •

. ...

'

..

.
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GOAL SETTING FOR ADVISEBS
Goal:

As advisors we may find it useful to be faniliar
with a goal-setting process in which we can help
our advisees learn.

Group size:
'I'i;";le required:

Small group or individual
15 minutes

Tc the advisor:
By reading through the following gui6elines
and applying them, you no~ only will develop
a clear understanding of the process of goal
setting which you can teacr_ t.o your advisee,
but you will also improve t.he qua::..ity of your
advisor base group.

·· · ~

·-···

'

(J

~.
'
I

THE PROCESS OF GOAL SETTING
or how to say what we mean well enough to know a goal when we
see one, so that we can make better decisions about getting
there.
Think about some things that made you unhappy last week.
a list of them.
THEN:

Make

State 7-. Goal
Write down one of the things that you would like to
change.
Cse whatever words are comfortable, regarcless of ho~ fuzzy or vague they may be.
This step
is just to get you started.
Example:

Do better in school.

Describe A Successful Person
You probably know someone who is successful in this
area.
Why is he successful? Isn't it something he
does? Brainstorm a list of performances or actions
that would describe a person who is successful at
achieving your goal. What would he say or do? Jot
down everything you can think of.
Example:

He would

get better grades.
enjoy classes more.
learn more.
be absent less.
spend more time studying.

Sort Items
Select several items from your list that seem
important to you.
Write each one down on a
separate sheet of paper.
Example:

Better grades, enjoy classes more.

Specify
Notice that some of your items are still fuzzy and
vague.
Now for each item, list even more specifically
(every detail) what the person does that makes him
successful -- in other words, break the process down
to its more basic level.
It might take several times
to get very specific and to make sure your final items
are specific things one says or does.

Example:

Better grades

Enjoy classes more

Raise grades from
C's to B's

Participate in class
discussion

Get a B in Social Studies

Raise my hand in response
to every question in
Psychology

Make a grade above 80 on
my next Social Stucies test
Read my Social Studies assignment for 1/2 hour every night.
Judge And Select
From your final items, select one you think is important
to you and write it in a complete statement. You might,
at this point, also consider what you might have to do
before you could perform your goal.
Example:

I will raise my hand in response to every
question in Psychology class.
(a )
(b )
(c)

I might have to read my assignments.
I might have to pay more attention to
films that are shown.
I might have to listen more carefully
to the questions.

Hey, Dad Test
As a check to.see if your goal is stated in such a way
so that you can really do it, use the hey, Dad Test.
Finish this sentence by-inserting your goal statement
in the blank.
hey, Dad, let me show you how I can
If the result is something that cannot be shov.111, then your
statement is still too fuzzy.
Example:

Hey, Dad, let me show you how I can raise my
hand in response to every question in Psychology
c 1 as s .
( Right ) .
Hey, Dad, let me show you how I read my Social
Studies textbook every night.
(Right).
Hey, Dad, let me show you I enjoy school more.
(Wrong) .

Set Check-Back Time
The final step is the easiest of all.
Just say when you
think you will have achieved your goal.
Then agree to
check back together to see if you have done it.
Example:

**

I need two weeks to do this.
I will check back on November 6 at the end
of the quarter.
I will do this tornorro~ an6 check back with
you on Friday.

You have noK set a goal .

**

In your check-back session you might want to discuss:
Did the goal take ycu where you thought you were going?
Was it important to achieve?
Do you need a total shift of direction?
What factors helped you in successEully reaching your goals?
What things made it difficult to r~ach your goal?

J
.....
............

ACTIVITY 1:
INVENTOEY OF MY LIFE
1.

The best experiences I have had.

2.

M~

3.

Mv weaknesses or bad habits.

4.

What

5.

Future experiences I would like to have.

successes.

~

would like to learn to de well.

ACTIVITY 2:
ATTITUDE SliRVEY

Date:
Grade

Name:

Yes
1.

For most things,

I try as hard as I can.

2.

For most things,

I ar.t better than my schoolmates. 2.

3.

I play games well.

3.

4.

I play games better than most of my schoolmates.

4.

5.

Both of my parents work out of the home.

5.

6.

People like me.

6.

7.

I have many friends.

7.

8.

I am lonely most of the time.

8.

I wish I had more friends.

9.

a

../

.........

.

l.

10.

.
I am happy most of the ...... . ime.

11.

Some people get better grades for work that is no
better than mine.
11.

12.

Most of the time I am honest.

12.

13.

Most of the time I am lazy.

13.

14.

People can depend on me most of the time.

14.

15.

Eost of the time I like myself just the \·:ay I ar:-.. lS.

16.

I feel that my parents understand me.

16.

17.

I think I ar.t important as a person.

17.

18.

School is fun most of the time.

18.

19.

I feel that I am doing very well in school this
year.

19.

I could do better in school if I wanted to.

20.

20.

10 .

No

ACTIVITY 3:
PERSONAL REFLECTIVE THINKING
Our contribution is a framework of concepts.
Your contribution is TEOUGET, EFFORT, TIHE.

WHO AH I?

WHAT ARE THE 5 THINGS I VALUE MOST IN LIFE?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

WHERE AM I GOING?

1 YEAR

5 YEARS

t.iL':2H1ATELY

SPIRITUAL
FAMILY
PERSONA:!:,I':'Y
VOCJl.TION
HEALTH
SOCIAL

OTEER

WnAT AP-E THE 10 QUALITIES I LIKE MOS'l.' ABOUT MYSELF?
1.

2.
3.
4.

6.
7.
8•
9.

10.
WHAT ARE THE 10 THINGS I LIKE LEAS'.:' ABOL"T MYSELF?
1.
2.

....
I

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
WHO IS TiiE HAPPIEST PERSOI\' I KNOW?
THAT INFLUENCED MY CHOICE?

.)

WEA'l' pOES HE DO OR HF.VE

WhO A.RE ThE 4 PEOPLE I LIKE AND ?LSPECT THE HOST?
1.

3.

2.

4.

What qualities do they have?
do they do?
1.

1.

2.

2.
3.

3.
4.
::> •

6.
7.
8.

4.
5.
6.

7.
n

u.

(Living or not)

What materials do they have?
1.
2.

.., .

.)

4.
::> •

6.
7.

8.

What

ACTIVITY 4:
TIME'S RGNNING OUT
Purpose:
To place the individual in a situation whereby
he must reflect on the personal responsibilities
and pleasures which he values most.
Ra::ionale:
Time is one of the gifts each day brings.
Granted that for sone there's never enough,
still most of us come to expect continuing,
almost endless amounts of time to spend as
we see fit.
The expectation may cause us to
be careless about how we use time.
Teacher Directions:

,I..

Working under a new assumption, "Time may be
running out," students may gain insight into
the personal values each prizes most.
The
activity which follows is structured with this
objective in mind.
Distribute the two related activity sheets,
'"l'ime 1 s Running Out 11 and "Twelve ObJ.igations."
Real aloud from "Time's Running Out" the
imagined situation, with your tone of voice
indicating the drama and urgency of the
situation that students are asked to imagine
themselves in.
(You need not read aloud the
five directions, but give the students a
moment to read them through.)
It is recommended that you also participate
in the activities explained on that worksheet.
A general discussion - or, if you prefer, small
group discussions - may follow as a summary of
the activities.
Volunteers should share their
list of priorities and whatever difficulties
they encountered in reaching decisions.

Activity 4:
--.,

Time's Running Out:
You've been designated to perform a top secret
mission for the government. You'll be well paid
somewhere in the neighborhood of a million dollars.
The odds are, however, that you won't live beyond
time needeC. to complete the mission.
(Ir:. case of
death, the money you've earned will go to whomever
you have designated.)
You have just three days -- 72 hours -- before having
to report for duty.
1.

On the accompanying worksheet at the top, list
twelve things you must do before you leave.
(Obligations you feel you must meet.)

2.

In the second grouping, list twelve things you'd
like to do before leaving.

3.

Decide which of the twenty-four listings you'd
choose to do first.
Indicate your choice by
placing the figure 11 1" in the "Order" column.
Write your estimate of time needed to perform
this activity in the column labeled "Time Allotment. 11

4.

Proceed down the second colunm, ranking each
of the remaining 23 items in their oraer of
importance.
Remember, you have just 72 hours
to accomplish all of these thing£, a~d some
of that time will be consumed in eating and
sleeping.
Be realistic about the time each
item v.-ill take.
It is not necessary to allot the time (in the
third column) for all of the remaining twentythree items, but re-examine those which have
the greatest priority for you and indicate a
time allotment for the~ Because of a shortage
of time to accomplish all these things, you may
find yourself juggling the order you began with.
If so, just cross out the original order you
indicated and insert your revised order in the
11
Order" col unm.

5.

...,,)

Be prepared to discuss the priorities you've
established with your classmates.

Twelve Obligations:

J

Things I Must Do
..
.. ....

.. .

....

~·

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

)

......
.....

Things I
1.
2.
3.
4•

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

0

11.

.. . .

····-·

12 .

I

cS.

Like to Do

Order

Time F.llotrnent

ACTIVITY 5:
TII".!E USE CHART
Date
Hours
A. I•: .
8-9

9-10
10-11
11-12
P.M.

12-1
1-2

)

2-3
3-4
4 -.s

5-6

6-7
7-8

6-9
9-10 ..
m·

.1.ime in class

Time studying outside of class
Time in social activity and recreation (talking,
phone, radio/stereo, etc.)
Time otherwise accounted for.
Time not accounted for.

ACTIVITY 6:
MY PERSONAL PLAK OF ACTION
Purpose:
Personal goal achievement is no easy task, especially
if the goal we have set for ourselves involves a
moderate-to-high degree of risk.
Planning is often
required if we are to succeec.
This strategy teaches
students the steps anc sj~i.:..ls involved in actior: pla::ning and goal achievement.
Teacher Directions:
Introduce the strategy by discussing with students
some of the things that can keep people from reaching
their goals.
Cse a concrete example which students
can relate to.
Then explain that you wafit to teach
them how to plan so that they will avoid such pitfalls.
Give students a copy of My Personal Plan of Action.
Their task is to complete the worksheet either in
class or as homework.
Explain that the goal they
set should be something they really want to achieve.
It can be personal, school-related, family-related,
or job-related, but it shoulc be something that
they can hope to accomplish in the reasonably near
future.
When they have completed the worksheet, divide them
ir:to pairs or ~rios and have them share and try to
strengthen each other's action plans.
Following this,
the worksheet should be placed in the student's work
folders.
Activity 8: Did I Achieve My Plan of Action? should
be given out as students who have implementec their
plans of action either achieve or ~ail to ach~eve their
goals.

_J

Activity 6:

0

~~y

l.

.:...

.

Personal Plan of Action:
Write down one thing about yourself that you would
like to change.

Describe a successful person in the area that you listed .
Lis~ ac~ions that would descr~be _ person who is successful at achieving your goal.

Select the most important iteffi listed above.

4.

Write the item in very specific, positive terms.

5.

What are some of the bad things that might happen if you
reachec this goal?

6.

What are the chances that the bad things would happen
if you reached the goal?
Very High
High
50/50
Low
Very Low

7.

What could be done to reduce the odds?

Do you still want to try to reach this goal?
Yes
Ko
S:-ill Lnciecicied

8.

What are some first steps you could take to reach this goal?

9.

What else must you do if you are really to succeed?

lG.

Are you going to take the above steps?
Yes
No
Still Undecided

11.

If your answer to No. 12 is Yes, make the following selfco::l.tract:
Self-Contract
have decided to try to achieve the

I '

goal of

The first step I will take to reach

this goal will be to

My target date for reaching the goal is
Dated this

cay of

- - - - - - - - ' 19

Signed by:

v

\

Witnessed by:

ACTIVI'i'Y 7:
DID I ACHIEVE MY PLAN OF ACTION?
1.

My plan of action:

Worked very well, since I reached my goal.
Worked somewhat,
reached my goal.

since I nearly or partially

Did not work, since I failed to achieve my goal.

)

2.

How do I feel about succeeding/ failing?

3.

I think the following thing(s ) contributed to my success /
fc.ilure:

'=' •

I were to do it again, I woulc do the following things
di:f:ferently:

r=

ACTIVI'I'Y 8:
SETTING A GOAL FOR THE WEEK
Materials:
Handout.
Proceoure:
Think about your past successes ano your strenqths.
Think about how your strengths may be utilizec to
improve the number or quality of your close relationships.
Then set a goal for the next week concerning
how you may improve e].ther the number or the quality
of your close relationships.
Plan how the utilization of your strengths will help you acco~plish this
goal.
My goal is:

My strenght.s involved are:

)
The ways in which I will utilize my strengths to accomplish
my goal are:

I will knm·; thct my goal is accomplished

whe~:

ACTIVITY 9:
PRIORITIZING
Materials:
None.
Procedures:
Using the form wnicn follows, i~~roduce students
to daily setting goals and prioritizing those goals.
At the end of each day they can list their wins
(goals accomplished) .
Date

Today's Priorities

. For others

For myself

)

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

1.

2.

3.

J

ACTIVITY 10:
BULLSEYE
Students are to make four (4) short-term goals for
the coming set period (one week) . Goals to be listed
which realistically can be achieved.
List one (1)
goal on each ring of the target.
Exanple: My problems are (1)
My english grade is
dropping this trimester.
(2)
It's hard for ne to
participate in class.
(3)
My teacher gets nade at
me because I always have to borrow a pen or pencil.
(4)
I only talk to my friends and don't meet new
people.
1.

I will do ny English homework every night.

2.

I will raise my hand at least one time in
each social studies class.

3.

I will bring a pencil or pen each day to class.

4.

I will talk to one stranger in class each day.

1.
2.

3.
4.

'

SUGGESTED ;._REAS FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Commitment to goals

Enjoyment and zest for living

Managing time

Ability to decide on worthwhile goals

Physical energy

Worthy use of leisure time

Physical appearance

Mot.::..vation of self or others

Weight control

Fee:ings of self worth

Sports participation

Trusting and openness with others

Self assurance

Assimilating knowledge from reading

Acceptance of others

Integrating personal goals with the
goals of: the organization

Concer~

Accepting and fulfilling responsibilities

about others

Empathy

Effectively presenting my ideas

Feelin:; of accomplishnent

Effectively implementing my ideas

Lister...::..nq

Attitudes toward parents

H••····
······

Attitudes toward children
Flexib.::..lity

Ear~ing

Spiritual development

Enjoyment of social life

Organization

Sincere expression of warmth

.Memory

Attitudes toward mate's individuality

Concen-::ration

Freedorr. from unreasonable fears of
poverty, criticism, ill health,
loss of love, loss of freedoffi,
old age, and death

Patience

Feeling and showing enthusiasm

Budget.:.nq money

Making decisions and feeling good
about them

Gettin~

Ability to relax easily

sufficient sleep

the respect of family

AFFIRMATIONS FOR BUILDING SELF ESTEEM

""
)

1.

I am a valuable and important person, and I'm worthy
of the respect of others.

2.

I'm optimistic about life; I look forward to and enjoy
new challenges to my awareness.

3.

I am my own expert, and I allow others the same privilege.

~.

I express my ideas easily,
point of view.

5.

I am aware of my value system and confident of the decisions
I make based on my current awaren•~ss.

6.

I have a positive expectancy of reaching my goals,
bounce back quickly from temporary setbacks.

7.

I have pride in my past performance and a positive expectancy
of the future.

8.

I accept compliments easily and share
others who have contributed to them.

9.

I feel warm and loving toward myself, for I am a unique and
precious being, ever doing the best my awareness permits,
ever growing in wisdom and love.

10.

I am actively in charge of my life and direct i:-.:. in
constructive channels. My primary respons101~i~y is
~or my own growth and well being (the better I feel
about myself, the more willing and able I am to help
others) .

11.

I am my own authority (and I am not affected by negative
opinions or attitudes of others).

:2 .

It is not what happens to me, but how I handle it,
C.eterrciines my emotional well being.

1
-.
_ ,:i.

I'm a success to the degree that I feel warm and loving
toward myself.

14.

No one in the entire world is more or less worthy,
or less important, than I.

15.

I count my blessings and rejoice in my growing awareness.

and I know others =espect rnv

~y

and I

successes with

that

!'!lore

16.

I am an action person; I co first things first and one
thing at a time.

17.

I ao warm and friendly toward all I contact; I treat
everyone with consideration and respect.

18.

I am kind, compassionate and gentle with myself.

THIS PROCEDURE IS HOT A t:EK OKE.
YOC EAVE BEEl\ ?.FFIRMING
J..LL OF YOGR :.iIFI: AKD YOI; i·~ILL cm~':'II\TE TO DO so THE P-EST
OF YOL~~ LIFE.
OGR PROJECT IS TO DELIBERATELY cm:TROL TEE INPUT OF
INFORM._::,sim~ AND THUS DIRECT THE CE.Zl.NGES lvE IKTEl~D TO
J\·JP.KE E~ ODR PERFORI'/LANCE.

ACTIVITY 11:
LIFETIME GOALS
1.

Lifetime Goals - What do you want to be doing 10 years
from now?

2.

What steps do you have to take in order to accomplish No. l?

3.

What do you want to accomplish here at

?

(name of school)

)

4.

What do you have to do to accomplish your
(name of school)
goals?

5.

What kind of reputation do you want to have, or hope to
have, by the end of the year?

6.

Estimate what your grades will be in each of your classes
for this trimester.
Name of Class

Acade!fiic Grade

ACTIVITY 12:
PERFORHANCE REALITY

EVP.LUATIO~

Score as follows:
If
If
If
If

"3"
"2"
"l"
"0"

Points:

perform practically all the time
perform most of the time
perform only a little of the time
do not act as stated any of the ....'--'-:::ie
~

Statement of present condition or action

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
,..,
10

you
you
you
you

•

19.

20.
21.
22.

I do not belittle, criticize or condemn other people.
I feel warm and good about myself all the time.
I am free of resentment and hostility.
I am not afraid of others opinions and attitudes.
I do not withhold my needs, opinions or feelings
to please other people.
I freely express my emotions.
I live up to and fulfill all my commitments, both
to myself and others.
I am kind, gentle and patient with myself.
I accept the responsibility for my life and direct
it toward constructive goals.
I make prompt decisions and readily accept the
consequences.
I do not fix the blame o:i others for my ;:-;is takes,
defeats or problems.
I face reality and resist nothing I cannot change at
this time.
I am the final authority for all that I do.
I analyze and change to benefit from my mistakes.
I allow myself to do my own thinking.
I express and stand up for my own convictions and
opinions.
I do not accept the negative putdowns, insults or
condemnation of others.
I control my self-talk and I do not bel~ttle or
devalue Dy self ::or n.Y ::ti stakes.
It gives me deep satisfaction to do my job conscientiously
anc5. well.
I do not normally look to others for financial or
moral support.
I accept problems as a c~allenge to my creativity.
I do not need others approval and agreement to do as
I see fit.

23. I am careful not to impose my values and opinions on
other people.
24. Personal comparisons do not affect my self-esteem.
25. I do not let people talk me into situations against
my judgment.
26. I do not attempt to prove my worth through my
accomplishments.
27. I always treat everyone with respect and consideration.
28. I do not attempt to make myself "right" by proving
others to be "wrong."
29. I easily take the initiative in personal relationships.
30. I am free of all pretensions and open with everyone .

.j - ·

....

~.

WHY YOU SHOULD PRAISE PEOPLE
Praise pays - especially when people are not doing well, says
a leading psychologist.
"Even people who perform poorly improve with praise," said
Dr. Thomas Tutko, 42, motivational researcher at San Jose
State University, California.
"Praise turns losers into winners and dissatisfied employees
intc happier people.
"It makes children better adjusted. My theory is: When
the behavior that you want actually happens, that's when
you say, 'You did a hell of a job.' However, don't praise
only when the job is done perfectly, but also when the
person has made a solid attempt to do well."
Dr. Tutko discussed an experiment with five groups of 25 boys
ages 13 and 14.
Each of the 125 boys was asked to run the
50-yard dash a number of times, over several days.
"Grou.p 1 was the control group - I didn't say anything to
the:-:-.," he recalled.
"Group 2 was critizec constructively;
Grou~ 3 was criticized and then told they did well; Group
4 was told they did well, then criticized.
" ..~..nc. Group 5 was not criticized at all - they were praiseG.
and told the y did very well.
"'I·he more we praised the boys, the faster they ran - Group 5
per=orrned the best - and rhose we discouraged and told 'You
must improve' actually ran slower.
"Praise can work the same way with your own children.
"Do:::'t get mad if your child won't eat vegetables," he advised.
"Instead, wait for the child to try even a few bites of one.
"':':ien say, 'Hey, that was wonderful.
I 1 re really proud of you.'

You tried t h at vegetable.

"SuC.denly green peas don't turn into monsters.
Too often we
eating something,

inp~lsively reprimand our children for not
so ~t becomes something the child hates.

"If a person really works hard at the office, but the project
goes wrong through no fault of his own, would you praise him?
I would.

"When people feel they're doing well, or doing a responsible
job that's being recognized, they work better, they're
happier and they're better adjusted.
"They don't change jobs so often and they pay more attention
to what they're doing.
"Say an employee is usually late coming to work.
"Instead of punishing him for being late, reverse it.
"Make c. point of praising him when he comes in on time."
Dr. Tutko offers these guidelines for better relations with
other people:
c

Look for good things in others to praise.

c

r:

somebody's making an hones"c effort, praise him.

Don't judge by just the end product - remember it
could very easily have been fouled up by something
that was outside normal control.
0

Reme~~er

migh"c
c

no~

that what seems c. small effort tc you
be to your child.

Sto~ before you criticize someone for doins something,
anc think:
"De I ever praise someone for NOT doing
tha': same thing?"

Don't be afraid to praise - the results

~ill

amaze you.

I

Ai·1 P.E8POUSIBLE

To release my potential from past ::;:-estrictive programmini:: of
my subconscious, it is extremely inportant that I give myself
the right to be me and to function as I choose.
It is not
possible to have sound self-esteerr. if I am not true to myself
or give up responsibility and accountability for my own life
as I seek to achieve fulfillment o.: my needs and goals.
1

I ~ant to allow myself the freedo~ to choose without buildin~
a :t:=isor: for myself v;iU: "have tc's," "can'ts," anC. "they
won't let rne's."
I recognize I am functioning from my own free choice, and I
can either:
Recognize myself as important, valuable and
interesting as a person or see mysel.: as an absolute incompetent,
who is unworthy and unneeded.
I can choose to be kind, loving,
helpful, loyal and compassionate, or to be lazy, cowardly, mean
and disloyal.
I can choose to be happy, free ~nd succeed in
each undertaking or to fail and feel unimportant and less than
others.
If I allow mysel this freedom, I must recognize I am responsible
for my decisions and actions and be willing to accept the
consequences they bring.
I knov: I am the one v:ho will answe::;:- for my every actior:, anc
wil: profit or suffer accordingly.
Therefore, before every important C.ecision, I ask :myss,lf: What
ought to be done for me? Will it injure myself or others? Is
this ir accord with my beliefs and goals? Is it in al~ignment
v<i th reality as I see it? Am I Killing to fully accept the
consequences?
To be truly free and to grow in self-esteem, I must not give
up rny growth, pursuit of fulfillment or happiness to anyone.
I c:-ioose to treat myself with diqnity anc proceed to move
~ull love, wisdo~, freedo= and joy, knov:ing I affi ~he
aut~ority over me.
to~ard

STUDENT SUPERSTARS
Imagine a football gane without an end zone.
Imagine a
basketball garne without baskets.
Imagine a life without
purpose.
They're all the same, right? Running hither and
thither.
Confusion.
Frustration.
Unhappiness.
Your life might be that way, or it Llight not, depending on
11
v.-~1e"'.:.her or not you decide to "live life Cieliberately,
as
he~ry David Thoreau put it.
If you do, you can skirt the
tra:; of "just getting by" that catches the majority of your
classmates.
Those rare "StuC::.ent Superstars," which this new column
spotlights, have learned to approach life with a purpose
and a plan.
They know that high school success doesn't
just happen by accident, or by good looks, status, money,
or even brains alone.
Instead, they know it takes a complete plan to achieve
corr.plete and worthwhile results.
It involves visualizing,
set"'.:.ing goals and priorities, planning, scheduling, and
especially acting.
A:.-:.y Besola from. Lopez Island, Wash., lives her life delibera~ely.
She was president of Washington Association of Student
Councils, and a 1983 Century 111 Leader, as well as valedictorian
and class president.
She is currently attending Washinaton State
University to s~udy veterinary medicine.
Throughout high school, her heavy school and cormnuni ty involvement required careful planning and energetic action.
Her key,
she says, is to ''make the most of every opportunity, while
working to meet my full potential."
The way Amy and many other "high school superstars" pull off
t~is winnins cor~ination is living life.
,-:._s:.:.alizing
Visualization means Ficturing yourself accomplishing
or achievins something valuable to you.
Whether you
picture clinching that crucial tennis match, getting
an A on a rough exam, or winning the big election,
visualizing it is the opening move.
To visualize, imagine the scene in living "technicolor"
detail, complete with the sounds, smells, and noises of
the event.

Arny recalls imagining the

feeling of acco:-:i.plishment
she would feel if she graduated with a 4.0 grade point
average:
"It wasn't just the perfection of a straightA average that attracted me, but the challenge to
myself."
Goal-Setting
Goals are crucial to success.
They are specific,
realistic reminders of the accomplishments you
1.risualize.
You can set long-range coa:s (coilege, career, life-tiLle),
internediate goals (high school) antl short-range goals
(this week, today).
Planning backward in time helps your
immediate activities focus or, your overall goals.
For
exanple, your overall goal might be to be accepted at a
certain college.
Your sub-goals might oe to get all As
this semester, get involved, win a scholarship, and so on.
'

Apply goal setting to all areas of your life, whether in
academics, student leaders~ip, or personal affairs.
Write
the~ ~own and refer to thee often.
AE1y not only recalls past goals s:,e set anc achieved, but
keeps on setting them, large and small.
One of her nain
goals is to get accepted into Washington State University's
professional veterinary medicine school.

'
I

Do you have dreams like this? If you Go, rnake them into
goals you commit yourself to work for a:-ic achieve.
Setting Priorities
There are just too many things to do in life and bot enough
ti:r.1e to c:io them!
Therefore, the only way to retain your
sanity is to set priorities among your goals.
Ask yourself,
"Which ones are the most inportant to me in the "long run?"
and focus on them.
Arny realizes that things conflict in
her life, she writes, anc so s::-ie asks he:-self "Which ones
hel;:· me get where I want tc go?"
One practical way to set priorities among goals is to label
ther.1 A, B, or C.
'I'he J.~-s;oc.ls are most ir..?ortant, so concentrate on them, leaving the middle-Es and low-priority Cs for
another time.
For example, listening to a friend who has a
problem raight be an "JI." priority, while sharpening a drawer
full of pencils might be a "C"; it all depends on you.

\

..

The key is to not just be busy - learn to be busy with the
most iraportant things for vou.

Planning
Think about TVs "Hogan's heroes" for a moment.
They always
had a plan, whether it was getting Sgt. Schulz to do something for them or buttering up Col. Clink to find out
valuable information.
Planning is simply a systematic breakdown of your goals
into the ways or methods of accomplishing them.
Think
about the specific details an~ resources your goal will
involve.
Having your goal chopped up in bite-sized pieces
ma~es it easy to schedule and accomplish.
Any emphasizes
"c:i.eveloping strategies" and. con-:.inual planning.
Scheduling
Scheduling deals with getting your goals and plans slotted
into a definite point in time.
It's a crucial skill to
develop, especially if you are a leader organizing or
getting involved in many events.
Keep the following items
in mind:
Schedule things far in advance whenever possible.
It's just as easy as planning at the last minute and
usually easier, because you call the shots.
0

Schedule realistically.
Work toward an "ideal time"
that it will take to accomplish something, but be prepared
for "re.al time," which often takes much longer.
0

Use a calendar or date-book.
Make a "things to do
today" list on a 3 x 5 card for your pocket or somewhere
handy.
Refer to it often.
0

Don't forget people.
Leave generous time slots open
for people.
Your little sister's problem with her math
wasn't exactly sche~uled in your day, but
0

Ac tin~

With thorough planning to this point, you can act with
confioence and purpose. You can work energetically,
keeping your mind always on how to do it better and
faster.
You put price and ~uality into important things,
and get little details done efficiently. You can
accomplish with satisfaction that which started out
as a mere visualization.
Amy points out that it's
amazing what you "can achieve if you're really motivated."

MEETING YOCRSELF HALFWAY
CCNTRACTS

, ~: ..

WIT~

MYSELF

1.::·

Yo1,; shculc nov; have a limited numbAr of "I Resolvr:; (s\" ...
determined es achievablP. and based en everything you now knov..· about
yo1,;rself.

hft er working through these strategies and the processes of

values clarification:

put thAcry
ccncer~s

i~to

t=1cs~

Act!

practice, help you know and get what you

~ant.

It

things that are realistic and achievab:e.

Following the now familiar values clarification method of putirg
it into writing, a self-contract is a
by you.

On

forma~

document, signed and datec

Ajditionally, it is signed by your contract holder, a trusted

tt~

next page, yotJ. can see the form that your resolution-

Contracts with Myself are similar to self-resolutions in that
shc~ld

be

sim~le,

direct, and possible.

t~ey

On your resclution-contrac:

~ue

de te (it tr.igh-;, be three or six r,,on ths h<::nce), gi:-t toget:,i::;r ·"''i tr. yctJ. con-·

tract hclder for a contract-burning celebration that wil: honor the
fulfillme~t

Gee~

cf yotJ.r obligation.

:~:v

c~

fulfi::ing your contract, not only
many day5

-I''---···-··
) .. .

1'

':

your

~;

tc the due dete

GOAL

s~r:ING

UNIT

CONTRACTS W!TH MYSELF
- ------

I
MAKE TH!S

CONTRACT

THP.: EY
( dLl~ d2:-te )- - - - - -- - - -- -------------------------

- ··--""'i""

'·-·.

------------------- ----------

I

w=~~

3!V~

h

C~PY

OF THIS TO

1name of the ccntract
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hc~derl
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OF :HIS CCKTRACT ANr AT WHICH TIME WE WILL HAVE A c~~TRACT BURNING.
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GOAL SETTING UNIT
MEETING

HALFWAY
-------

~YSELF

Why is it that resolutions always seem to be
Americans know as New Years Day?
that date means January 1.

on what we

~ade

On our Western (or Gregcrian) calendar,

A very limiting date.

Remember that new years start for many other people on different and
differing dates.

The Chinese, the

the Jews, all whose calendars

Moslem~,

have a certain historic fidelity and seasonal ccntinuity, begin their
Year (and their

Year's Day resolutions) on moveable

Ne~

is - ant

t~e p~int

of this strategy is:

whe~ever

we are prepared to resolve.

Day or on any day.

let's maKe

~ew

~easts.

Ne~

The point

Year's Resolu:ions

It could be on anybody's

Ne~

Year's

It could mean a new or better life.

I resolve ... depends on much that has gene before.
Value.:: Jo-.;rnal notations.

Refer to your

What de ycur :::·::..sccveries tell you about yourself?

What resolutions are you willin& to make, able to make?
Everyone wants his or her resolutions td stick; everyone starts with
suet good intentions, but so often there's a slip 'twixt the promise and
thF. practice.
Here's a
o~

~ethod

of ranking resolutions that will help you grade them

a personal-gain basis.

ve:-:icle cclum:-:s.

Take a piece cf paper and divide it into three

In th1: first cclu!'!'..r: list all thE resolutions you havE

mads, or plan :c make, or need to make.

A:l of therr - or as many as yoLl

can think of, past, present, and future.

Your resclu:ions may include

a change in behavior, something you wish to learn, a new skill you might
want Lo acquire, or new ways cf getting along

~etter

with other people,

etc.
Ir. the sec end column, briefly list what you think you will gain if the
resclu~ion

in :he first column is accomp:ished.

be better?
scm~on~

At this point, it

y .~~~ tr~s:

Naturally,

yo~

The next
WP11

and ask his

would help that
ste~

migh~
O!'"

In what way will your life

be a geed idea tc ge: together with

hF:r hel; 2-r.

perso~

fi:~

:cm;::.~:~:Jg

his

secc~~

:he seconC cci.umn.

cclumr, too.

is to look at the resolutions you value the most, as

as the resolutions that would not be a total loss if they weren't put

into actior..
In the third column, re-numter your resolutions.
have identified the five most valued resolutions.

)
-EI-

Rank them until you

GOAL SETTING UNIT
I RESOLVE ... co~t'd

~~ --~--- ~- ------~~---- ~·~ ~------~-- - ~~ --~-- -T-- ~-- --- ---~- ~~~--.

I
1

I

I

All My Resolutions

I

I

l

What I Will Gain

I

Five Most Valued

I

I

I

I

I

No~

inte~tly

look at these five resolutions.

Ask

you~ss:~,

as

read each on1:, "Is this pie-in-the-sky that will never c cm;:: truf:?''
Finally. circle the resolutions - one, twc, or five - that are
real.~_Y

actievat:le.

Now turD to the next strategy.

J

I.

.

... .

... .
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yo~

MEETING

YOURSE~F HALF~AY

TELEGEAM~

) .

There is a priciple cf the Gestalt

F:? AC:ION
of

sc~ool

that says

phyc~clogy

eve:ything we i-:ant for someor.e else, we really v1a::t for ourselves.

Tele-

it is others
directed while publicly affirming a

:le2rly and ccncisely state beliefs

Take several 3 X 5 cards or, better,
telegraph forms.
p~c~le

Cheese five real

that we,

~elief

are

t~a:

ottai~

o~rselves,

i~;crtant

yo~.

a pat cf blank Western Unior.

and w:i:e

pec~le

to

prize.

:elegram~

tc these

oeginning with these words,

tc ::nsis: of

1

5 wcrds or less,

an~

... ,_.._ ..

nami: to this

l~c

~~

pra::ic.:: :elegrar.;,
ThE five
a

rix:~re

oeo~le

cf

tc whorr you write these

p~blic
i.SSUF.

legisla:ic~
~ig~:

figures and
thc.t

is befo:e the

want to write

yo~r

?erha~s

..· ·v ......

er :he

congressma~

:elegrams shculd be

:cntacts.

pers:~al

interi=;~ts

Se~ate

~ractice

Eo~se

~rging

of

For example, think
a~

important piece cf

~e;resen:atives.

actic~

~~~

~ay

Yo~

or the ether .

Or you mjght want tc telegraph advice to friends er relatives who need
e:::cc.·:.:rage:::f'::;t.
the

telegra~

tha:

yo~

Write them yot;.r "::: urgE.... " er.dcrse:::ent.

shcul~

reflect

scmethin~

~hat

yo~

fesl is

In every case,

im~ortant,

scmethin~

hold dear.

_.

_' an issue

"""~mi:=
....
, ..

:ha: calls for decision?
fiv~
c~·

On the las:

:elegra~

f:r=, after having written

urgings to ethers, write a prac:ic.e telegra= tc yot;.rself.

In 15 wcrds

.less, what would yo\,;. say, wf.at action wct.:.ld ye:;. acvise that yot;. take?

Re~~mber,

every

tim~

yot;.

rr2~e

a

~ecision,

every time yo\,;. urgE yot;.rself

o: others tov;·ard a value-affirrratior: or decision, you must accept the
r~s~cnsitility
y~t.:.r

for yot;.r action.

Yo~ ~ave

decision is to have value.
- \I-

to assume that obligation if

MlETlNC YOCP.SELF

HA~FWAY

With this in mind, ccnsider taking personal action:
sen~

a telegram to someone close tc you wtc is wavering en the trink cf

d<=:cision.

[V.iayt,e it is a friend er relative wr.o is thinking abot.:t giving

up srnckine;.

Yoi..:r thoi..;ghtful tr.legrarr., "I ur-gf' yet.: give up smoking.

Frier:ds whc lovE-- yot.: want you to live.
to rnakE

'r:

-

-

wty not actually

11

m:'. g~t

gi VF; that person cm.:rage

the decision.
-"'oY·

~lP'Pgramc:
~
--'··:::: _ _
. _ ._

A~~1
· 0~
:::......:::.__'

_

V'"
'
...... i....

...

arP
-

r .. ~-;n~
t"'"-"
.......... _
~

\''·-~.sp_'_7
........ _
- -

or
·-

"nc
...... _._,.

anC yo;;

should not hr.sitate to cc :::.o, bt.:.t o:.::.y af:e: wsighine; the consec;t..:ences.
What is the nature cf yot.:r urging or advice?
privacy?

Does the intensity of ycur

Does it violate sorneone 1 s

frie~~shi~ ~ith

:hat person warrant

the invasjcr: cf privace?

WiJl that person, not yot.:, be the primary bene-

ficiary of yoi..:r advice?

(Telegrams for A:ti6n is not a~ exercise in ego-

~

satisfaction. )
ser..c' your

)

11

If these vital sig:-is say ,

11

gc ahe:,ac':," ther; don 1 t wave:-·:

:= ur·ge ... " telegrarr».

Bet rernembe:, the qt.:ality of caring, like tne quality cf mercy,
is no:. st!"'ain'd

it

drc~peth

Upo~

~he

as the gentle

place

be~eath:

rai~

it .::.s

:rorr
~wice

heave~
t~est:

It tlesseth him that gives and him thEt
Your advice or urging

shc~ld

take~.

be gentle an( caring arc truly reflect

cha!"'m a::: def'ined by the great Frenc;:b. aphcr.::.st Arr.iel, "the quality in
c.the!"'s of r::c.king

,

__

•:·.·.·

1:: ·

L·s

mere satisfiec v.•.::.th c1..tr·sP.lves.
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SELF-CONCEPT AND SELF-ESTEEM

Sel:-concept, self-image,
sel:-con:idence

ar~

self-estee~,

self-worth, self-awareness, and

all synonymous tsrrr.s.

They generally refer tc the

positive personality traits that allow one to empathize, identify, love
and be aware of one's self and others in a responsible and respectful
manner.
Con:idence is a feeling that a

perso~

has that allows him/her to believe

that he / she will achieve success in a given situation .

People know whether

they are confident or not by the abiltiy to interpret his/her own bodily
symptoms.
Self-concept influences all other aspects of communication and especially
school achievement.

Improving self-image in students will increase their

chance for school success and in turn improve the climate of the building.

':--u··
/
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SELF CONCEPT & SELF

CO~?IDENCE

- INTRODUCTION OF UNIT
- ACTIVITY

1:

CONFIDENCE/NO CONF::DENC::::

- ACTIVITY 2:

CONFIDENCE QUESTIO!H\.t..E;::

ACTIVITY 3:
- ACTIVITY 4:
AC:IVI!~

~:

HOW DO YOU HANDLE
FEELING WORDS AS
SELF COLLAGE

::nF?E~SN'I
P2.SI::~::: O~

p.5~

.SITUATIONS?
NEGA7IVE

:2:

- ACTIVITY 6:

THE LITTLE GIRL BY THE ?OND

- ACTIVIT:' 7:

LIST POSITIVE AND r::::GA::v::: WO?lDS

- ACTIVITY 8:

QUICKIES

- ACTIVITY 9:

SELF DISCOVERY CHECK LIST

- ACT IV I TY 10 : JUDGING SELF CONF I DEr~ CE: :rn 0 THE?.S
- ACTIVITY 11: PUZZLES HAVE PIECES
- ACTIVITY 12: SELF-PROFILE
- ACTIVITY 13: HOW WOULD YOU DESCF.IES YOURSELF
- ACTIVITY 1'-i: SELF COMMERCIAL ( p. 109 J
- ACTIVITY 15: PERSONAL FLAG
- ACTIVITY

16:

SOCIAL SILHOUETTES

-2-

POSITIVE

SE~F-I~AGE

ADVISOR EASE

~-

UNIT

ACTIVITY 1:

/~

CONFIDENCE/NO CONFIDENCE
Directions:

Ask student to think of a social situation in which they were

extremely ill at ease and try to remember how they specifically felt.
List the first three on the board and then ask for student responses.

'

\

WHEN I DON'T HAVE CONFIDENCE

WHEN I DO HAVE CONFIDENCE

a.

Nervous

a.

Calm

b.

Very quiet and passive

b.

Relaxed

c.

Sweaty

c.

Anxious to participate

d.

Stomach cramps, diarrhea

d.

No unpleasant bodily sensations

e.

Aware of heart pounding

e.

Smile and laugh easily and
naturally

f.

Smile or laugh a lot to cover
up anxiety

f.

An air of self-assurance

g.

Headache

g.

Feel I am in control of myself

h.

Poor body posture

h.

Feel good about what is going
to happen next

i.

Difficulty with speech

i.

Know I look O.K.

j.

Worry about what is going to
or might happen

j.

Talk easily, am able to make
contributions to conversation

k.

Worry about clothes and appearance

:.

Can't think o~ a Lhing to say in
a conversatior:

J

j
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ACTIVITY 2:
CONFIDENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
Directions:

Have students take questionnaire.

Do you feel confident most of the time:

YES
1.

having to walk into a room filled with strangers?

2.

having to walk into a room filled with people you know?

NO

having to walk into class late?

"'

J

4.

having to be a part of a large audience?

5.

having to start a conversation with a person your own age whom you
don't know?

6.

having to start a conversation with an adult you like?

1.

having to talk with a teacher about an assignment you don't understand?

8.

having to start a conversation with a person of the opposite sex?

9.

having to go by yourself to a social activity?

10.

having to stand up in front of the class to give an oral topic or
play or sing a solo?

11.

having to accept criticism from an adult?

i2.

having to travel alone?

13.

when you know exactly what is expected of you?

14.

when there aren't any specific rules and routines to follow?

15.

when your parents give you their expectations to live up to?

16.

when you have to make small talk with a group of kids you meet
at the drug store?

17.

when you are with kids your own age?

18.

when you are a part of a group of teenagers who are doing things
you don't approve of?

19.

whe~

you really feel that you are an accepted member

-

o~

a group?

2C. wher, you compare yourself with someone in your owr. age group wnorn
you admire very much?

-4-
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ACTIVITY 3:

HOW DO YOU HANDLE DIFFERENT SITUATIONS

b)

This is a follow up to the Confidence Questionnaire

The twenty questions you answerec have been divided into five different
kinds of social situations.

No~

that you have answered the twenty questions,

indicate on the following chart which questions you answered "no".

You And Large Groups:

Mee:ing Situations
Alone:

Your Own Age Group:

1. _ __

Conversations With Others:

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

I.; •

8.

g,

Structured and Unstructured
Situation
13.

10.

---

14.

11 .

---

15.

12.

---

16.

17.

- --

18.

- --

19.

---

---

---

20.

See in what kinds of situations you have the most no's to find out areas
in which you feel less confident.

-5-

ACTIVITY 4:
~·

. l

FEELING WORDS AS POSI!IVE O? NEGATIVE

THINK ABOUT IT:
When you hear some words, you may feel goo~.
When you hear some other words, you ~ay feel sad.
Ho\.\· do you feel when you hear the wc:-'d "fe2.!'"'?" When yoL: are feeling
fear, it is not good. It is a negative feeling word.
How do you feel when you hear the word
It is a positive word.
Try these words.
feelings?
helpless

11

.:..ove?"

Would you say they give
successful

Love is a good feeling.

~ositive

feelings or negative

loser

OPTIONS:

******************
A.

A Positive 2nd Negative Feelings

Pcs:e~

******************
a poster board or on a large ~iecs : f paper, dra~ a line down
the middle. On one side writei "Posi:ive Feelings." On the other
sidi:;, W!'"'i te, "Nega :i ve Feelings." Loo~: if! magazines for faces which
show feelings. Glue them on the poster in the right part.
o~

*******************
B.

Where Is "Love" In This Puzzle?

*******************
Use these and other feeling words to make a Hidden Word Puzzle:
love
joy
anger
kind
guilt
proud
protection

free
happy
sad
fear
weak
cold

se1:1s:-,
chi::.. dist
coo;:>era-ce
lonely
trapped
con:usec

r
desire
(SQ I ,r: ,.---cruel
I
. ~ ~<
beautiful
-t-~ 'J:; I"'
I
.
bored
hate
playful
determined

-)

'-...-

\

~

./

Give the puzzle to a friend to do. Or, your teacher may want to copy
it so you can give a copy to each person in your class.
~-...

r·

-....,./ ..
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JOY
GUILT
FREE

~GER

SAD

FEAR

WEAK

COLD
COOPERATE
CONFUSED

SELFISH

CHILDISH
TRAPPED

LOVE
KIND
PROTECTION

BEAUTIFUL
PLAYFUL
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L~ELY

DESIRE
BORED
DETERMINED

PROUD
IJAPPY

CRUEL
IJATE

ACTIVITY 5:
COLLAGE OF SELF

Instruct your students to make a collage entitled "Me! 11

Provide each

student with a i2 X 18-inch sheet of thick construction paper or thin
cardboard.

They should collect and cut out picturi:;s, wo!"ds, and symbols

that are representative of themselves - things they like tc de, things
they own, things they would like to own, places they've been, people they
admire, etc.

Then they are to paste these pictures, words, and symbols

onto their sheets of construction paper to make a collage.

Instruct

the students not to sign them.
After the individual collages are completed, display them in the classroom.

First, have the students try to guess who made each collage.

Next,

have each student explain to thi:; class all the items in his collage.
Note for the class that the collages are all somewhat different - uniquejust as each person, while hnving much in common with others, is a different anc unique

individua~.

You will probably need several class periods to complete this project.
Try to have a lot of magazines with pictures available fo!" the students.
Magazines such as Ms., Ebony, Black Sports, Women in Sports, Auto World,
etc., should be included.

The greater the variety of magazines, the

better.
Caterpillar :
Alice :

... and who are you?
T

.J.. . . . . . .

ha!"dly know, Sir, just at present - at least I know

who I was when I got up this morning, but I think I must
have changed several times since then.
Lewis Carroll
Alice in Wonderland

\ ,...
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ACTIVITY 6:
THE LITTLE GIRL AND THE POND
NAME
Directions: Read the story below. Draw a circle around the positive
words. Write the words you find in the right places below.
Once upon a time, a little girl lived in a small and dirty cottage
that stood by the side of a beautifu~ little pond. The child lived with
her cruel aunt and her weak and confused uncle. Oh, how all alone she
felt! Often she would sit by the stream and cry. She was so miserable.
Now and then she would see her relec:ion i~ the water and would believe
she had company. This companion was sweet and pretty. The two of them
would spend pleasant hours together talking about the fun times they would
have one day. They decided that when they both were old enough to brave
the lonely valley, they would go to the city where they would meet friendly
people, buy gorgeous clothes, and ea: in fancy restaurants. No more would
they feel trapped, rejected, and neglected. No more would they feel sad
and angry. They knew the world would be filled with kind, happy and lovely
friends.

·.·. \

..

And then a chilly breeze would rioole the water and the child's warm and
charming playmate would vanish. And then, as before, the unhappy child
would scamper back to the dark cottage. But every now and then a ray of
hope would pass through the child's ~ind just because of the vision in
:. in:: pu:id.

.p os_; +-:. l. ve Wo!""'ds

Negative Words

1.

9.

i .

9.

2.

10.

2.

10.

3.

11 .

3.

11 •

L, •

12.

L; .

12.

5.

13.

5.

13.

'"'~ ·

1 L; •

6.

1L;

7.

15.

7.

15.

8.

16

8.

•

17.
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ACTIVITY 7:
LIST POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE WORDS
proud
cruel
happy
free
sad
DIRECTIONS:
feeling.

selfish
beautiful
bored
hate
playful

anger
childish
cooperate
kind
guilt

Look at the words above.

joy
lonely
trapped
confused
desire

fear
weak
cold
determined
love

Decide if each word has a negative or positive

List the positive (good) feeling words:

List the negative (bad) feeling words:

1.

1•

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

6.

6.

7,
8.

8.

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

13 .
14.
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ACTIVITY 8:
OUICKIES

-- ·

"'

'

1.

Do Well: Sitting in a circle, ask the children to share with the
group something they like to do and that they do well.

2.

Pen Pal: Ask the students to write a letter describing themselves
to an imaginary pen pal. Encourage them to go beyond mere physical
descriptions, adding things like hobbies, family composition, favorite
subjects, etc.

3.

My Body: Ask the students to cons1oer the following: What are the
beautiful parts of your body? The ugliest? Where did you get your
notions of beauty? How do TV commercials effect you notion of beauty?
Ho~ does your body influence yourself?
What are bodies for, anyway?

~.

My Assets: Ask students to write a paragraph about themselves describing the assets they have, the negative traits they would like to eliminate, and the positive characteristics they would like to obtain or
develop.
In dealing with the negative aspects, it is important to
distinguish between things that can be changed (a bad disposition)
and things that cannot be changed (a weak chin).

5.

Puppets: Ask a group of elementary stu.d ents to work alone or together
to make up a story about themselves. Then have them make hand puppets
representing the characters and to act out the story they have written.
Encourage them to focus on the positive qualities of the participants.

6.

Self-Worth: Have the students write a story about something they can
do to make other people feel worthy.

7.

Drawing: Ask the students to draw a picture of the things they do
that make them feel good about themselves.

8.

Get Well: When a student is sick for an extended period of time,
initiate a class project to make or buy a gift for the sick child.
One class we know of construct<:d a giant "We Miss You" ca'."'d from
individual paintings done by the children. The effect of caring and
giving is as powerful on the class as is the effect of receiving and ·
being cared for on the child who is ill.

9.

Class Mural: Tape a long sheet of butcher paper to the wall, provide
the class with lots of crayons/color pencils, and ask the students to
drav.· a "class mural 11 depicting the things they de in common and the
things they do in common and the things they do that are more uniquely
their own.

10.

"Proud-Of" Bulletin Boards: Create a large bulletin board in your own
room just for posting individual and group work, kids' pictures and
drawings. The bulletin board should always be plastered with pictures
and with the work of the kiks.
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ACTIVITY 9:
SELF DISCOVERY CHECKLIST
How do you Gain Self-Confidence?
h.

Here are some statements dealing with your self-confidence. Please
write + (true) before the ones that seem to characterize you and
-(false) before the ones that do not. Space is provided for your
comments.

1.

Self-confidence Check List:
Starting a conversation with
for me.

~

stranger is usually easy

I dislike getting up stunts to put life into a party.

)

I never become extremely excited about a situation.
Making up my mind is usually hard for me.
I like to meet important people.
I think I am a shy person.

~~~-

The presence of important people does not seem to make
me self-conscious.
Criticism usually makes me feel bad .
I rarely feel nervous.
It does not take much to make me blush.
I seldom feel miserable.

,

~..

When others disagree with me I feel discouraged.
~~~-
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(Activity 9 cont'd)
Self-Discovery Checklist

It takes more than praise to convince me that I am
succeeding.
I often go out of my way to avoid meeting someone.
I usually solve my problems without help.
Others seem to

wa~t

tc take advantage of me.

I do not experience feelings of inferiority.
A good sales talk makes it hard for me to say

11

no 11 •

My feelings are not easiiy hurt.
Many times I have ups and downs of mood.
I would not mind

maki~g

a" important speech in pubiic.

I get stage frigh: easi.::_y.
Having someone watct me work doesr.'t disturb me.
Scoffing and teasing makes me uncertain of myself.
I think I am fairly self-confident.

c..

Thi:; above self-con.:icience chec~: .::.:.s-:. was reprintec by permissior: frorr.
Joh~ and Dorathea Crawford, Be:ter Ways c.: Growing Up (Philadeiphia:
Fortress Press, 1964). Acc o rc : n£ :c t ne~, th e more odd-numbered
statements answered "false," the me>re self-confident you think you
are. In the space below, write a few statements which might do a better
job of measuring your self-cor..:idence.

''"i'.·

.:·
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ACTIVITY 10:
JUDGING SELF-CONFIDENCE IN OTHERS
DIRECTIONS: This activity can be either verbal or written.
1,

2.

Jack is a high school student who works quickly but carelessly;
he never goes back over his work. He boasts about what he can do
and what he will do in the future. He considers himself a real
"killer'1 with the girls and brags of his successes with them.
a)

Why does he try so hard to convince others of his ability?

b)

Some people consider Jack over~y-co~fident, others feel that
he lacks confidence. What is your cp1n10~ of Jack?

Dan is a very bright and co~petent junior in higb. school who does well
in school and makes good grades, yet he constantly worries and greatly
fears tests.
a)

How could Dan gain greater

se~f-confidence?
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(ACTIVITY 10 cont'd)
Judging Self-Confidence in Others:
-~...

b)

3.

4.

What might be some reasons for his fears?

Ralph scores above average in achievement tests but when it comes
to classroom work he does very poorly. When the counselor talks
with him, Ralph explains his poor work by saying that he simply
cannot handle the work.
a)

Why does Ralph believe that he cannot do the work when the
achievement test scores clearly indicate that he can?

b)

If Ralph were shown his acheivement test results, would it help
him to do better school work?

Around high school Tony is a loner. He seldom hangs around with
the gang because he prefers to work on old cars in his backyard.
Sometimes he's kidded at school for being the "Lone Ranger" and for
being "too good" for the rest of the kids. Tony laughs at these jibes
and kids the others right back. While working on his cars Tony is
usually pretty dirty, but at dances he's one of the best groomed boys
present.
a)

What can you tell about Tony's self-confidence?

-14-

ACTIVITY 10 cont'd

..
-..r ···

---...;.:·..

Judging Self-Confidence in Others:
b)

How necessary is to conform to the group in order to have
self-confidence?

Sam is a high school junior who has hat very few dates. He likes
girls but is scared of them. He blushes and stammers in their
presence. Even though the girls seem to enjoy his company, he is
convinced that he is a failure wher. it comes to dating.
a)

Where do people such es Sam get such negative ideas about
their abilities?

b)

How would you help Sar.: tc overcomf: his problem with girls?

Roger hates school and would quit but his parents won't let him.
He has a long school history of underachievement. Roger's few friends
have already quit school and bought cars earned with their manual
labo!" jobs.
a)

Roger feels very self-confident with his friends but just the
opposite in school. What reasons might there be for this?

-15-

ACTIVITY 10:

b)

ccnt'd

Underachievers in school generally doubt their own abilities:
what could the shcools do to cvercome this doubt?

--------------------D.

""'">

What are some of my personal thoughts on self-confidence that I would
like to express here?
1.

Do names influence self-confidence?
present name?

Are you satisfied with your

2.

If you had to choose another name for yourself, what would you
choose?

3.

Is your name ever mispronounced?

4.

Where does self-confidence come from?

How?

*** **** **

·······...

]
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ACTIVITY 11 :
PUZZLES HAVE PIECES

PURPOSE:

To engage in an activity designed to evoke reflection on one's
sel f-irnage.

RATIONALE:

We're often so busy going about our day-t o-day kind of
living that we find ourselves confused as t o just who we
really are.

How do others see us?

How does one's per-

ception of self compare with the view others have of him?
However incomplete the answers to these questions may be,
the individual's e:for:s tc keep in touct

~ith

himself

should result in benefits to him.
TEACHER'S DIRECTIONS:
Distribute copies o:' the activity sheet, "PUZZLES HAVS PIECES".
Directions for completing the activity are twofold:
1.

First, each student should read througt the entire

searching for twenty adjectives (or puzzle pieces ) which he
feels are descriptive of him.

He can checkmark apparent

selections as he reads along, then make his final selection
of twenty words from those he checked,
2.

und~~li~~9g th~~·

Each student should then select a partner. They exchange

worksheets, and the partner then circles the twenty puzzle
pieces which he feels best describe the other person.
should

resis~

circling words already

feels they really apply.

under:i~ed

unless

He
he

The worksheets are then returned

to their owners .
3.

"HOW DO THE PIECES FIT" should serve as a summary of the

objectives of the activity.

On it, students are asked to re-

flect on the similarities and discrepancies between the puzzle

'

pieces the individual selected and those which his partner
indicated were descriptive of him.
-17-

ACTIVITY 11:

?1:

······

.~

,,

PUZZLES HAVE PIECES

Loud

clumsy

prudish

gentle

artistic

petite

mouthy

hard-working

dishonest

peaceful

envious

sloppy

smart

mean

concerned

funny

quiet

slim

crea +-.
. . ive

loving

talented

hostile

muscular

complaining

competitve

charming

naive

firm

poised

happy

conceited

good-humored

cautious

well-dressed

generous

lazy

clever

crabby

sad

unique

responsible

polite

a'c.trac:ive

warm

skinny

heavy

aggressive

energetic

mature

outspoken

friendly

absent-minded

reckless

two-faced

nervous

respectful

comPJitted

mcody

talkative

kind

thoughtful

husky

impatient

articulate

proud

rebellious

loyal

sympathetic

tall

fo:--thright

organized

accepting

sophisticated

spiritual

athletic

honest

shy

selfish

narrow-minded

unselfish

reflective

stubborn

sesitive

spiteful

well-built

dependent

short

intellectual

bossy

prejudiced

v
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ACTIVITY 11 cont'd

HOW DO THE PIECES FIT ?

Ccmpare your responses to "PUZZLES HAVE PIECES" with those your
partner circled.

1.

List :hA comparisons you think are sirr.ilar.

:::..

Were there co:npa:"isons that were quite different?

..).

What !"easons can you give whicr. might account for- thf: differences
between the two appraisals?

4.

Which puzzle is more favorable, your own or the one your partner
pieced together?
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ACTIVITY 12
SELF PROFILE INSTRUCTION SHEET
PROCEDURE:

*on each of the lines on the right of the figure write a word
or phrase that describes "things" which are important to
you (values) .
*on the inside of the person write words or phrases which
describe you (self concept).
*in each circle on the left of the figure, write one of your
roles in life.
*cclor in the circles with shades or variations to show how
you feel about your values and
to your roles in life.

sel~concept

in relationship

Yellow indicates least satisfaction,

orange indicates moderate satisfaction, andred indicates most
satisfaction.
*share your profile with the group.
*what did you learn?

J

.
.
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ACTIVITY 12:
SELF PROFILE
.':::::I\ T YOU DO

~~LES

IN LIFE)

,..

J,.

LIST "THINGS 11 WHICH ARE

IMPORTANT TO YOU. (VALUES)

WORDS THAT DESCRIBE
YOC. (SELF-CONCE?T)

-------

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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ACTIVITY 13:
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE

Careful

- - -Trusting
- - -Distrustful
Loud
____ Joyful
Sad
_ _ _Shy

GF.nerous

Bossy

____Easy-going

--- - -Proud

---~Energetic

--~Fair

____!~arrow-minded

- - -Carefree

Careless
____Stern

Talented

____Humorous

Self-Centered

- - -Graceful

., _..

YOURSELF?

Complaining

Honest

____ Independent

Snobbish
Wise

____Shy

Humorless

___Accepting
___Healthy
Jealous

- - - -Thin

___Proper

_ _ _Busy

_ _ _Sturdy

___Aggressive

_ _ _Intelligent

- - - -Athletic

___Jumpy

- - -Idealistic

___Sexy

- - -Stupid
____W~l~ . -groor:,ed

Sarcastic

- - - -Cruel

Creative

Defiant

Short
~--Interesting

___Appealing
___ Negative

- - -Possessive
- - - Forgetful

- - -Mature

Tall

____Dedicated, Devoted

Calrr.

____ R~spectful

____LO\'ing

Alert

- - - s~c.:..:

_____:....azy

_ _ _CompF.titive

Pieasant

- - - Passive
- - - Pushy

- - -Neat

_ ___ Short-tempered

----Thoughtful

_ _ _Dependent

_ _ _Moody

____Caring

Warm

........ ---Angry

\·::.
0
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Har-dworking

ACTIVITY 14:

COMMERCIAL FOR ONESELF

Methods of selling products are hardly foreign to this generation,
but how many have ever considered advertising their own strengths and
skills?

As a self-enhancing activity tell the students they are going to

spend the next several days making advertisements and commercials to sell
themselves.

They have the option of designing a magazine or newspaper

advertisement, a poster, a billboard sign, a brochure, a radio or television commercial, or any other form of advertising they can think of
(sweepstakes, coupons, etc.).
Allow several class periods for the students to develop their ideas
and create their final product for display.

You may wish to permit two

or more students to work together in a team; for example, one student might
be a good artist, another a good writer or photographer.

:)l

J

When students have completed their ads and commercials, take a period
to share them all with the entire class.

We suggest that contests, judging

and prizes be avoided; they only create unnecessary competition that can
lead to feelings of inadequacy and resentment among those who do not win.
Materials needed:

Poster paper, crayons, magic markers, water colors,

brushes. scissors, magazines, newspapers, and paste.

If a\ailable, type-

writer, tape recorder, record player, records, videotape recorder, cameras,
Smm motion picture cameras, etc.

******************************
An optimist is wrong just about as often as a pessimist is, but the big
difference is that he has a lot more fun.

******************************
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ACTIVITY 15:

,··

~--·

PERSONAL FLAG
The teacher begins this activity by holding up a symbol (e.g., the
peace symbol) and asks if anyone knows what it is.
with, "Yes, it is a peace symbol.
recognize.

It's a popular symbol that many people

I have some other symbols with me also.

see if you can tell what it means."
sigr:;, for examplE.

He may then respond
Look at this one and

The teacher may the:-: hold up a dollar

"Here are some other symbols [mather.;:=.:ica2.

traffic symbols, etc.] that you probably see every day.

symb o ~s,

Can you think of

others?"
The teacher should then explain that a symbol is a

p~cture

or design

that stands for something, just as the peace symbol represents the idea
of peace.

"People make symbols.

of us learn what it means.

Someone makes up the symtol and the rest

Let's see if we can make up some of our own".

The children can then work as a group in making up symbols for such concepts as happiness, spring, sadness, family, sports etc.
The teacher may then show a picture of an American Flag and explain
that a flag is another kind of symbol and consists of many parts.
anyone

kno~

what stars stand for?

the stripes? the colors?

"Does

Every country

has a flag and the different parts of the flag stand for something that is
important to the people.

Today you are going to make your own personal

flags, and make symbols for things about you."
The personal flag may be used as a way of identifying symbols of
feeling toward a variety of people and situations--e.g., friendship,
school, careers, special moments, values, habits, life goals, etc.
After the children have completed their drawings the teacher can then
leac a discussion in which the students are asked to share the meanings
of their symbols with the rest of the class if they wist.

At this point

it · is important for the teacher to keep in mind that it is not his task
to give advice to the children, but rather to show interest and understanding and reflect on the value and meaning

of their symtolized experiences.

Suggested by Marlowe Berg and
Patricia Wolleat.

****************
Perhaps the most important single cause of a person's success or failure
educationally has to do with the question of what he believes about himself.
Arthur W. Combs

~·
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GROUP COMMUNICATION
INTRODUCTION

In order to work together well a group must know basic group skills.

Groups

need to be aware that members are important and that participation by all
should be encouraged, not just the few noisy contributors.

Students must

learn to listen carefully to group input anc be able tc recognize points
o: both

agreem~nt

and disagreement.

This unit provides group skill-building games and activities which will
give students practice in group discussion techniques.

The first activity forces the students to listetl to each others ideas and
through compromise or change of opinion come to agreement as a group.

Students

should come to the realization that group solutions are often superior to
those attained alone.

Agreement by all members is called consensus.

Solving riddles in groups is also a very helpful group building exercise.

(2)

ACTIVITY 1:

LOST ON THE MOON

~This "Lost on the Moon" game, devised by Jay Hall, associate professor
of management, University of

Texa~

School of Business Administration, is

based on actual work performed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Distribute to each member of the group a copy of the
You are in a space

ere~

originally scheduled tc

==~lo~ing

renjezvc~s

mother ship on the lighted surface of the moon.

Mechanica~

problem:
~ith

a

difficu~-

ties, however, have forced your ship to crashland at a spc: some
200

mile~

frorr the rendezvous point.

much of the equipment aboard.

The rough

Since survival

the mother ship, the most critical items
for the 200 mile trip.
landing are listed

la~ding

depe~ds

availab~e

damaged

on reaching

must be chosen

The fifteen items left intact after the

belo~.

Your task is to rank them in terms of

their importance to your crew in its attempt to reach the rendezvous
point.

Place number 1 by the most important

ite~,

second most important, and so on through the

number 2 by the
impo~~an~,

number

15.
Box of matches
Food concentrates
50 fe2t of nylon

rap~

Parachute silk
Portable heating unit
Two .45 caliber pistols
One case dehydrated milk
Twc 100 pound tanks of oxygen
Stellar map of the moon's constellaticn
Life raft containing C02 bottles
Magnetic compass
5 gallons of water
Signal flares
First-Aid kit containing injection needles
Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter
The game can be played in several different ways, depending on the
amount of time the teacher wishes to devote to it or on what special needs
(3)

ACTIVITY 1:

cont'd

LOST ON THE MOON

~:

group has.

The quickest, simplest use of the game is for the group to set

to work immediately trying to arrive at consensus as to how the items
should be ranked.

Students should be reminded that their rankings must

represent agreement by all members of the group and may not be arrived
a'c- by simply taking a majority vote.
of consensus, con'c-rasting it to

(A b!"ief explanation of the concept

disag!"ee~ent-reducing

mechanisms such as

vote taking, dictatorial rule, etc., might be helpful.)
~se

For this simple!"

of the game, give the following instru::ions:
1. Read the problem explained on the dist!"ibuted sheets.
2. Your task is to solve the

as a group.

proble~

3. The only "catch" is tha'.: you::"' answ.:::r.:: mus: be agre,::;d :o by every
membe~

of the group.

This will require that you spend a fairly

long time talking over your ideas aboui each of the items and
sharing any information you ;1ave that could help the group.

While

you should not be unduly stubborn, neither should you give in simply
to speed the work of the group.

Often one hard-headed member can

save an entire group from making a serious error.
~-

When you have made a final

decisio~.

record your group answer on a

fresh copy of the problem anc compare i : tc the answer.:: prepared by

NASA.
Below are the correct rankings for the items, as determined by the spacesurvival unit of NASA:
15-Box of matches (little or no use on the moon)
4-Fooc:i concentrate (supply daily fooc required)
6-50 feet of nylon rope (useful in tying injured, help in climbing)
8-Parachute silk (shelter against

su~'s

13-?ortable heating unit {useful only

i~

rays)
party landed on dark side)

11-Two .45 caliber pistols (self-propulsion devices could be made
from them)
12-0ne case dehydrated milk (food, mixed with water for drinking)
1-Two 100-pound tanks of oxygen (fills respiration requirement)

,

-~-

.-

.

3-Stellar map of the moon's constellation (one of principal means
of finding directions)
9-Life raft(C0

2

bottles for self-propulsion across chasms, etc.)

( 4)

ACTIVITY 1:

cont'd

LOST ON THE MOON
14 Magnetic compass (probably no rr.agnetized poles; thus, useless)

~·

2-5 gallons of water (replenishes loss by sweating, etc.)
10 Signal flares (distress call within line of sight)
7-First-aid kit containing injection needles (oral pills or
injection medicine valuable)
5-Solar powered FM receiver-transmitter (distress signal transmitter,
possible communication with mother ship)

FOLLOlh-UP
After the group has checked its answers against the ranking above, encourage them to evaluate their performance.

Raise the usual questions about

organizing, what roles different members played, and stumbling blocks encountered during the discussion.

Then focus on the difficulties inherent in

arriving at complete agreement:
How did the group go about dealing with conflicts and disagreements?
Which members fel t they had t c give in to group opinion?
Was this good or bad?
Would taking a vote or. each item have been easier?
Would it have been as effective?
Why is vote-taking necessary?
Is it always desirable?
h

more complex approach to this game, and perhaps a more valuable

use o: it, is to allow the individual members to rank the items before
they join the group.

The results o: their working on their own can then

be compared with the group results, and students can see the di:ference
between the two.
o~e

class period.

Using the game

i~

th~s

way might we:: require more :han

For this more thorough use of the game, give the follow-

ing instructions:
1. Read the problem explained on the distributed sheets.
2. Working en t irely on your own, solve the problem by ranking the items
in what seems to you to be the best order.
When students have finished, collect their papers and distribute fresh
copies of the problem.

Instruct students to form small groups of five tG

ten members, seated in a circle.
( 5)

ACTIVITY 1: cont'd
LOST ON THE MOON

'l"

J. Now, try to arrive at a group solution to the problem.

The group

ranking must represent agreement by all members of the group and
may not be arrived at by simply taking a majority vote.

This will

require that you spend a fairly long time talking over your ideas
about each of the items and sharing any information you have that
could help the group.

While you snould not be unduly stubborn,

neither should you give in simply tc speed the work of the group.
Ofte~

one hard-headed member can seve an entire group from making

c. serious error.
vJhile the group is trying to arrive at consensus, the teacher can begin
tc score their individual rankings:
.. Next to each item, jot down the difference between the student's
ranking and the NASA ranking.

For example, if the student has

written 5 and NASA says 14, write down 9; or if the student says

7 and NASA says 2, write down 5.
2. Total the numbers you have jotted down. This is the individual
score; the lower it is, the better ~he student's performance.
~·

Average the individual scores to arrive at an indication of how
how the group did in general when working alone.

After the group has agreed to its ranking of the items, score the group
results in the same way as the individual results.
group score with the average individual score.

Then compare the

This will give an indication

as to whether the group, working together, was more accurate than when
working as individuals.

If the game is used with a large class divided into several smaller
groups, it might be useful to score each group separately and make chart
c~~~aring

the results of the groups.
FOLLOi~-U?

Discuss the differences between the individual scores and the group scores:
Why were they different?
Did the group do better than all individuals?
Does a group working together usually do better than most of its
members working individually?
Is this always true?
Why or why not?

(6)

ACTIVTIY 1:

cont'd

LOST ON THE MOON
Next discuss the value of arriving at a consensus rather than taking
a vote:
Would taking a vote on each item have been easier?
Would it have been as effective?
Why is vote taking necessary?
Is it always desirable?
How did the group go about resolving conflicts and disagreements?
Which members gave in to group opinion?
Should they have?

(~

J

(7)
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RECOGNIZING THE VALUE OF ALL CONTRIBUTIONS:
MURDER MYSTERY

,.

--:\""
..

Every teacher has struggled with the problem of the group that
ignores some of the members.

Frequently more aggressive students will

monopolize the discussion but accomplish little more than wheel spinning,
since they have limited information they can bring to bear on the problem.
Teh more timid group members will ofte:-i quietly acquiesce, happy for someone else to carry the burden of the discussion or resentful that they are
not being included.
c.t ar. answer

:o

Group members need to learn that in trying to arrive

c. question they mus: elic.:. t contribu':ions

and consider all contributions carefully.

:~ro::::

every member

The vocal members must avoid

stifling the timid ones by showing off their knowledge, and the quieter
members must recognize their responsibility to share their ideas with
the group.
The following activity demonstrates to students the need for considering the information every group member can contribute and gives them practice
in organizing to accomplish the task.

Every member is given an essential

piece of information - a clue in a murder mystery - so that no student can
excuse himself from participation on the grounds that he "doesn't know
anything about the topic''·

In addition to forcing the group to consider

every piece of information, the game •;ill reinforce the group's previous
learning of ways to organize for problem sol ving.
GAME

Students are seated in a circle with the teacher standing outside the
group. The teacher gives the following explanation:
Today we are going to play another game that will help improve your
~iscussio~

sk~lls.

Each of

th~

;ieces c: paper I arr holding contains

one clue that will help you solve

2

mu~de~

mystery.

If you put all the

facts together, you will be able to solve the mystery.

You must find

the murderer, the weapon, the time of the murder, the place of the
murder, and the motive.

Any time you think you know the answers and

the group agrees on the guess, you may tell me.

...

~·· ·

whether all five answers are right or wrong.
are incorrect.

I will only tell you

If part of your answers

I will not tell you which answers are wrong.
(8)

ACTIVITY 2:

cont'd

RECOGNIZING THE VALUE OF ALL CONTRIBUTIONS:
You may organize yourselves in any way you like.

MURDER MYSTERY
You may not, however

pass your clues around or show them to anyone else, and you may not
leave your seats to walk around the group.

All sharing of

clue~

and

ideas must be done verbally.
After clarifying the rules, pass out the clues.

If there are more than

27 students, make up extra clues or have some students share clues.

Some

students should be appointed to serve as observers and timekeepers.

The

observers can make suggestions about how the group could be better organized
and work faster.

The teacher stands unobtrusiv.ely in the background, indi-

cating the passing of time on the blackboard.

He should not interrupt,

make suggestions, or give hints.
On the following pages are the clues, all of which are needed to solve
the mystery.

( 9)

ACTIVITY 2:

cont'd

MURDER MYSTERY CLUES

~~

When he was discovered dead, Mr. Kelley had a bullet hole in his thigh
and a knife wound in his back.
Mr. Jones shot at an intruder in his apartment building at 12:00 midnight.
The elevator operator reported to police that he saw Mr. Kelley at 12:15 a.m.
The bullet taken from Mr. Kelley's ':.high ma':.ched the gun owned by Mr. Jones.
Only one bullet had been fired from Mr. Jones' gun.
When the elevator man saw Mr. Kelley, Mr. Kelley was bleeding slightly, but
he did not seem too badly hurt.
A knife with Mr. Kelley's blood on it was found in

~~ss

Smith's yard.

The knif e found in Miss Smith's yard had Mr. Scotts fingerprints on it.
Mr. Kelley had destroyed Mr Jones' business by stealing all his customers.
The

eleva~or

man saw Mr. Kelley's wife go to M!". Scott's apartment at 11:30 p.m.

The elevator operator said that Mr. Kelley's wife frequently left the building with Mr. Scott.
Mr. Kelly's body was found in the park.
Mr. Kelly had been dead for one hour when tis body was f ound, according to
~

medical expert working with the police.

Mr. Kelley was found at 1:30 a.m.
The elevator man saw Mr. Kelley go to Mr. Scott's room at 12:25 a.m.

( 10)

ACTIVITY 2: cont'd
MURDER MYSTERY CLUES

~-

The elevator man went off duty at 12:30 a.m.
It was obvious from the condition of Mr. Kelley's body that it has been
dragged a long distance.
Miss Smith saw Mr. Kelley go to Mr. Jones' apartment builcir.g at 11:55 p.m.
Mr. Kelley's wifE disappeared after the murder .
Police were unable to locate Mr. Scott after the murder.
When police tried to locate Mr. Jones after the murder, they discovered
that he had disappeared.
The elevator man said that Miss Smith was in the lobby of the apartment
building when he went off duty.
Miss Smith often followed Mr. Kelley.
Mr. Jones had told Mr. Kelley that he was going to kill him.
Miss Smith said that nobody left the apartment building between 12:25 a.m.
and 12 : 4 5 o. • rn .
Mr. Kelley's blood stains were found in Mr. Scott's car.
Mr. Kelley's blood stains were found on the carpet in the hall outside
Mr. Jones apartmen~.

ANSWER:

After receiving a superficial gunshot wound from Mr. Jones, Mr.

Kelley went to Mr. Scott's apartment where he was killed by Mr. Scott with
a knife at 12:30 a.m. because Mr Scott was in love with Mr. Kelley's wife.

· · ·::
J
...

( 11 )

ACTIVI7Y 2:

cont'd

RECOGNIZING THE VALUE O? ALL CONTRIBUTIONS:

MURDER MYSTERY

nelp studen: to understand wha: cause: the problems the group had
:_!",

scl ving the mystery.

If they wr:re r<::lc.:: '.'ely successful i:; completing

the work quickly, discuss the

reaso~s

for their success.

Questions should

focus first on the skills learned ec.rlier:
Was the leader needed?
How was time lost in getting organized?
Why was it ineffective for everyone tc try to talk at once?
Finally, students should discuss the

~eed

for the group to encourage

everyone to contribute and to consider the contributions carefully:

)

What problems arose because

so~e

peo~le

didn't present their clues?

What should they have done?
In what ways did some members ignore the clues of others?
Was any attempt made to urge all oersons to present their clues?
Did anyone ever forget a clue anc make an incorrect inference?
Were all members included in solving the problem?
Did anyone monopolize the discussion?

J

..
...

( 12)
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ACTIVITY 3:
SECOND TRY
If the group scored poorly on this exercise, they may plead for
another chance.

Below are the clues for another mystery, this time for

a bank robbery.

The First National Bank of Minnetonka, Minnesota, was

rcbbec of $1,000,000.

Students are to discover what

perso~(s)

cid it.

Instructions can be giver. in the same form as previous exercise.

Follow-

up discussion can be based on the questions suggested in the prior mystery
follow-up exercises, as well.
See clues on following pages.

( 13)
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SECOND TRY CLUES
The robbery was discovered at 8:00 a.m. on Friday, November 12.
Bank had closed at 5:00 p.m. the previous day.

The

Miss Margaret Ellington, a teller at the bank, discovered the robbery .
The vault of the bank had been blasted open by dynamite.
:he president of the bank, Mr. Albert Greenbags, left be~ore the robbery
was discovered. He was arrested by authorities at the Mex~cc City airport
a~ noon on Friday, Noveooer 12.
:he president of the bank had been having trouble with his wife, who spent
a:l of his money. He had frequently talked of leaving her.
The front door of the bank had been opened with a key.
The only keys to the bank were held by the janitor and the president of the bank.
Viss Ellington often borrowed the president's key to
when she had an extra amount of work to do.

ope~

~he

bank early

h strange, hippie-type person had been hanging around the bank or Thursday
November 11, watching employees and customers.
A substantial amount of dynamite had been stolen from the Acme Construction
Company on Wednesday, November 10.
An Acme employee, Howarc Ellington, said that a hippie had been hanging around
the construction company on Wednesday afternoon.
:ne hippie-type character, whose na~e ~as Dirsey Flowers a~~ who had
recently dropped out of Southwest Arka sas State Teachers :c~lege, was
~ound by police in East Birdwatch, about ten miles from ~innetonka.
:'.::'irsey Flowers was carrying $500 when police apprehended him and had thrown
c package into the river as thP. police approached.

,

·~:··

..

Anastasia Wallflower of East Birdwa~ch, Wisconsin, said that she had bought
$500 worth of genuine Indian love beads from Dirsey Flowers for resale in
her b(Jl 1tique in downtown East Birdwatch.

Anastasia said that Dirsey had spent the night of November 11th at the home
c: her parents and left a pleasant breakfast on the morning the 12th.
( j l )

SECOND TRY CLUES
When police tried to locate the janitor of the bank, Elwood Smith, he had
apparently disappeared.

Miss Ellington stated that her brother Howard, when strolling to Taylor's
Diner for coffee about 11:00 p.m. on Th~rsday, November 11, had seen Mr.
Smith running from the bank.

Mr. Smith was founc by the F.B.I . ir. Dogwalk , Georgia, on November 12. He
had arrived there via Southern Airli~es Fligh: 414 at 5:00 p.m. on the 11th.

o:

The airline clerk confirmed the time

Smith's arrival.

Mr. Greenbags was thP. only person wh c had c. ke y to thP. vault.

There were no planes out of Dogwalk

bet~eer,

4:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

In addition to keeping payroll recor~s , Mr. Ellington was in charge of
the dynamite supplies of the Acme Construction Company.

Mr. Greenbag's half-brother, Arthur Nodough, had always been jealous of
of his brother.

Nodough always got drunk on Friday nights.

Ar:hur
money .

Nodoug~

app~ared

i~

Chicagc

c~

~~nday,

Nove~8er

o, waving a lot of

Arthur wanted to marry Camelia Smith.

Miss Ellington said that Smith had often flirted with her.

~-

Mr. Smith's father, a gold prospector in Alaska, had died in September.
( 15)
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SECOND TRY CLUES
Mr. Greenbags waited in the terminal at O'Hare Field in Chicago ror 16
hours because of engine trouble on the plane he was to take to Mexico City .

ANSWER:

The Ellingtons collaborated to rob the bank,

~iss

Ellington

supplying the front door key (borrowed from Mr. Greenbags) and Howard
supplying the dynamite.
robbery took place.

Greenbags had already left for

Mr. Smith was in Dogwalk on the

nig~:

Dirsey Flowers was at the home of Anastasia's parents.
were lying when they tried to implicate Smith.

3raz~l

:he

c~

when the
the robbery.

Elli~gtons

There was no evidence

that Arthur Nodough was connected with the robbery in any way.
The teacher can easily write clues for a mys:ery of his own
creation, simply making sure that every clue is importan:.

Some of the

clues can serve as distractors, but these must be contra::iicted by other
clues.

The group might wish to attempt transferring their new skills to

a subject-matter problem, one in wtich all students are
basic informatior; needed for solving it .

.J
( 16)
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command of the

ACTIVITY 4 :
JOE DOODLEBUG:
GOALS:

I.

GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

To explore the effect of participants' response sets in a
group problem-solving activity.

II.

To observe leadership behavior in a problem-solving situation.

GROUP S:iZE:
U~limited

1£ :~l.,-C\''="

number of groups of six '.five members and an observerl.

members can work as observers.

Approximately 25 minutes.
M•.'...TEF.:::..ci.:...s USED:

Joe Doodlebug Rule Cards ( a set of five for each group).

~.

Joe Doodlebug Briefing Sheets.

~~.

P~YSI:h~

SETTING:

~"cups

are seaLed in circles fae'

e~oug~

apar: sc as not to influence

PRO:E.SS:
The teacher distributes Joe Doodlebug Briefing Sheets tc
members of each group.
T7

After participants have had time tc read the background in-

forma: ion! he distributes Joe Doodlebug Rule Cards.
each

~ember

Within each group

gets a different rule card.
Groups are instructed tc begin solving the problerr in accordance

wi:h :he rules.

When there is subs:an:ial agreement within a group that

the solution has been reached, the observer gives a report and leads a
discussion of how the group organized to accomplish its task.
I

,.
\.

The teacher solicits brief reports from each of the groups on

the process that they developed to solve the problem.

Then he asks for the

solution from each group.
\.'.

Group members are asked to give each other feedback, with the

observer's help, on what behaviors each displayed that influenced the group.
( 17)

ACTIVITY
JOE DOODLEBUG:
VI.

~:

cont'd

GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING cont'd

The teacher presents a mini-lecture on the concept of shared

leadership, stressing the responsibility of the individual member for both
task attainment and group maintenance.
VII.

Solution:

At the moment Joe's master placed the food down, Joe

already jumped once to the east.

He therefore has to

ju~p

sideways ttree

times more to the east, and once sideways back to the wes:, landing
:op of the food.

o~

the

He car. eat now.

VARIATIONS:
I.

The problem can be made more difficult by adding redundant in-

formation.
II.

The rules can be given to each member in the form of a handout.

III.

Groups can be given a tight time limit of, perhaps, ten minutes.

IV.

Should the groups not reach a decision after a reasonable amount

of time or rrogress at a suitable pace, the teacher may introject hints into
the group discussion.
The hints are given as needed and as follows:
Joe does no: have to face the food in order tc eat it (the
facing belief).
Joe can jump sideways and backwards as well as forwards
(the direction belief).
Joe was moving east when the food was presented (the movement belief).
V.

The process described above can be followed by an original

problem; that is, each group can develop a new ''Joe-Doodlebug-type''

proble~.

These can be exchanged across groups for a second round cf shared leadership
VI.

~arger

groups can be accommodated, with

rule cards.

( i 8)

som~

members naving nc

ACTIVITY '-+:

JOE DOODLEBUG

RU~E

CARDS

Each of the following five rules should be typed on a 3" X 5"
card.

These sets are to be distributed to groups, the cards to be

g:'..ver: out randomly within each group cf five membe!"s.

Joe can jum~ in only four differe~: ~i!"e::i=~s: nortt, south,
east, and west. He cannot jump diagonally (northeast, northwest,
southeast, southwest).

Once Joe starts in any direction, he must jump four times in that
same direction before he can change his direction.

)
Joe car: only jump.

He cannot craw:, fly, or walk.

Joe can jump very large distances O!" very small distances, but not
less than one inch per jump.

Joe cannot turn around.

ACTIVITY 4:

cont'd

JOE DOODLEBUG BRIEFING SHEET

THE SITUATION:
Joe Doodlebug is a strange sort of imaginary bug that can and
cannot do certain things.

He has been jumping all over the place getting

some exercise when his master places a pile of food three feet directly
west of

As soon as he sees all this food, he stops in his tracks,

hi~.

facing north.

He notes that the pile of food is a little larger than he.

After all this exercise Joe is very hungry and wants tc get
:he

foo~

as quickly as he can.

He examines the

situatio~ an~

"Darn it, I'll have to jump four times to the food.

then says,

11

THE PROBLEM:
Joe is a smart bug, and he is dead

righ~

in his conclusion.

Why do you suppose Joe Doodlebug has to take four jumps, no more and no les,
to reach the food.

(20)

AC'l'lVl'l'! ?:

GROUP CLIMATE INVENTORY

I~

DIRECTIONS:

Think about how your group members as a whole normally

behave toward you.

Within the parentheses in front of the items below

place the letter that corresponds to your perceptions of their behavior.

A - They can always be counted on to behave this way.
T - Typically I would expect

the~

U - I would usually expect therr

~o

tc behave this way.
behave this way.

S - They would seldorr. behave this way.
R - They rarely behave this way.
N - I would never expect them tc behave this way.

I wou:....D EXPECT M;" FELLOW GROUP MEMBERS TO:

:.~

1•

level with me.

2.

get the drift

3.

interrupt or ignore my comments.

4.

accept me for what I am.

J.

~

feel free tc let me kno,,.,, when I "bug" then;.

6.

misconstrue things I say or do.

7.

be interested in me.

8.

provide

s.
10.

I am trying to say.

atmosphere in which I can be myself.

keep things to themselves to spare my feelings.

)

(

perceive what kind of person I really am.

1 i.

inclu1e me ir what's going on.

i 2.

act "judgmental" with me.

i 3.

be completely frank with me.

1 L; •

recognize when something is bothering me.

1 :::

respect me, apart frorr; my skills or status.

, ,_

ridicule or disapprove

J.

''"'.

J

a~

o~ ~hat

.

.

( 21)

o~

my

peculiar~ties.

ACTIVITY 6:
NOTES ON GROUP SELF-EVALUATION cont'd
~·

'

I

(22 )

ACTIVITY 6:
GROUP GROWTH EVALUATION FORM
DIRECTIONS:

Rate your group on each characteristic as the group was

initially and as it is now.

Use a seven-point scale with 7 as the highest

rating.

INITIALLY

NOW
1.

I am

treate~

as a human being. not as just

another group member.
2.

I fee:

clos~

to the

me~bers

o~

this group.

"' .

.)

4.

Membership in this

gro u ~

is

ai~ing

my personal

growth.

5.

. . ..

I have trust anc con.!. :..aence

i~

thF. other members

of this group.
6.

Members of

thi~

group show supportive behavior

toward each other.
7.

I derive satisfaction from my membership in
this group .

....

8.

: feel psycologically :lose to this group.

9.

I get a sense of accomplishment from my membership i:; this group.

10.

I am being honest in responding to this evaluation.

11.

I am willing to share information with other
members of the group.

12.

I feel free to discuss important personal matters
with group members.

13.

I am oriented toward personal goals rather
than toward group objectives.

14 .

This group uses integrative, constructive
methods in problem-solving, rather than a
competitive approach.

15 .

I am able to deal promptly with the important
problems of this group.

16 .

The activities of this group reflect a constructive
integration of the needs and desires of its members.

'\::

17 .

My needs and desires are reflected in the activities

/

(23)

ACTIVITY b:

cont'd

GROUP GROWTH E',';'.:.LUJ:.TION FORM cont'd

I~ITIALLY

NOW

13.

This group has a real

se~ss

o: respor.si-

bility for getting a job done.
19.

I feP,l manipulated by the group.

20.

I tf-.ir.Z

(2L..)

~hc.t

I manipu l at:::

:.:i~

gro'.lp.

ACTIVITY 7:
SHOE STORE:
T
.....

GC.;LS :

GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING

To observe commur.ication patterns in group problemsolving.

II.

To explore interpersonal influence in problem-solving.

GROU? s:;:zE:

Teams of four to five membe!"s each.

7IME R:::JJIRED:

On;:: tc

T~c

Any reasonable numb;:or

3essicns depending upon the

sophisticatio~

anc

histo!"v of the groups.
UTILIZED:

M£TERI~~S

PapA!" and pencils
PHYSICh~

(O~L,ional)

SETTING:
Room large ;:onough tc accommodate groups, with minimal noise

inc.e:-fs rence.

?RJCES.5:
pe:-for~
I

""

they

a:-~

l.

The t;::echer explains to the group that th;:oy are about to

a group task in solving _ mathema:ica: problerr..
~c

a:-:-ive at consensus.

He tells them that

Membe:-s a:-e urged to pay attention to how

the grcup arrives at the conclusion, sc tha: :ney

ca~

later discuss the

process that emerges.
2.
a shoe store to buy

He then states the problerr, as follows:
d

twen:y-dollar bill.
one-dc:lar bills.

twelv~-dollar

pa~~

of shoes.

"A man went inL-o

He handed the

a

It was early in the day, and th;:: clerk didn't have any
He took the twenty-dollar bill and went to the restau!"ant

next door, where he exchanged it for twenty one-dollar bills.
the ::us:omer his char.ge.
apolog~zed

~lerk

prc~usely,

He th;::n gave

i...ater :,hat morr:ing the r;:ostua!"ant owner carre :c the

and took back the phoney bill and gave the restau!"an:

ov.'!"ler :wo good ten-dollar bills.

Net counting the cost of the shoes, how

much money did the stor;:o own;:or lose? (answer:

$8.00)

The teach;::r may wish to hand out copies of this problem statem;::nt, or
he may present it on a poster.

3.

When the groups arrive at a conclusion, they raise their

hands, and the teacher goes to them to ask if all are in agreement.
asks

o~e

member to explain the process
~.

o~

He then

arriving at the conclusion.

The process continu;:os until all teams hav;:o arrived at
( 25)

ACTIVITY 7:
SHOE STORE:

·~·

cont'd

GROUP PROBLEM SOLV me

the correct answer.

Groups who find the answer early

may be asked by the teacher to observe other groups, but they should be
cautioned not to intervene in the problem-solving in any way.

5.

The teacher discusses the communication issues by

focusing on such behaviors as the fdl-:wing:
a.

Reacting negatively tc the p!lrase "mathematical
protler.;" and establishing arti!"icia2. constraints.

b.

Lea,·.:..ng the problem-sc::. vir:i€ tc "experts"
(self-proclaimed or otherwisei.

c.

Adopting pressuring tactics ir:i reaching
conser;sJs.

d.

Revealing anxiety feeLngs genera tee by observing
groups who had r¢ached the correct conclusion
early.

e.

Using "teaching aids" in co:wincing others
(scraps of paper, paper and pencil, rea: money ) .

f.

Feeling destress if a wrong conclusion is reached.

g.

Using listening checks and other communication
skills techniques.

h.

Refusing to set aside perso:.a: opinion ir:i order
to react consensus.

6.

The teacher may also wish to discuss the patterns of

communication which werP- reflected in the experience.

He rr;ay comment on influence

behaviors, any tendencies toward one- or two-way communication modes, personal
or group issues which interferi:::d with task accomplishment, and behaviors that
facilitated or were counter-productive to communication.
VJ:.RIJ!.':'IONS:

;.

h

grounc rule may be established :hat groups may use no

audio~visual

2.

aids.

They would have tc talk through the solution .

The problem-solving phase could begin by having individual

members attempt to solve the problem independently first, before
the group meeting.

"\:::
(2 6 )

ACTIVITY

SHOE STORE:

3.

cont'd

1:

GROUP ??J3LEM SOLVING cont'd

The problem-solving

dis:~ssion

could be carried out via

":tail" by supplying :::er:bers ·,;ith decks of paper slips on which
they write several rounds
~ight

...,

emerge througt

c~

letters to each other.

A consensus

which sirrulates organizational

t~is ~e:~od,

.

The skit could be
a~~er

vijec~ape~

the consensus-seeking

. NOTES 01\ THE L'SE O? THE S:-iJE STORE:

so

tha~

p~ase

.

it

ca~

easily be replayed

ACTIVITY 8:
COMPOSITE PICTURE

/~

Have your class get into groups of five or six. Tell each group that

I

they are to draw a picture of an imaginary person.

This person will be a com-

posite of the best features of each of the members of their group.

Great

artistry is not needed in this exercise because the important notion is to
get the group members tc seek the pleasing features of the other members of
the group.

You might suggest some parts of the composite - hea= shape,

hairline, hair color, eyes, ears, etc. - or have the class first brainstorm
as many physical characteristics as they can think of ant
blackboard.

~ist

them on the

Once the first choice is made, the rest cf the exercise fa:ls

into place and a warm experience is usually had ;by everyone.

It is also

fun to display the portraits to the rest of the class and identify the
features.

Attention car. be focused on the way participants felt before the

exercise and the way they feel afterward.

(

The exercise increases the students' awareness of ec.cf: othe:· becaus<:
permission is given by the exercise to look closely at the other group
members.

The activity may drav; students closer together ir: c. mere mutuc.L!.y

satisfying relationship.
You may find that an actual drawing is unnecessary. Just deciding which
physical characteristics of each person would be chosen is

enoug ~

~o

ge: the

ic:iec. across.

This exercise wa::: cen:lopet by Ge!'"'c.ld
Weinstein
Note:

,....
'

A survey of c:::illP..g.=; c()-P,(Js sho.ved that 90'!~ VP..re dissatisfied in s:::rre 'w'a.Y with their
ap:Baranee. If the words ''norrral" or "averag;e" mF.811 anyhting at all, it is obvious
that 90% of rur inpulatoin cannot oo "atoornal" or "differP..nt" o:-- "defective" in

aw...arance. Yet, similar suryeys rave SWW1 th3.t apprOld..mately the sa.rre percP..ntage
of our gp...neral inpul.a:.im find scme rP..ason to oo asliame:l of their oody-imagB.

(28)

Maxwell Vialtz
Psycho-Cybernetics

CCMI'1UNICATION SKILLS
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IN1RODUCTION

Communication is a process which is both verbal and
ncn-verbal.
elements:

The process is broken down into four basic
speaker, mPssage, receiver, ant feedback.

Learning to use communication
purpose of this unit.

sk~lls

effectively is the

Students will experience exercises

related to verbal and no-verbal communication, body language,
perception, personal space, listening, and the effect of
feedback or lack of it.

Students will see

ho~

easily

messages can be distorted by a lack of proper listening
skills and by faulty perceptions.

They will also be asked

to establish how they perceive people and themselves by
completing perception inventories.

-1-

ACTIVITY 1:
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION:

A CCLLECTlON OF ACTIVITIES
-------------------

Listed below are several nonverbal exercises.
1.

Trust Fall.

other.

One partner stands with his back turned to the

With his arms extended sideways, he falls backward and is

caught by his partner.
2.

Trust Walk.

They reverse roles and repeat the activity.

One partner closes his eyes and is led around

blind-througt and ever things.

They reverse roles and repea: the

activity.
3.

Trust Run.

Outside, one partner closes his eyes and is led by

the other in a vigorous run.

They reverse roles and repeat the

activity.
4.

Pushing and Shoving.

over their heads.

Partners lock fingers, with arms extended

They push against each other, trying tc drive

each other to the wall.
Tug-of-War.

Partners imagine a line between them on the

and have a tug-of-war with ar: imaginary rope.

One

partne~

~loor

is to

be pulled across the line.
6.

Mirroring.

Partners stanc facing each other.

One

b~comes

the

mirror image of the other's bodily movements.

With hands in front,

palms toward partner, they move expressively.

Then one closes his

eyes and atterr:pts to mirror the slow hand movements of th:e other
(hands almost touching).

u'

They reverse roles and repeat the activity.
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ACTIVITY 2:
ONE-WAY/TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION
DIRECTIONS:

Study the series 0f squares below.

With your back to the

group, you are to direct the participants in how they are to draw the
figures.

Begin with the top square and describe each in succession,

taking particular n0te of the relationship of each to the preceding
cne.

No qLlestions are allowed.

Diagram I
One-Way Comrrunication
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ACTIVITY 2:

cont'd

ONE-WAY/TWO-WAY CCJM!".UNICATION:
DIRECTIONS:

Study the series of squares below.

DIAGRAM II
Facing the group, you

are to direct the particip2ntsin how they are to draw the figures.

Begin

with the top square and describe each in succession, taking particular
note of the relation of each to the preceding one.
from the participants and repeat if necessary.

(J
Diagrarr; I::
Two-Way Communication

'

u
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Answer all questions

ACTIVITY 3:
LISTENING TESTS

Not until recent years has much research been done on the importance
of effective listening to the success of the communication process.

This

skill continues to be one that does not receive the attention or time it
deserves.

(After you read each

slowly, allow students time to

staternen~

write their answers on a sheet of paper.

Explain that you will read each

s:atement only once.)

I:...ISTENING TEST /11 :I
Usten to this statemEnt:

Mary is taki!1g courses in history, music,

sociology, English and political sciences.
Hew many courses is Mary taking?
2.

What was the second course mentio!1ed?

Mary's courses are numbered as fcllohs:

History 121, Political Science 32,

English 110, Music 10, and Sociology 3.
What is the number of the
~.

course?

~usic

In the series of numbers , - 3 - 5 - 9 -

~'

the second number is

?

Lis:en co this statement:

The

follo~ing

officers were elected:

President,

Charles Jones; Vice-President, Alice Smith; Secretary 1 Lois Adams; Treasurer,
~ial te!"

jchnson.

5.

What is the first name of the President?

6.

What is the last name of the Secretary?

Listen to this statement:
longer published

m~gazine

This is the December, 1930, issue of a no-

called the Golden Book.

It contains articles

O!" stories by Katherine Mansfield, Edgar Allen Poe, Arthur Conan Doyle,

7.

In what year was this issue

8.

What is the name of the

9.

How many authors were mentioned?

m~gazine?

Listen to these instructions:
S:reet and get two

can~

pub~ished?

Stop at Blaine's grocery on

Ce~ter

of onion soup, a pound of butter, four cans of

sardines, three dozen eggs, and two dozen oranges.

i~

10.

How many cans of soup were mentioned?

11.

What kind of soup was mentioned?

12.

On what street is the grocery located?

13.

In thF. series of words at ?

a~
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- to - on - in, the second word

ACTIVITY 3:

cont'd

Listening Test #1: cont'd
rr.any words are in the series?

14.

Ho~

15.

How many words in the series begin with the letter "a"?

ANSWERS TO

LISTENING TEST #1

1.

5

6.

Adams

11 .

onion

2.

music

7.

1930

12.

Center Street

<
_,.

10

8.

Golden Book

13.

as

".

.)

9.

4

14.

5

i::
_,

Charles

10.

2

15.

2

.

After students have checked their answers tc Listening Test #1
and discover how well or poorly they listened, you might try the second
test to see if they make any improvement.

At this point they should

have a better idea of what is expecte: of them.
(fJ STENING TEST #2 I
In the May 29 issue of Life Magazine, there were thirty-three
photographs, fifLeen articles, nine car:oons and three features. Twelve
writers had signed articles.
I.
What is the daLe of the ~ublication?
~.
In the series of words, shovel - shuffle - hove~ - pear - bear Lear, the third wore is
Hov-' many words in the series begin with the lette!" 11 s 11 ?
Listen to this staLement: This is the June editior. o: Sunday Readings,
edited by Samuel Smith. Writers whc orovided articles were: George
Holt, Samuel Johnson, LeRoy Smith, and Jack and Martha Armstrong.
5. What year was mentioned?
6. What is the name of the magazine and editor?
7. How many writers were mentioned?
The newspaper story said that three people were injur~d in the
accident at the corner of Walnut a~d Blackwell. A black s:ation wagon
went thrcugh a sto~ sigr and hit 2 red convertible broads~de. i gray
sedan then ran inLc bott cars.
S. What were the names of the s:reets given?
9. What cclor was the sedan?
10. How many people were injured?
L;.

ANSWERS TO LISTENING TEST #2
1•

Eay 29

6.

Sunday Readings; Samuel Smith

2.

hovel

7.

5

3.

6

f ..

Walnut and Blackwell

4.

2

9.

gray

5.

Not mentioned

10.
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3

ACTIVITY 4:
RUMOR CLINIC:
GOhL:

A COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT

To illustrate distortions which

~ay

occur in trar.smission of in-

formation from an original source through several individuals to a final
distination.
Unlimited.

GROUP_§IZE~

TIME

of eight participar.ts.

~inimum

Thirty minutes.

REQ~IRED:

MATERIALS:

There sb.ould be a

I.

Copies of the Rumor-Clinic Observation Form for observers.

II.

Newsprint and a felt-tipped marker.

PHYSICAL SETTING:

I.

A room.

All observers are seated facing an area

where the rumor-clinic is staged.
II.

A separate place in which volunteers can be isolated.

PROCESS:

' -'

I.

The teacher asks for six volunteers. (The rest of the group remains

tc act as process observers.)
II.

Five of the six volunteers are asked to leave the room.

One re-

mains in the meeting room with the teacher and the cbservers.
III.

The teacher distributes Rumer-Clinic Observation Forms to the

observers, who are to take notes on the proceedings.
IV.

He then reads the "accident report" en the Observation Ferm to

the volunteer, who may not take notes on what he hears.
V.

The teacher asks a volunteer in the isolation room to return.

VI.

The first volunteer repeats to the second wtat he heard from

the teacher.

It is important that each

volu~teer

transmit the message

in his own way, without help.
VII.

A third volunteer returns and the seccnd repeats what he heard

from the first.
VIII.

The

~rocess

is repeated until all volunteers but the sixth have

had the message transmitted to them.
IX.
he is to

Then the sixth volunteer returns to the room.
assum~

the role of policeman.

message to the policeman.

He is told that

The fifth participant repeats the

Afterwards, the

police~an

writes the message

on r.ewsprint so the group can read it.
X.

The teacher then posts the original message (previously prepared
-7-

ACTIVITY 4:

cont'd

RUMOR-CLINIC

on newsprint) sc it can be compared with the policman's version.
XI.

Observers are asked to report their notes.

discuss their experience.

Volunteers then

The teacher leads a discussion with the entire

group on implications of the Rurr.or Clinic.
VARIATIONS :
~.

The succession of messages can be recorded (either audio or video)

for replay during the processing.
II.

The message can be rewritten to be more pertinent to the particular

group.
III.

The entire group can be used as conveyors of messages.

cbservers are used.)

Groups of six are formed, and five persons frorr

each group are sent to the isolation room.
to the remaining participants.

The teacher reads the message

OnE member from E'ach group is brought back

into the meeting room at the same time to receive the message.
members
V.

~imultaneo~sly
Con~truct

The final

write the message for all to see.

other messages and let others in the group experience

the rumor clinic process.

J

(No
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ACTIVITY 4:
RUMOR CLINIC OBSERVATION FORM

- - -· - ------

Accident Report: "l cannot wait to report this accident to the police.
I must get to the hospital as soon as possible.
"The delivery truck, heading south, was turning right at the intersection
when the sports car, heading north, attempted to turn left. When they saw
that they were turning into the same lane, they both honked their horns but
continued to turn without slowing dohn. In fact, the sports car seemed to
be accelerating just before the cras.h."

vo:....uNTEER

ADDITIONS

DELETION.3

DISTORTIONS

-------------------

- - --·- ----+-------------2

)

------------ --- ---------

3

----------+

4

-----+--------------,-----1

i

5

6

- - - - - - - ---------·-9-

ACTIVITY 5:
THE TRUST WALK
This exercise is best done after students have gotten to know
each other fairly well.

It greatly adds to the level of trust and closeness

in a class.
Ask the students to pick a partner they feel friendly with or close
to.

(After the initial exposure to this exercise, you can have them

partners with people that they don't knew very well.)

~ick

Tell them that

they will be going on a walk together in which one persor. will have tis
eyes closed and the other will be guiding him.

Ask them to decide who

would like to be the first with their eyes closed.

Whe~

they have decided

tell them that the guide's job is to make sure that their partner is
safe at all times - i.e., doesn't bump into anything er fall dcwn the
stairs.

The guides should also try to give their

a walk as possible.

p~rtner

as interesting

They can take their partners up and dcwn stairs,

into places that have different noises, walk them backwards, run and
jump with them, go in circles, etc.

They

ca~

also give their partner a

variety of different sensory experiences by placing their hands on objects
with different textures such as smooth glass, rough concrete, a soft carpet, a water fountain, a pile of towels, a fur coat, the keys of a piano,
etc.

Ask them to use their ingenuity and imagination.
Tell them that this entire exercise is to be done

Both partners are to be silent tl::e whole time.

witho~t

talking.

After a"::lout ten or fifteen

minutes, using a prearranged signal (a bell, a record player, a trumpet
blast, etc.), have them switch roles.
have them

After another ten to fifteen minutes,

return to the group and share their experiences.

You can faci-

litate the discussion witt such questions as:
Were you able to trust your partner with your eyes closed?
Did you open your eyes at any time?
Did you find it easier following leading?

What was easy or hard

about it?
Did you enjoy the exercise?

What did you enjoy about it?

************
Trust is the result of a risk successfully survived.
\

Jack R. Gibb

/
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PERCEPTIOK

EACKG~C~ND

When looking at a building an ar:::h:.tect wi:l notice many things
about the structure that an untrainec
who

wo~ks

perso~

in the wocds will see the fores:s

from the city on a nature walk.

would

~ever

differe~tly

see.

A logger

than a person

These differences :.n experiences will

lead pecple to see similar things in d:.fferent ways.
Perception is the active process
experiences and memories.

For

c:~

exa~~le,

t~:

through your prior

' 1 seein~"

peopl~

~a::::hing

a footbal:

ga.me may see the same play differently os:::a-..:.se th.::y represent the opposing
sides.

When you look at something, your

experiences affect the final

~rai~

trar.s~issi8r.,

se~ds

the message but your

:heref:::re different interpreta-

tions by different individuals.
As William Jarr.es stated,

"Par~

our senses frcrr. the object before us.

o:::~

·. :!-.at we ;;ercc:ive ccmes through

An:::t~er

larger part) al ways comes out of our ov-·:-:. :::i.:-:d.

-

I 1-

part (and it may be the

NAME:
ACTIVITY 6:
HOW DO YOU SEE THE WORLD:

A.

LEARNING
1.

HO~

SELF [ISCOVERY EXERCISE

TO SEE

How many squares de you count in the

My

follo~ing

figure?

answer is:

2.

How sure are you that that's all the squares there are?

3.

There are 30 squares in the drawing.
yo~

have difficulty in seeing them?
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What is your guess as to why

ACTIVITY 6:
PROJECT SELF DISCOVERY ccnt 1 d

.........
.... .

NAME

)

8.

PERCEPTIONS ARE UNIQUE AN[ HAVE PERSONAL MEANING
1.

The weird looking black figure helps to illustrate the
fact that people seeing the same object tend to see it in
different ways.

Look at it for

2.

few moments and then list

below the things you see.

---------------------- - - - -13-

ACTIVITY 6:

NAME - - - - - -

PROJECT SELF DISCOVERY ccntinued
--------·
- -- - -- - - - -

2.

Show the black figure to a friend ar.d list below the things he sees.

------------

_________________ __ _

,

.

- - - - - - - - - - -- ----·--------------·--- - - ------3.

Now turn the figure

u~side

dc~n

and list what you see.

- - - - - - - - - -------

- - - - - - ----------- -

~ -

---- -

Judging by the above lists, what ccnclusions can you draw about hc·w
people see?

- -- - - - - - ------------

----------
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NAME

ACTIVITY 6:

cont'd

"

!•

i

,..
~-_.

~·

•·•·
•·

·-

C.

LEARN WHAT TO SEE
1.

Who is the tallest boy ir. :he picture?

My Answer:

----

2. Did you ignore the message that was sent tc you from your senses
(which clearly says the one in the back is tallest)and give the correct
answer, which is that they're all the same size?
3. When you kn~~ they're the same size (try it with a ruler), wty do
your eyes still insist on telling you that the one in the rear is
the tallest? (What is smaller that makes the boys look larger?

J
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ACTIVITY 7:
NAME

HOW DC YOU SEE PEOPLE?

A.

FACT OR FALLACY?
Some of the following statemF.nts are common misconceptions about what
people are like. See if yo~ can pick them out. Space is left for your
ccmments.

TRUE

.j

FALSE
1.

Slow learners remember longer.

2.

Brilliant students are physically inferior.

3.

Some people are born with tqe ability tc make friends ..

4.

All redheads have

5.

Beautiful girls are seldom brilliant .

6.

There is a

th~n

7.

Love, rage

a~d

8.

The stars and planets can predict my future.

9.

A high forehead is a sign of brilliance.

q~ick

tempers.

line between giftedness and madness.
fear are emotions we inherit.

10.

Men are more intelligent than worren.

11.

A photograph cf a person tells a great deal about
his c:t.aracter.

12.

I can make a person turn around by s:aring at the
back of his head.

13.

Insanity is incurable.

14.

The faster one learns, the faster he forgets.

15.

My I.Q. is inherited .

16.

My self-concept is something I can change easily.
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ACTIVITY 7:
TRUE

FALSE

ccnt'd
NAM.E

17.

Talking over a problem with somF.one often helps to
find a solutior..

18.

I can benefit :rom the experiences of friends in
solving protle~s.

19.

Teachers usually underestimate how much students
fear failu!"e.

20 .

Fewer womer.

21.

Ho~

22.

Intelligently gifted pecple tend to be above average
in physique.

23.

People behave according to

24.

Bright parents tend to have bright children.

25.

Attitudes influence what I learn and how I learn.

26.

Students are

27.

Environment car. cause large differences in I.Q.

28.

The first few years of li~e are very important in
the development of personality.

29.

I could be toe intelligent to succeed in certain jobs.

30.

I frequently like or dislike people because of childhood expe!"ie~ces.

:h2~

mer. are cclo: b:inc.

I see myself is the most important factor governing my behavio:.

s~arte!"

ho~

they see things.

than ever before.

Experts wculd probably agree that questions one through fifteen should be
false and sixteen through thirty should be marked true. This is a difficult
:est and most people miss quite a few ite~s. The following key will give you some
:dea of how most people score:

~arked

Numt·er Correct

Rank
fair
good
excellent
superior

10-15

16-20
21-25
26-30
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ACTIVITY 8:
NAME

PECPLE INVENTORY
INVENTORY "A":
Between each pair of the following traits there are three spaces. I a~
to place an "X" in the appropriate space to show my opinion of pecple i!?__gen_::ral.
Fer example, if I think that people in general are tappy, I would place
an "X" in the space closest to "happy" like this:
Happy

x

---Unhappy

Or if I ccnsider people in general as unhappy, I wc•i..:ld place ar: "X"
in the space closest tc "Unhappy" likP. this:

x

Happy

Unhappy

Or if I consider pecplP. in general as neither happy nor unhappy, I would
place an "X" in the middle like this:
Happy

x

Unhappy

TherP. are no right or wrong answers, so I should give my first impressior..

)

1•

Happy

2.

Tense

3.

Leaders

4.

Unreliable

5.

- --

Unhappy
Relaxed

---

Follov.;ers
--~

----

Reliable

Stingy

---- - --

Generous

6.

Considerate

---- - - -

Inconsiderate

7.

Deep

- - ----

e.

Attractive

----

9.

He-stile

---

Shallow
U!12~tractive

- ----- ---

Friendly

10.

Self-confident

---

- --

Unsure

11 .

Optimistic

----

---

Pessimistic

12.

Unsociable

---

13.

Cruel

-18-

----

Sociable

- - - - ·- -·-

Kind

ACTIVITY 8: cont'd
Nt_ME
·· ····-

------------------------

~

r.
.~

Unattractive

8.

Attractive

---

9.

Hostile

----

10.

Self-confident

---

11 .

Optimistic

Pessimistic

12.

Unsociable

Sociable

13.

Cruel

Kind

1 Li •

Wise

15.

Brave

16.

Bad

-COtv:PARISON
------

Friendly
Unsure

--

Foolish
Cov;ardly

---

Good

OF INVENTORIES

----

When I have ccmpleted Inventories 'A' and 'B' I shoLlld take therr. out cf
this syllabus and place them ~.ide by side for cc·mparison.
In the follov;ing spaces, I am to place an 'X' beside those pairs of
traits in which my opinion cf myself (Inven:o~y 'B') differs from my opinions
of pecple in general (Inventory 'A'). Wnere 'Xs' appear, complete the senter.ce.
1.

Happy:~EhaPEX

2.

Tense-relaxed --- I see myself as mere:

3.

Leader-follower
-------

Li.

Unreliable-reliable --- I see myself as more:

5.

Stingy-generous --- I see myself as more:

6.

Considerate-inconsiderate

7.

Deep-shallow ---

8.
9.

--- I see myself as more:

I see myself as mere of a:

I see myself as more:

Attractive-unattractive --- I see myself as more:
Hostile-friendly --- I see myself as more:
-20-

ACTIVITY 8:

ccnt'd

10.

Self-ccnfident-unsure --- I see myself as more:

11.

Optimistic-pessimistic --- I see myself as more:

12.

Unscciable-scciable --- I see myself as more:

13.

Cruel-kind

1~.

Wise-foolish --- I see myself as more:

15.

Brave cowardly --- I see myself as more:
-------

16.

Ba0-gE~9-

The items

T

I see myself

--- I see myself as more:

have marked indicate the ways in which ! viev.: myself as

different from other people.

Hov.: do these differer.ces affect my attitudes

and behavior?

The items I did not mark indicate the ways in which I

vie~

myself as

similar to people in general.

Hov.: do these similarities influence my attitudes

and behavior and my choice of

f~iends?

--------

'

\
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PERSONAL SPACE

Had you ever had a conversation with someone who
you felt was standing too close?

Did you move away?

This desire for a distance between you aP.d other
incividuals in social situations is called perscn2l space.
The following exercise has to do with making the individual
aware of the need for personal space in varjous

:)

-22-

situation~.

ACTIVITY 9:
HOW CLOSE DO YOU GO

PURPCSE:

ro consider the distances an individual allows himself in a

variety of situations; to weigh the mEaning of the patterns which may result.
RATIOKALE:

How do we feel about such varied things as nature, depencent

people, violence, heights, impending personal danger, the role of significant

11

others" in our lives?

ThE distances we habitually allow ourselves in situations
to such categories can supply the individual with hertofore

relate~

unidenti~iable

clues as to wtat his feelings are.
TEACHER
''Ho~

DIRECTIO~S:

Distribute

Close Do You Get To?.

cc~ies

of thE student activity sheet,

Ask students to imagine themselves confronted
'

with each of the situations listed, and to decide how close they'd get
in each situation without feeling uncomfortable.
Students should use a rating scale from 1 to 10 to indicate the distance they decide on, and should wr·ite thE appropriate nunber in the
column provided for this purpose.
Alla~

as much time as is needed to complete the activity withou: the

students feeling hurried.
Before beginning, a surrJliary of thE lessor., ask the students to suggest
catagories into wtict the situations fall.

Once they are identified

(and listed on the ooard for convenient recall), ask each student to
study his responses to situations within each catagory to see whether or
not there's a consister.cy in the pattern of his
For example, one category is heights.
these

situation~

respon~es.

If a student consistently rated

between 7-10, it cculd indicate a fear of heights.

Ancther category is appreciation cf nature.

Do the student's

res~onses

to

this category indicate a positive or negative awareness of nature?
Any observations the student makes shot.:ld be recorded as "I learned"
statemEnts.

Examples of such observations follow:

I learned that I'm apparently not very sensitive tc people in need.
I was reminded that I

h~ve

a tendency to te superstitious.

Conclude the lesson by forming a large circle

a~d

conducting, a quick,

sequentiaJ round of sharing the "I learned" statemer.ts.
rounds mcy

follo~

(Additional

if students indicate a desire to ccntinue.)
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ACTIVITY 9:
HO~

cont'd

CLOSE CO YOU GET TO?

Using a rating scale from 1 to 10 indicate the degree of closeness or distance
you'd feel comfortable with these situations.

(1 is very close)

the railing on a stairway?

someone with bad breath?

a violinist's performance?

a black cat?

your grandparents?

someone with poison ivy?

old people?

a fortune teller?

a house fire?

a moving train?

newborn babies?

a bubbling brook?

the end of a diving board?

an exit in a crowded room?

hospitals?

strangers?

animals?

school when it's not in session?

museum displays?

·a church?

the top of tall objects?

a beautiful painting?

mannequins?

people of a different race?

a person with a strong body odor

a stranger in need?

a handicapped person?

a roller ccaster?

the edge of a cliff?

abandoned streets after dark?

c. policeman?

a friend who needs a loan?

the waves of the ocean?
wet cement?
sick people?
sporting events?
street brawls?
srr.elly objects?
guns?
sq~ishy

otjects?

a casket at a funeral?
little children?
a field of flowers?
teachers?
an animal killed by a car?
your mom when she's crying?
the trash ccllector?
a good book?
the family on a weekend?
someone who'd tell
about yourself?

yo~

the truth?
-24-

ACTIVITY 10:
NUMBERS

Play this

ga~e

with your whole class.

Give each person a numter from

one to whatever number of pecple are in the class.

One person begins

by calling his numter and then someone else's numter.
his

numbe~

Whe~

anyone hears

called, he repeats it, then calls someone else's number.

If

a person doesn't respond to his number, he/she is out of the game.

The

game continues until only two people are left.

Try

Listen

careful~y.

to be one of the two winners.

NOTE:
~wice

This game may be played likF; "Rhythm".

The players hit their legs

with the palms of their hands, then clap their hands twice, and

snap their fingers twice.

These should be done at an

eve~

the two snaps of the fingers, the two numbers are called .

\.._

'

__ /

\
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o~

ACTIVITY 11:

TWENTY QUESTIONS

PURPOSE:

tc stimulate the thought processes, to provide opportunity
for the student to ask questions without risk.

OBJECTIVE: to provide opportunity for the student to categorize questions,
tc experience the
ACTIVITY:

relationshi~

between questions.

Just say to the class one of these statements:
1.

There is something in this room, the class has 20 questions
by which to disccver what it is.

2.

There is an object in this box.

You have 20

q~estions

to ask to discover, as a class, what is in the box.
carefully so

yo~

de not ask the same

questio~

Listen

over again

whicf. someone else has askec previously.

3.

I have something in my pocket or purse.

In 20 questions

discover the item.

BENEFITS OF THE ACTIVITY:

students learn to ask

~ertinent

questions.

They tend t o listen closely to questions being asked by others.
c oncen::.rat E: or; the issue at hand.

They

They learn tc· catego:--ize thoughts and

questions.
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ACTIVITY 12 :

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

PURPOSE:

To focus on the abilities requir8d of mod8rn man in a
communicating world.

OBJECTIVES:

ACTIVITY :

(1)

To develop b8tt8r communication skills by giving
descriptions and dir8ctions.

(2)

To communicat8 fedings and opinions to others.

(3)

To understand th8 necessity of list8~ing to each
other with comrrehension as opposed to merely hearing
v;ords.

(1)

Students will break into pairs with a~other s~ud8~:.
Taking turns, they will do the following task~:

(2)

(3)

a.

Give directions to his/her house from school.

b.

Give directions to the chorus
room.

c.

Give directions from downtown Hoquiam to Hoquiam
Middle Schad.

d.

Tell another student how to put 2'- instrUI~ent together, how to play it, how to clean it.

e.

Describe a friend according to :he quali~.ies
he possesses as clearly as possi~:e.
Have the other person guess who i~ is.

f.

Explain how to play a favorite

roo~

from the Advisory

ga~e.

Students will forrr triads for paraphrasing. Advisor
will demonstrate activity. Students should discuss
one or more of these topics.
a.

My favorite fun activity.

b.

Getting along with my brother/sis:er.

c.

What I like/dislike about

d.

If I had enough money I'd like

e.

Why I like the fall of the year.
(or winter, spring, summer)

Hoquia~

Middle School.

t~

Discuss with entire group what helps and hinders
good communication.
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ACTIVITY 13

BODY LANGUAGE
.......
......

When a person's words say one thing, and his or her body language says
something else, the result is a confused message for the listener. See if
you can unscramble the confusion created below by rearranging the statements
to match the body language expressed in each picture.

i

·1
A. Sad movies always
make me cry.

D. : don't care what

B.

I'm very happy to
meet you.

E. Hooray! We won!

C. Uh oh, wait 'til Dad
sees the fender.

F. That's the funniest
thing I've ever heard

you say, I'm not
going.

A.

D.

B.

E.

".
'-'

F

...
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ACTIVITY

1~:

FANTASY
Let your imagination flow freely.

You and two other classmates,

working as a group, are to improvise a two minute scene around three
unrelated words.

As soon as you select the words, let your imagination

go to work and use the words as an important segment of a fantasy scene
that your group can play.

Your combined imaginations should enable you

tc visualize the scene structure and the details.

As you improvise,

your imagination will help supply the dialogue and action.

HOW TO PREPARE:
1.

Your teacher will group you with two other classmates.
are to pick a series of three unrelated words.

Together you

The following are

suggestions:

I

OBJECTIVE:

a.

television--cat--shovel

b.

rosebud--baked potatoe--pen

c.

cement block--picture--briefcase

d.

rug--chair--dictionary

e.

zucchini--diamonds--superman

J..

f'

towel--worm--elevator

g.

Oreo--trumpet--zipper

h.

playing cards--compass--toaster

.....

newspaper--garbage--earring

j.

fork--record--wallhanging

k.

tractor--dice--pillow

~·

'

hot tub--T.V.guide--cactus

m.

keys--sea shell--rifle

n.

thesaurus--elevator--monkey

o.

peanut butter--Chevy--telephone

p.

your choice

The objective is for students to use their creative ability.

It also teaches them to work in cooperation with others.
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CAREER EDJCATION UNI!
ADV:=sc? Bf\.SE

DECISION MAKING

,r)

ACTIVITY

UNIT TITLE
INTRODUCTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'~

1

DECISION-MAKING SITUATIONS .................. .
AN ADVISOR'S GUIDE TO DECISION-MAKING

2

SUCCESS ..................................... .

3

IS IT PLANNING AHEAD - YES OR NO? ........... .

4

PLANNING AHEAD - THE SHORTEST ROUTE ......... .

5

LOST IN THE WILDERNESS ...................... .

6

DEAR HELPFUL HARRIET ....•....................

7

DECISIONS/DECISIONS ......................... .

8

THREE CRITICAL DECISIONS ... ! ................ .

9

SITUATIONS TO CONSIDER ...................... .

10

RISK-TAKING:

DISCUSSION & ACTIVITIES ....... .

11

RISK-TAKING:

WHAT WOULD YOU DO? .•.•.•....••.

12

HOW IS THE MEANING OF INFORMATION AFFECTED
BY EMOTIONS? ....................•............

13

WHAT DO YOU WANT?/WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF? ..... .

14

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS ..................... .

15

BRAINSTORMING ............................... .

16

LEARNING TO MAKE DECISIONS .................. .

17

MAKING GOOD DECISIONS ....................... .

18

WHAT DO I VALUE? . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

( 1)

PAGE
2

RATIONALE FOR CAREER GUIDANCE

The career education unit is included for students to exploring interests, abilities, skills and hobbies in order to determine possible areas of vocational and career interests.

The school

must be able to provide individual planning assistance for students
to enable childreG to begin setting life or career

go~is

in various

areas:
1.

vocations and occupations

2.

education

3.

personal and group behavior

4.

life-time learning

5.

citizenship in a democracy

6.

leisure-time and recreational activities

This phase is exploratory in nature giving students the
background to begin making choices and decisions about careers.

The

word career includes not only educational and occupational choices,
but also includes planning for life and the changes that occur in a
highly technological society.
Specific vocations may be explored but any in-depth study
will be completed later in the secondary school experience.
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ACTIVITY 1:
THE IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION

A person who is making a decision must learn how to select what is
important from the information available to him.
Consider the two decisions listed on the next page, choosing a college
and choosing a career.
For each, 10 pieces of information are given.

Rank five of the pieces

of the pieces of information in order of their importance to you
1 for most important to 5 for least important.

fro~

Next, rank five pieces

of the information for each of the several people described below, and
compare the way you think each would rank it.
appropriate columns on the right.

Write the ranks in the

When you have finished, discuss why

you ranked the information as you did, both for yourself and for the others.
MARG:

FRANK:

Rank the information for
Marg Kent who is white,
middle class, and an average
student. She is very dependent on her father and
very fearful of failure.
She does not have many
friends.

BILL:

Rank the information for
Frank Gibson who is 20 years
old and has not gone to
school since high school
graduation. He now has
decided that he wants to
become rich.
PARENT OR FRIEND:

-3-

Rank the information
for Bill Brown who is
an outstanding black
athlete. He is only
an average student but
h&s a great desire tc
make a significant
contribution to society
with his life.

Rank the information
for your mother, father,
teacher, counselor,
or friend.

ACTIVITY 1:
~HOOSING

A COLLEGE

b~.i:'ORMATION

YOU

r-' /.\_Kr.['i

l

MARG

BILL

FRANK

FRIEND

MARG

BIL:...

:;"RANK

FRIEND

..

Ut'I

:1onal StC.tl.St.lCS snow t-nat most students
Jtend collegP. near th0ir home.
Your father wants you to attend the college
where he is an alumnus.
A computer has selected 30 colleges for you
to consider based on your list of preferences.
&lperior University h3.s a policy of q::en admissicns for
~' rni.~arity s~udents and does ever:Yt.'1im oo.ssible to heL
••• • ...:; l.J
•.A:w'-"'"'•.-V •
Tue United ~:..es
c:ensu.s ~~rt
m:J!"A rrrriey
"'": noograaLE.
, . says colleg,P. gradLE.tes earn
~

of colle2:es that offer grx;d schola"'S.IU.ps and
::ir".ancial aic iS available.
A ~ist of college~ t.>i.at have gpoj athietic and sports
prc:gra'TlS is av--c.ilable.
t. ::.ist of colleges that rave a very active student
social life is available.
P.:::i.ng:s of colieges according to the qu=Ji.ty of their
CU!'"':"'iculuns rave ~'1 published.
::iize o: studen: poPJ].ation of varia.JS colleges is available
J.. 2.ist

in

2

list.

...
..... ...
-~·· -

CHOOSING A CAREER

IlffDRMATIO~

YOU

Cert.air: career fip_lds at¥; still very difficult for racial
ran::iri ties and w:me.'1 to enter.
Tue field of sxial service provides l1Bl1Y opportuni tF>..s for
contrib~tio:'IS to the welfare of others.
Tue jo~ a perscn prep::ires for today may be obsolete in
the futun::.
Opporti.rJ.ties for careers in education ar¥O no longer in
t::r'l"'P..at

PARENT OR

---------

S.JPDlY .

:e~:.ai~~

jo'::JE: c:'fer gDCX1 pensions an::: benefiLs.

jo:::is a"'E n::M' a\-ailable in which very little trainign
or P.dix:atia: is n:auired.
c:ertain jobs aY'f? available but ar¥O in another state.
Ca~rs

in the business field may lead to very higJ1

inccrrr->..s.

S:m:: careers require six to eigtit years of educatioo
bevcnc hi¢1 scrool.
__!;'.-?:"Kl~ al me, rather than with other people, is a char""..P...r.istic of certain iobs.

l

..__
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ACTIVITY 2:
WHAT IS YOUR CAREER PLAN?
. :::::::~

skillful decision-maker will learn how to plan for a career by understanding and
his own values and objectives.
Imagine that you must decide on a career
now.
First, name three things that you value. From them, determine one or more longterm goals for yourself.
Then, decide on short-term objectives that will help you
reach a long-term goal.

~.:;::larifying
1

VALUES:

SHORT-TER~

'

LONG-TERM GOALS

OTHER POSSIBLE OBJECTIVES
YOU MIGHT HAVE TO CONSIDER:

OBJECTIVES:

WHAT CHANGES MIGHT BE
NECESSARY AND WHY:

) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

**********************************
WORK VALUES IN JOB CHOICE
Sally has just been offered two promising jobs.
3eing a very skilled decision-maker, she knows
the following:
/;.. ~.lternatives
She has three choices: 1. Choose job A 2. Choose
jot E 3. Do not choose either one
:::.

\'alu~

S'.'F: values the following in a j ob, listed in order of

What would Sally de:::ide?
~~~~~~~~~~~

Why?

Consider the following:
i·.' nat would yot..: decide?

~.''.lat would your fathe!'"' decide:
i-.' ha'c would mos: fathers decide
What would most students in thi
C. Probabilities
class decide?
Chances of achieving a job that satisifies these
What other info!"'mation would
values are as follows:
help Sally?
Job B offers her
!) Choosing
Job A offers her
Would it make a difference if
a
50
%
chance
of
a
fairly
neither job
2. 2:-; % chance of a
Sally were: rich, poor, married
large incorn e without
very large income and
offers an
with fa m:ily responsibilities,
prestige and a 50%
unknown chance educated, talented, happy,young
.:·:;/ligh prestige but a 7 5 %
chance of losing thi:; job. of finding a
''(:hance of losing the job.
oid?
... ) :
better j eb.
Look again at Sally's list of wh<
she values in a job.
]) How does Sally
Would it help for her to lis·
decide how rn uch r:i.sk
more specific objectives?
to take?
'-._. 2) Would it help to know how
.
rn tich ni.9re im por.taBt large
mco me is tuan security.

;J!"'io!"'ity:

i)

1. Large incorn e 2. Securit y 3. Prestige

.D

1)

ACTIVITY 3:
OBJECTIVES AND CHOOSING A JOB

~: .

;i

Having clear objectivP.s can help you make better decisions. Below are
listed some objectives that a job-hunter might have. Check two of these
objectives that you consider important. Then, from among the jobs listed
below, select the one job that is most likely to achieve both objectives.

)

•

•

OBJECTIVES:
1.

To earn at least $20,000 a year

2.

To live in my home state

3.

Tc own by own business

4.

to work outdoors

_,

~

.

6.

JOB CHOICES:

to be

:.
2

An executing with stock in
successful oil firm in Dallas

2. A teacher in the local state
University
~.
Owner of a restaurant

respected by others

(Write your own)

· - ·~ ·

'7~
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4.

Car salesman

5.

Forest ranger

6.

Pilot

7.

Policeman or policewoman

8.

Photographer

9.

Lawyer

10.

Banker

ACTIVITY 4:
JOBS
GOAL:

The advisee can become aware of the many different job types re-

presented by the parents or guardians of his advisement group and he can
ask questions and gather information on these jobs.
GROUP SIZE:

Large

TIME REQUIRED: Several Sessions
MATERIALS:

None

TO THE ADVISOR:
in March.

The advisee group needs to be notified of the activity

There should be at least a 2-week period from March into

Aoril for this activity to be carried out.
The advisee is to ask his parents or guardians: what their individual job
tasks anci du:ies are.

This

informa~ior.

salary, hours per week, overtime,

can be very specific, including

re~irement,

working conditions,

union~,

etc.
This job informatior: is tc be made i!'ltc a poster (approx. 32" by 32") by
the advisee.

It should contain the information from his/her parents/

guardians.
During April, these posters are to be presented by the advisee to the
group for discussion and sharing.
Posters are to be collected and placed on available wall space or bulletin
boards in the room for future examination.
Note:

Pare~ts

and guardians could be encouraged to come into the group

during April to present their job description posters.
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ACTIVI':'Y 5:
VOCATIONAL
..........._,..

r-

:N~ENTORY

#

1

1. The following inventory is to get me to think about my vocational
apptitude in the business world.*
Yes

No

1.

Do I have a natural flair for organizing activities
of others?

2.

Do I smile readily and naturally?

3.

Do I amke friends easily?

4.

Affi I

5.

Do I avoid "bossing" other people?

6.

Do I refrain from

7.

Do I contrcl
business?

8.

When necessary to give construct~ve criticism, can
I do so without giving offense?

9.

Do I go out of my way to help others?

about my appearacne at all

fastid~o~s

ti~es?

making sarcastic remarks?

impulse to meddle in other people's

~y

10 .

Arn I thoughtful and considerate of thE feelings of
other people?

11.

Is my voice

12.

When people bore me, do I

13.

Am I usually cheerful?

14.

Am I sincere in what I say and do?

15.

Do I refrain from showing off

16.

Can ! talk

!7.

:ar; I

18.

Do -T refrai:-, fro.rr. talking about myself?

19.

Am I always

20.

Am I a good listener?

pu~

p~easing

~o

concea~

ho~

it?

much I know?

the boss as easily as to the office boy?

p~c;:!.~

or:

and well moduated?

at their ease?

the alert to improve my vocabulary?

ACTIVITY 5:

cont'd

VOCATIONAL INVENTORY # 1 cont'd

..
0, r

Yes

..

No
21. Do I

feel at ease in a group of people I have just met?

22. Have I a good memory for names and faces?
23. Do I avoid making fun of others behind their backs?
24. Can I be depended upon to do what I say I'll do?

25. Do I avoid gossiping?

2.

Give myself 4 points for each "yes" response.

My score:

A score of 80 percent reveals a good personality rating for the business

world. Study the points you missed and determine to work toward personal
improvement.

3.

How much does mv score on this quiz agree with my own idea of how suited
I am for business?

* Adapted from Esther Eberstadt Brook's GUIDE TO CAREER SUCCESS (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1947), pp. 15-16. Reprinted by permission of Barper &
Row, Publishers.

...

~:

\___J
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ACTIVITY 5:

(cont'd)

VOCATIONAL INVENTORY
1.

#

2

The following inventory is to get me to think about whether I prefer to
work alone or to work with others in constant activity.*
Yes

No
1.

Am I impulsive in my thoughts and actions?

2.

Is it easy for me to meet strangers and start a
conversation?

~.

Do I tend to

~ .

Do I like to speak ir. publi:

~li:

fro~

one a:tivity tc another?
o~

before a group?

5. Would I prefer to work witt people rather than by
myself?
6.

Arn I usually insensitive tc the opinions or remarks
of others?

7.

Do I like to work in ar. atmosphere of change and variety?

8.

Arn I easily adaptable?

9.

Am I self-confident?

10.

Is my enthusiasm easily aroused?

11.

Would I rather talk with people than write letters to them?

12.

Do I like to join organizations and clubs?

13.

Do I dislike to take orders from people?

14.

Do I refuse to cross my oridges until I come to them?

15.

Do I prefer activities that call for energy and pep?

16.

Am I stimulated by the rust and excitement of crowds?

I '•

Do I like to direct the acti¥ities

18.

Am I resourceful?

19.

Do I like to assume responsibility?

20.

Do I tend to be either "up in the air" or "down in the dumps"?

1

'7
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o~

others?

ACTIVITY 5: (cont'd)

VOCATIONAL INVENTORY #2 cont'd
Yes

No
21.

Do I usually make my own decisions rather than seeking
other's advice?

22.

Can I approach business appointments with self-confidence,
rather than having to force myself to keep the appointment?

23.

Do I work best against a deadline?

24.

De

25.

Do I display initiative in both business and social
activities?

T

insist that others accept my ideas and suggestions?

2.

Give myself 4 points for each "yes 11 response.

:My score:

.5 .

A score below 25% indicates an "introspective," quiet, reflective type of
person who would probably prefer to work alone. If my score is above 75%
I arr probably the expressive type and would prefer to work with people in
canstan: activity. Ho~ does my personal o~inion of myself compare with the
:indings o~ this inventory ?

*Adapted from Esther Eberstadt Brooks's GUIDE TO CAREER SUCCESS (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1947), pp. 15-16. Reprinted by permission of Harper &
Rov.', Publishers.
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ACTIVITY 7:
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT CAREER PLANNING?
Circle the answer you think is correct:
T

F

1.

Most people have the ability to do well in any job if they
set their mind to it.

T

F

2.

Except for the income it provides, your job has little influence
on your way of life.

T

F

3.

There is only one right job for you in terms of your ability.

T

F

4.

Most people remain in the same job throughout their adult lives.

T

F

_,

l

F

6.

T

F

T

F

s.

Programs at a two-year community co~lege are limited to students
who want to transfer to a four-year college.

~

9.

Working in an occupation is the

,.,,

.

The typical An1erican will v:orK i:. more thar. four different
occupations during his or her lifetime.
Apprentices are paid while they learn.
Over two-thirds of all exis:ing job openings do not require
a college degree.

o~ly

way you can learn if you

like it.

.

~

I U •

Generally, the earlier you choose your life's work the better.
Fas: growtt industries

~

auto~atically

bring high paying jobs.

i2 .

Most jobs in high tech electronics and computer companies require
an electrical engineering background.

13.

Which will the labor force probably be like ten years from now?
a.
b.
c.

14.

Which of the following is the best way to begin career planning?
a.
b.
c.

15.

Most jobs will require four or more years of college
There will be a greater number of jobs for unskilled workers
There will be a greater number of jobs for those with
technical skills acquired beyond high school.

Decide what you think is most important in life.
Look at what is available on the job market.
Take tests to find out what you should do.

If you are interested in so many occupations that you can not make up
your mind, you should first:
a.
b.
c.

Try out as many jobs as you can.
Try one and if you like it, stick with it.
Find out more about what each occupation is like.
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ACTIVITY 7:

cont'd

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT CAREER PLANNING?

~ :.:
· ·· ·· : : ;

,,,..

...

T

F

16.

Mailing resumes is the best way to contact a large number
of employers.

T

F

17.

Generally speaking, the more education I have, the more
likely I will find a job.
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ACTIVITY 7:

cont'd

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT CAREER PLANNING?
..,;.·
_._,.
/

-·-

ANSWERS:

~

/

1.

False

Many jobs demand a mastery of specific skills. Obviously this
stops a large number of people who may never be able to learn such
skills for success in such an occupation.

2.

False

People's jobs may influence where they live, with whom they
associate, and what they de for recreation.

3.

False

Your abilities may qualify you for' several jobs which may or may
not be similar. In additior, 1 it is more the rule than the
exception that your interes:s wi:: change du!"'ing your life, resulting in different pre~erences in work.

L;.

False

The average person will change jobs at least six times during his
or her lifetime. Often a change in jobs will require that you
learn new skills and acquire more training. Planning in advance
will certainly make such a change easier.

5.

True

This is actually another way of looking at question 4. Not only
do people change jobs in which they perfo~m basically the same
thing, but for a different employer. More frequently people
change jobs in which they perform different functions for the
same or different employers.

6.

T!"'ue

Apprentices are paid a percentage of cu!"'rent journeyman's wages,
making this type of training which pays you, instead of the more
typical instance where you pay for training.

7.

True

The employment trend to 1985 shows that as few as one-fourth(~)
of all job openings require college training, despite the popular
belief that you need a college education these days. You should
consider your goals very carefully before undertaking a venture
as long and as expensive as college.

8.

False

Community colleges also stress skill training for immedaite employability. About 50 percent of community college students are enrolled
in vocational prepartation or supplementary courses.

9.

False

There are a number of ways of determining whether you would like a
particular occupation; reading, talking with persons in the field
and actual hands-on experience are among them.

10.

False

Establishing a fixed pattern may not account for future opportunities
and interests. Becoming too rigid may amount to vacational death or
stagnation.

11.

False

A Fast growth industry may be growing fast because wages are lower
in that geographic area. A great number of job openings may reflect
low pay, bad working conditions, hours, erratic or seasonal work
with no room for advancement. Check out all the facets of a career
by finding out if the working conditions fit your life style and
think about what you would like to be doing in five or ten years.

12.

False

A large portion of jobs in these firms are technical positions, but
typically between 11 adn 15 percent are clerical positions and only
20 to 45 percent are jobs which require machine operation or assembly
skills.
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ACTIVITY
ANSWERS:

7:

cont'd

continued

13.

c

The skill requirements for jobs are r1s1ng each year due to
advancing technology. While htere will be numerical growth
in almost all occupational categories, the proportion of people
in them will change quite a bit. The greatest growth in proportion will occur in professional and technical occupations. Put
another way, your chances of success are far better if you have
a needed vocational skill, but this does not necessarily mean going
to college.

14.

A

Determining your desires should be the starting point: the other
steps mentioned add directiori this.

15.

c

Good decision making is based on a broad range of knowledge.
There are many ways to get it. While gaining a practical experience
by actually doing a job is obviously desirable, it is not always
possible or practical. When you have many interests, reading can
provide much of the information you will need to riarrow your
choices.

16.

False

Mailing resumes may be the easiest but not the most successful
method of obtaining a job. Most employers and successful job
seekers feel direct contact by phone or in person is the best
method for a first contact.

17.

True

Education does not guarantee employment, but the unemployment rate
for colleee eraduates is Jower than it is for high school graduates,
and lower for high school graduates than for those who have not
graduated.

':::.

' .r
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ACTIVITY 81
LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES
1.

Take a few minutes to fantasize and list five things you would love to do.
1.

2.
3.
4.

2.

What are your hobbies and special interests?

List twc jobs related to each.

1.

2.
3.

Are you changing your choice of work?

Why?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4.

What don't you like about your present job?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

5.

List five jobs which you are qualified to do.
1.

2.
j .

4.
::::;

_,

6.

.

Are you limiLed in any way by your current status or condition, such as
a physical handicap or lack of transportation?

What are some ways to

overcome these?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ACTIVITY 9:
INTERESTS, ABILITIES AND SKILLS
Check your feelings - your likes, your dislikes, your don't cares for each of the personal characteristics listed below. Remember there are
no right answers. This is simply a way to get a better picture of yourself
and the types of jobs that may interest you. When you have completed checking
the list of characteristics, transfer your "likes" to the "Job List" on the
following pagr.:s.
Like

Don't
Care

Dislike

Characteristics

INTERESTS:
1.

Dealing wi ':.h scientific and technical ideas.

2.

Being crea:ivs.

3.

Making decisions.

4.

Dealing with people in a business setting.

5.

Influencing and sharing ideas with people.

6.

Helping people.

7.

Working with machines and equipment.

8.

Workin~

S.

Following an organized routine.

1C.

with things and objP.cts.

Unde!""'standing words and communicating.

APTITUDES:
11.

Using numbers.

12.

Understanding relationships of objects.

13.

Seeing fine details in pictures or objects.

1~.

Seeing details ir. words and numbers.

15.

Moving your hands and fingers rapidly.

16.

Hand~ing

17.

Working with objectsskillfully.

18.

Reacting to hand and foot movements.

19.

Seeing differences in shades of the same color.

s~a~~

objec~s

rapidly.

WORK AREAS:
~:::

20.

Literary and visual arts and crafts.

21.

Physical and life sciences such as medicine.
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ACTIVITY 9:

Like

7"':

"

)

Don't
Care

Dislike

cont'd

WORK AREAS:
22.

Caring for plants or animals.

23.

The safety of others such as law enforcement.

24.

Applying mechanical principles to practical situations.

25.

Organized tasks such as in a factory.

26.

Detailed tasks such as in an office.

27I •

Selling things to people.

28.

Helping visitors, travelers and customers.

29.

Helping to care for the welfare of others.

30.

Leading and influencing other people.
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ACT I VITY

~:

co tJt'd

INTER ESTS , AB l l. l 'J'lE.':J , AN D S KILL S

EXERCISE

Occupations Grouped
Characteristics

11,,.1hh Technicidns/
Te1 hnolo1:ists
Dt:nt.il lab Technici.u1s
Optici.ins
ll\G Tl'< hnicians
llookk~1~rs
AmJUnli11g & SlJli,licJI Clerb HG Tedu~d.ins
l .1bor atory Testers
Grocery Chetkcrs
Aulornnbile & Heavy
Sy)lems AnJlysls
[411ipmenl Ml'Chanics
c,~npuler l'1 ogrJ10f11ers
f•rn• Equiµmeol Meth.mies
Compuler OµerJlors
Air,rall Mt!<hanics
Engineering Tt•thnitiJns
Millwrights
[)rJflt!IS
I le•ling·Cooring Syslem
Medil di LJb Tedu1itid11S
Mt!d1dnics
Calii11clrnJ~o.:1 s
... Co111puter Rep.iirers
TedK1i< .ii lllu,lrdlors
Wt:lders
T<!'~ & Die M.lkers
llcOronics Technicians
M~chinisls
[lcllronics Assemblers
Body & Fender Rep.iirt!fs
Phololinishers
Foo<l Service WOl kers
Sewage Plant Operators
Dental llygicnbls
Deni.ii Assislants
Ph.irmaci~ls' As!oistanls

·- -· -·· -- - - -"!;· -wrn k1ng--t:lerlc fypim
Wllh
Word Pron;s,ing Machine
M.id ~ncs
Operdlors
Oilld E11lry Oper Jlors

by

Transfer yow "likes" from EXERCISE 4 lo lhis chart. This will allow you to rnmp.lrc
your "like characteristics" wilh ou:up;ations requiring ~imil.u d1.uaderblics or inlcrc~b .
Cirde the appropriate number next lo char~cleristics you "like" listed below.

Oc<upall<ms

Cluracterislics

INTIRESTS: '
1. Scientilic &
Technic.il

Systems Analysts
LKG rechnitidnS
Computer Programmen
HG 'fod•lici.ins
Engineering Technid.im
Re,pir.llory Ther.1pbls
Oraflers
L•hor.ilory T~ltn
Soil Conservation Aides
Compuler Rep.iirt!fs
Medi< di Lal> Technicians
ln,11 urnenl Repairl!rs
Heahh TechniciJns/Tt•rhnoklgi1h 1e< lmi< JI Uluslralors
RJdiologic Tedv1okigi11s
Hellrunirs fr• h11k. ia111

PhysiciJn AssbtJnls
l iccnsed Pr •t:lic •I NL11 )cs
Vele1i11.11y kd111i<iJm
llenl•I I lygienbh
Registered N111,es
Emergency Medical fedu1iti.in
PhJrmJ<"i,1s· A1sblJ11h
ML'llicJI A111>1.111h

2. Cre.i1ive

Industrial ~igners
Cosmetologisis

3. Evalwting
Information

Personnel Officers
Stenographers
General Office Clerks
Secretaries

Leg.11 5"uelarie1
/\·ledi< JI Se<:relarie1
Cl.iim Adjusters
llill Collc(lors

l egJI A;si1IJ11l1
"I e.ic her A1' i>IJ1111
Reuedlion leJtlers

4. Business &
People

Rl>Slauranl Managers
Hotel & Molel ManJgers
SmJll Business OperJtors
Business Managers
Buyers & Purchasing Agents
Personnel Officers
Office Managers
Secretaries

L"g•I Seuel.11 ies
Rcn·plionists
CIJirn Adju, lcrs
13111 Culh1or1
Grocery ChcLkers
(J1hicrs
!!.ink Tellers
RclJd 5Jlcs Clcr!..s

ll.trtenders
Wailers/ W.1i1re1sc1
Dental A,,i,IJnl>
I leJhh AiJ,•1
Co'1Jl~tologi,1s

Reducing SJlon A1tendanl1
Scwrily Guards
RJdio & Tdevision llroJrl< •'ler

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~-- - --

s.

ln!luffi<ing
People

6. Helping
People

·If

_

: : '( \.
j:;

Buyers & Purch.ising Agc1111

l{J1 liu & Tdevbion l!roJd< ,1,1er

llill ColleHors

Radiologic Technologi111
Respiratory Ther•µills
Registered Nurses
Licensed Practical Nurses
Physi< iJn A ~si1tJnl1

E111e1 gmLy MedKJI lt!d 1ni<iJf1)
N11r1e Aides & Ordo.:1 1ie1
H<•Jh h Aides
ThcrJfli'I' A11i1IJ11l1

Medic.ii A'1i11.1111>
ll•y CJr e l1111n1< '""
i<;Jd 1N A11i11.1111>
Ketrcdli1>11 l eJde"

~

Wo1kini;
With
lhings

And
Ol.ijcch

q _l{wtine
Work

Olri<-e Ma~ Repairers ,
Radio & TV. Service
Tedv1ici.lfis.
•
AWiance ~ePairers
Instrument Repairen
Equipmenl Repairers
Building Mair]tel)dllce Workers
lanitors
' ·
Pcsl Control Workers
Gl.iziers
Plumbers
b1sulation Workers
Irrigation Tedinicians
Rakers
Meat Cutters
froduction Assemblers
local Truck Drivers
Heavy Equipment Operators
Shipping & Receiving Clerks
Chels
Dinner Cooks

Accounling & St.11isticdl Get ks
Cashiers
Dent.ii Laboratory Ted111ici.m1
Op1iciJns
Labor dlory Testers
Auto111ob1le MelhJnin
T111lk & Heavy f<111ipm<.11l
Mcd1Jnics
farn1 E1111ipmenl Med1J11i"
Aircraft Mech.-mics
I lealing-Cooling Sy1tem
Mech;mics
Radio & lV Servile
Tedmicians
Aµplidnce Repairers

Welders
lnsuumenl Repairers
lluilding Maintenance Workers Electronics Technicians
Electronics Assemblers
Room Cledners
Photo!inishers
)J11ilors
Sewage P\anl Operators
Peil Contrcl Workers
Produclion Assemblers
~ oreslry Technicians
Local TAAk Drivers
Gr1~1mbkeepers & GJrdeners
Heavy Equipment Operators
Ptu111hers
Garbdge Collectors
l11,ul.1tion Workers
Shipping & Receiving Clerks
l11ig•lion TeihniciJns
Stock Clerks
IJdkL'fl
Retail Sales Clerks
McJI Cutlers
food St'.rvice Workers
(•liinelllldkers
(lu,,persons
lo1d & Di"' Makers
Kitchen Helpers
M.1thinists
VeterinJry Technicians
llody & Fendt:r Repdirers
Ph.irmacisls· Assistanls

Word Proccs,inK t.1JLhine
Operators
D.ita Enlry OperJlor'
Rt-< eptin11i,;1s
A<o11111ti11g & ~l.ili,l i< dl Cieri..,
Crou,ry (Ju~, ke11

Koom Cleaners
Croundskeepers & Gardeners
fleL lronit s Assemblers
l'roduclion Assemblers
l•ll•I l"rutk Driver~
c•.uli.i8" Collc'llon

Book~eepers

Food Service Workers
Buspersons
l<itdien Helpers
Medi(dl Assistanls
!!.ink Tellers
WJilm / Wdilr~!>t.~

:;-

l

.-t
f'\J
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ACTIVITY 9:
INTERESTS, ABILITIES

AND

cont'd

Numbers

Managers
Hotel & Motel Manai;ers
SmaU Business Opera too
Business Managers
Buyen & Purchasing Agents
Personnel Officers
Office Managers
Stenographers ·
Clerk Typists
(;eneral Office Clerks
Work Processing Machine
Operators
Data Entry Operators
Secretaries
Leg.ii Secretdl'ies
Medic al Secretaries
Receptionists
Bookkeeper;
Claim Adjuster\
BiU Collectors
Grocery Checkers
Ca!.hiers
Bank Tellers
Cumputer Progr am1Tlt!rs
Con1puter Opcr Jtors
Enginet.'fing fo:hnit ians
Draht1'

Written

·::1
::!.(

1 ..

Occup.dion5

R~aurant

10. Verbal &

.

Soil Con;ervation Aides
Medi< JI L.1b Te<:hnidans
Ileahh TechniciJns/
Te< hnologists
Dental Lab Technicians
Opli(iJn>
Radiologic Technologists
EKG Tethnicians
EEG T~hnicians
Respir Jtory Tht'fapists
l auoratory Testers
Truck & Heavy Equiprn«nt
Operators
fJcrn Equipment Mt<.hanics
Millwrii;hts
HeJling-<:ooling System
Mt~< hJni<.s
Computer Repairers
Off1<"e Machine RepJirer>
l{Jdio & TV Service
Tc< hnicians
h1,trurnent Repairers
Equipment Repair«rs
I~ uld111g o\'\.Jinltlldnt'e Worker;
fo1t·11ry Tt-thni< iJn>
l'lu111lx~rs

1..

Cabinetmakers
lncJu~trial D~ii;11er~

Restaurant Managers
Hotel & Motel Managers
Smah Busin~s Operators
&biness Managers
Buyers & l'\Jfchaslng Agents
Persoo.~ Officers
OffJCe Managers
Coeneral Office Cle~
Secretaries
Legal Secretaries
Medical Secretaries
Bookkeepers
Accounting & Statistic.ii Clerks
Claim Adjusters
Bill u.llectors
Grocery Checker\
Cashiers
Bank Tellers
Systemi AnJly)ts
Computer PtograrMM.'fS
Computer Operators
Cngino!ering Technici.w
Soil Conservation Mks
Me<llc:al Lab Tedulicians

:' . ._

;,.~;;i,~M4i,~~~"i~~;1'. '!f!: ·

~ : ... ·~ti··~~\,J~~.. ,·~.l~· ~~~E~~~:
•

11. Using

Clur.icteristics

·l.· o;

APTlT\JDE:S;

SKILLS

•

•

•

.

~

.

~~ '

••• .· • •

.••

l.

· ~ ,.!~!..~.,A .._ •· -,.~ ...

Health Tl!Chn1aans/ •. ,· . ''"~~ .,I/£ -f >. l
Tedvlologists
: . ~ .;-Je<fvlical Jlk1str~~
' '.;
~ntal Lab Technicians
MadiMls
< .>
.·
QiltkLins
·eooi ~. f~.l'Wam. . • .
RdJiologi< Technologists
. IMJb~.,.. . . ...
EKG Te< hniciam
Electrofllcs Te1,.\l.'itiaf\s ;.,
EEG Tectvlici.!ns '
.. Sewage Plani oi)eratoo .· :
Respiratory Therapists
'· Shipping & R~ilg Cleflcs
Lal>o<;uory Testen
· Stock Cle{ks
·
TMk & I leavy Equrpment
RetaJ Sales <Jerks
Mechanics
Chefs
Farr~ Equipment .v.edid, lies
Dinner Cooks
Airmft Mechanics
Physician Assistants
Mdlwrii;hts
Dental Hygienists
Meating<:oo&ng Systt.m
,. Registered l'b~
Mt.'<.hanks
Emergency Medical
Tedricians
umputer Repairers
Dental Assistants
()!fi{t< Mlchine Repairers
l'hMmacists' Assi~anh
Racfio & TV Service
Tedv1ici.ms
Therapists' AsSISlanls
b~rumenl Repairers
Legal Assistants •
lluik!ing Mai1tenance Worlcen Drafters
J.mitocs
Industrial Designen

"

PlumlJCfS

•

I
(\J

(\J

I

Technical Illustrators
12. Relationships Hotel & Motel Managers
. Tool & Die Makers
· of ou;em Personnel Officers
Machinists
W0t d Processing Machine
Electronics TechniciJns
Operators
Shipping & Receiving Oerks
Systems ~ts
Stock Clerks
Computer Prograrrvners
Reta~ Sales Oerks
Computer Operaloo
Chefs
EnginP.cring Ted10k~ ~1s
Dinner Cooks
Drafters
Bartenders
So~ Conservation Aides
Waiters/Waitresses
Medic al Lab l l!Chnicians
Physician Assistants
Health Technici.ins/
Veterinary Tedmitians
rechnologists
Dental Hygienbts
Dent.ii laborat01y Techniu ... ...
Regislered Nurses
: )ptl(ians
Licensed Practical Nurses
Rddiologic Technoiogi~ts
Emergency Medical
EKG Technicians
Technicidns
EEG Tec:hniti.im
Dental Assistants
R~atory Therapists
Pharmacbts' As!>i,.tanls
Lalwatory Teters
Therapists' Assistant>
Autcrnobile Mechanics
Mt>< fl< JI Assi;tant>
forl.. & Ileavy Equipment
legJI Assistants
Mo:d1J11ics
~Jdio & Tclevbion UcoJcl(dst

Farm Equipment Mechanics ..
Aircraft Mechanics
MiUwrights
Heating-COOling System
Mechanics
Computer Rep•irers
Office Machine Repairers
Radio & TV Service
Tetlinicians
Appliance Repairers
b1~rurnent Repairers
· 'iuiprnent Repairers
.ling Maintenance Wori:P«
; ,..itors

forestry Tecmicians
Groundskeepers & Gardener\
Gl.niers
Plumbers
Insulation Workers
Irrigation Tedv1icians
Cosmetologists
Meal Cullers
Cabinetmakers

Industrial Designers
Tedrical Uilstrators
Tool 4' Die Maker~
Machinists .
Body & Fender Repairfu

Weklers
Electronics Technicians
Electnrics AsseiOOlers
Loc··' Truck Drivers
~'.'¥ Equipmml Operators
Sllii;foing & Receiving Ut!lks
PhyOCian Assistants
V~1erindry Technicians
Ocntal Hygiernts ·
Kegistered l'bses
Licensed Practical f\a.Jrses
Emergency Medical
Technicians
Therapists' AsWants
Recreation Le~s
Radio & Television Broadcaster

!

- -- -- --

ln>iilJtion Worker;

1

I

! ;;-

i

- • "'" •• •
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ACTIVITY 9 :

cont'd

INTE RES TS , ABILITIE S , AND S KI.LLS

Chvacterislics

Occupations

-'

!

~

; WORK AREAS:

'

20. Artistic

Glaziers
Cosmetologists

rechni(JI Illustrators

Industrial Oesii;ners

21. Scientific

Soil Conservation Aides

Medical Laboratory
Tedv1i<ians

Iiedlth l el hnicidns/
Ted llllllogists
labor,,,,,, y TP.sl l~s

Veterinary Technicians
l'h.i1111ac isi;· Assisi ants

22. Plants &
Anim.lls

Forestry Te( hnici.Jns
Groundskeepers & G.irdeners

lleJvy lq11ip111ent Oper al ors
Vch.1u1Jry focht1icians

AnirnJI C1retakers

23. Protective

BiU CoUectors

Forestry l erhnicians

Security Guards

24. Mechanic al

Engineering Technicians
Or afters
HeJlth Techniciam/
Technologists
Dental Laboratory Technicians
Oplicians
Automobile Me<.tianics
Truck & Heavy Equipment
Mechanics
Farm Equipment Mechanics
Aircraft Mech.mies
Millwrights
Heating-Coofing System
Mechanics
Office Machine Repairers
Computer Repairers

Kaclio & lV St"vile
fcdu1i<iJns
AppliJn< e Repairer~
ln>trur11enl l<epairers
Equipment l<epairers
lluildiog M.iu1tenance Workers
Room Cleaners
fJnilors
Pest C011trol Workers
GIJzicrs
Plumbers
lrrig•lk>l1 Workers
lnsulJtion Workers
Bakers
Meal Cullers
Cabindnukers
Techt1ic al Ulustr4lors

Tor~

: :' \

Occupillions

Charuleristics

.

.

~

'. •

Opticians
Glazier}
Bakers

Medi Cutters
Tool & Die i'v\akers
Electronics Assemblers

Pholof~ ,c

26. Business
Detail

Office Managers
Stenographers
o_,rk Typists
General Office Clerks
Word Processing ~-tachine
Operatars
Data Entry Operators

Secretaries
Legal Secretaries
M<·dic.ii Seuetaries
Kec:eptionists
Bookkeepers
A(lounting & Statistical Clerlcs

Bill Collectors ,
Grocery Checkers
Cashiers ·'
Bank Tellers
Computer Operators
Legal As~ants
Teacher As~,tants

27. Sellillg

Buyers & Purchasing Agents

Reta~

Radio & Television e;oadcaster

18. Accornmodating

Reta~ Sales Clerb
Bartenders
Wailers/Waitresses

lkl' flt'rSOllS
Reu eation Leaders

Health Technicians/
Technologists
Ro;di~ogic Technologi>ts
EKG Technicians
EEG Technicians
Respiratory Therapists

Physician Assistants
Dental Hygienists
l<egistered NJrses
Licensed Prat1ical Nurses
Emergen<-y Medical
Technici.lns
Nurse Aides & Orderlies

25. ln<.IU5trial

Sales Oms

Production Assemblers

& Die M.ikers

Ma<hinists
Body & Fender Repairers
Welders
Ele<"tronics Technicians
Photo finishers
Sewage Plant Operators
local Trutk Drivers
Heavy Equipmenl Operators
Garbage Collectors
Shipping & Receivillg Clerks
Slock Clerks
Chefs
Dinner Cooks
Fry Cooks
food Service Workers
Kitchen Helpers

:f

29.

Humanil~

30. l e.u~ng/
Influencing

Cosmetologists
Reducing ~Ion Attendants

I
1.f'\
('\J

I

Restaurant Managers
lluyers & Purchasing Agents
H.:itel & Motel Managers
Personnel Officers
Olfice Managers
Small Business Operators
Business Managers
Claim Adjusters
R~dio & Television Broadcaster

Denial Assistants
- Health Aides
Therapists· Assistants
Medical Assistants
Day Care Instructors

...
Systems Analysts

Co!l'iJllter ·Operators
Legal As~anls.
Teacher As.sis!ants

r·

ACTIVITY 10:
FIVE YEARS AHEAD:

RESUME

Five Years Ahead
Ask student to fantasize for himself or for ano.ther what kind of person
he would be and what he would be and what he would be doing five years
from

ow if he fully developed and used all the strengths he identified

in himself.

Then ask him to write in his description that person (five

years from now, with his strengths fully developed) and what his life is
like.
We learned this exercise from
3illy Sharp.
RESUME

Explain to the students the function cf a resume in job seeking.
have a copy of a resume available, share it with your students.

If you
Brainstorm

with the studen:s some possible categories (scholastic achievements, hobbies
athletic successes, skills they have attainet, jobs they have held, etc.)
they could use in creating a resume for
a job they would like to hold.
Ask them to list the the past

Have

:he~selves.

the~

Then ask them to imagine

share their choices with the class.

accomplishme~ts,

personal strengths and skills

they have that they would "sell" to their prospective employer or interviewer
in order to secure the job.

Have them create a

res~1e

and role-play suet an

interview.
We received the idea for this
excercise rrom Auarey ~eterson.
The idec. expressed in the Biblical "love t'.ly

neighbo~

as thyself!" implies

that respect for one's own integrity anc uniQueness, love for and understanding of one's own self, cannot be separated from \espect and love and understanding for another individual.

The love for my own self is inseparably

connected with love for any other being.
Erich Fromm
The Art of Loving
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ACTIVITY 11:
THE

SIX O'CLOCK NEWS

Have the kids write a TV news report beginning with a dateline and
telling something that the writer might do as of some future date.

The

newscast should elaborate on the major events of the person's life.

The six

o'clock news becomes a kind of "hoped-for" autobiography.
Example:
June 4, 1984
A TV-8 exclusive!
Yesterday a young American woman named Patricia Riggs
was elected President of Cuba.

Miss Riggs is the first

American citizen to be elected president of another
nation and also the first non-Cuban to be elected to
a major office in that Carribean country.

Miss Riggs'

climb frorr: obscurity in Chicago to prominence in world
politics is almost unbelievable.

Her early professional

career was teaching.
Goodnight, Chet.
Goodnight, David
Chet Huntley and David Brinkley
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ACTIVITY 12:
DO YOU LIKE?

D:RECTIONS :

Read each question and think of
apply.

Complete each word by

letters.
A.

Do you like to work with ar;imals?
1.

ZOO LO

2.

v

3.

ANIMAL GR

4.

ANIMAL

c0 N
E R
---------

5.

p

ST

6.

RAN

'7

BIO

I •

B.

,.

""'\;:

0

---

-

R

N

"'l

R

£

- - - - -

OWNER

---

R

-

8.

F

9.

MAR -

·- - -

-- -

WILD

Al~D

-· - -

LIFE

- -

- - -

-

TECH

- -

INSP

--- -OR

-

- -

I

s

N

Do you like to be outdoors?
1•

FAR

2.

LAND

.J
"•

SOIL CON

4.

MAIL

5.

RO

6.

F

7.

CON

8.

F

9.

TEL

10.

s

11.

L

-

-

-

- - -

-

E R

------- --

T

c --- --t.,

F.

R

I 0 N W
AND

W

L

I:;sp

LINE

L

R
E R

(PLEASE TURN OVER WHEN COMPLETE)
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care~rs

inse~:ing

that would
the missing

ACTIV:TY 13:
DOES

T~E

JOB MATCH THE TOOL?

DIRECTIONS: M3tch the letters of the tool v.it.!1 ·with th': jobs listed belo..J.
1.

Air Tank

i 6.

paint brush

2.

broom

i7.

plan book and roll book

3.

c

i

8.

plow

4.

costume and makeup

~

9.

printing press

drafting board

22 .

6.

drill and water pick

:::.

7.

hammer and nails

c:..c:..

8.

hatchet

!'.:._.1.

g.

hose and nozzle

24.

handcuffs

10.

knife

_

;:i~ :

stethoscope

11.

magnifying glass

26.

switch board

12.

menu

C:::.

'i ...::..
-

microscopi=:

~b.

~

4.

mortar and cement

29.

whistle

15.

needle and thread

30.

wrench and jack

t:
_,

A.
B.

c.

D.

E.
F.
'-' ·

.. .
-

~ ·

J .

K.
L.

M.
N.
0.

P.
Q.
.....

R.

s.
'T'
~

.

.

B radio

- - -

rake and spade
rod and reel

~~.

--:i

'.)~

-n

l.

~-

u.

Prti ~t

..

,,

Scuba Diver
Dressmaker/Tailor
Biclogist
Butcher
Custodian
:::arpenter
S.:;cretary
D.:;r::,ist.
Detective
Farmer
Life Guard
Teacher
Astronomer
Banker
Newspaper Editor
Actor/Actress
Auto Mechanic
Nurse
Waiter/Waitress

pets and par;s

1..••
)'..

- --

safety deposit box

telescope
typewr.:.ter

Truck Driver
Telephone Operator
Lumberjack
Police Officer
Fire Fighter
Gardener
Chef
F:.st Ca:cher
B~ick2.aye~

1..::..;.

-JC-

Arc hi tee t

.-·~

ACTIVIT: i3:

i.

B

E

!'.. .

F

t
'-'

.)

......

'

cont'd

. u

12 .

T

~ ·

D

L; .

Q

5.

DD

,_

cc

6.

I

15 ..

c

7.

G

i 6.

A

8.

\\'

17.

M

9.

v

~

E.

K

: :1 •

F

2J .

AA

2~

z

22.

BE

c::. .5.

0

C!..t.

x

25.

s

.:::::8.

v

27.

N

25.

H

29.

L

3nu .

R

~-

\:
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ACTIVITY 14:
CAREER FIND
Directions:
puzzle.

Find and circle 30 jobs that are hidden in this

WORDS TO FIND:
ARTIST
BARBER
BEAUTICIAN
CLERK
COMEDIAN
DENTIST
DOCTOR
GUARD
HOMEMAKEF:
JEWELER

LANDSCAPE fl
LAWYER
MANAGER
MECHANIC
MODEL
NURSE
PHARMACIS':'
PILOT
PLUMBER
POET

PRINTER
RS?ORTER
ROOFER
SECRETARY
S2LLER
'TR:.:CK DRIVE:R
...
-,...,.,...,-.
\',}-.. _ ..:..::.sr
• · - - r r - ...... --

.

~-. -~-

... .::..r.

R

L

I

J

L

s

s

T

L

p

A

A

p

E

R

K

I

j

D

N

H

T

u

L

u

R

E

D

A

K

c,

D

E

L

M

s

R

0

E

E

K

D

0

E

c

M

L

s

H

J..

D

R

L

c

A

A

Fl

I

T

E

R

c

M

I

G

H

p

c

K

D

0

c

T

c

R

H

v

A

A

E

I

E

N

E

v

L

y

E

T

L

E

w

N

R

s

E

R

A

N

E

L

L

E

F

R

R

R

I

L

T

R

R

I

T

T

L

0

D

E

K

v

B

c

R

p

E

I..

I

E

L

0

T

p

p

L

F

R

R

u

A

H

u

I

y

J

c

N

0

K

J

E

M

E

R

T

I

w

c

L

K

y

L

0

T

u

E

T

D

E

R

R

R

R

0

....I.

w

E

v

L

,..

R

E

p

I

s

J

fl.

R

Q

0

T

T

u

A

K

w

R

u

G

B

K

0

v

T

A

w

A

I

T

B

E

E

u

T

M

A

N

R

B

0

s

E

c
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Y.
E

E

R

K

A

M

E

M

0

H

L

L

0

w

J

F

p

J

F

L

H

E

0

R

T

K

E

0

R

T

P.

G

E

R

p

0

I

E

T

A

R

y

y

p

ACTIVITY 1 4 :

cont ' d

ANSWERS:

T

-,

·······

\

I

L

u

M

B

E

R

R

T

I

s

T

E

R

F

R

R

u

A

H

u

I

y

w

J

!'

0

K

J

D

E

E

R

R

0

w

I

w

R

E

v

K

L

E

N

r.

R

R

J.

D

E

c

E

p

I

Q

0

"'l

w

R

u

v

'T'

J:.

E

L

,..,

B

.

I\

..

I

R

~

)

)·

p

E
~

0

J

L

s

A

P.

p

D

N

H

E

,..
._.

A

M

c:
.._,

R

E

c

M

J..

A

F

c

L

I

0

c

E

I

E

v

L

R

s

A

N

E

L

T

...

T

F.

p

~

3

\'

J:.

c
~

Q

c

x

J

K

A

1".

E

I

...

T

'.)

0

u

N

J

-

"'

E

})

'T'

0

J..

] , '.

A

!'

1\

\.:

E

r

F

E

'T

..

E

.L

\.,
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T

~

l

,....
~

M

M

0

H

'tJ

J

F

p

"

L

p,

E

0

r:

:s

0

R

'T

~

R)
!":

F

\)

''."

-
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ACTIVITI 15:

~:

....

~

1

'!-ly Family's Career Tree:

Wri-·'t'e two possible career choices
on

'.·

FUTURE JOBS

lea~s,

MIGHT BE:

·=--·

,,

'~:tt.M.e

base of the tree.

On the

write thi:; jobs of your

fath'e1', mother, brothers, sisti:;rs,
or

..

··-)
-34-

abY

other family members.

ACTIVITY 16:
MY HOBBIES:

CAN THEY BE JOB PROSPECTS?

N.'.Mi;' ·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A RELATED

I LIKE

JOB MIGHT Bl='·

ANJTI-lER

~·

POSSIBILTIY IS A:

S::'::g:ing or playi...ns: an instn.m:nt
Cc2.1P.Ct.lng

Fossils

ec=-lecting Sca.r;p==

I

L:'..s-.P:.i.'1f;

!

~~

vv

PeJ;:ile

.ro,....,.....---."":-:

Pl2yir~

I

i .....,.._,,..,....c.___

I

I

I
I

I

ISe.·::..r:.;

IITT\..~
I

I "' .,,,.,.; "''"=
=1 .. ... ....A.

·· • •a•• •

..........

~ T~j__r~

tC'

pa~::::..e

I

I.Y=~ir'..;:- ti"~
-

I Ci~~ng

..........~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1 ~~~=-~~~~~~~~~---1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ii J1e:.ji;-,;::-

Sl. \-:.."lTT::i.n2'

• ~~~-"--~~~~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

IPl2y:in5 te.""nis
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ACTIVITY 16:
SOCIAL

SILHCUETTE~

Before embarking on this project, talk with the class about
easy it is to cut someone down, to criticize, and to belittle.

ho~

Discuss

the fact that there is much good in others that can be found if we look.
This project involves looking at one another, seeing the good, and telling
the other person about it.
First make silhouettes of each child in the class.

This can be done

by having the student stand between a stong light source and a piece cf
drawing paper.

Quickly trace the shadow with a pencil and then cut it

out and mount it on a piece of paper of a contrasting color.

This may

prove to be time-ccnsuming tut it gives the teacher a chance to be alone
with each individual for a short time.
Fvery day post one of the silhouettes in the room and tell the class
whose it is.

At some time during the day, have each ctild, except the one

whose silhouEtte is featured, write what he or she sees as the best characteristics - things that they like mcst- about the featured person.
Compile these statements intc a paragraph and post the silhouette
and the paragraph in the hall for the entire building to see.

Make sure

they are not placed in a location where they are likely to be defaced.

o~e

class has used the silhouettes as gifts to their parents at Christmas and
Mother's and Father's Days.
Adopted from Sally Walker,
The University School, Northern Illinois University.

*************************
No mere fiendish punishmEnt could be desired, were such a t hin g physically
possible, than that one should be turned loose in society and remain a~solutely
unnoticed by all the rr.embers thereof.
William James
The Principles of Psychology

..-:..

-i?5--
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DECISION MAKING
ADVISOR BASE

......

)

INTRODUCTION

People often amke hundreds of decisions in a day, some small
and minor, others major and momentous.
lives are happy or unhappy.

Some affect whether our

But have you ever stopped to think

about how decisions are made?

This unit deals with the decision-

making process.

(J

( 2)

INTRODUCTION
INFORMATION ON DECISION-MAKING - 5 STEPS
IN THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

1.

Define the problem.
State the problem - the real problem, not a surface problem
or symptom.
Be specific about the problem.
State the problem as a question.

2.

Collect and evaluate information.
Decide what kind of information you need.
Look at each piece of information.
problem?

Is it relevant to the

Information sources:
3.

things
people
things
things

to
to
to
to

read
talk to
do
think about

List alternatives and outcomes.
Which alternatives are safe?
Which have some risk?
How desirable is each outcome? (Ilow much do you want it?)
How probable is each outcome? (What is the chance of it
happening?)

4.

Choose an alternative.
Try ranking the alternatives by desirability and by probability.
Then choose either the most desirable, the most probable, the
most desirable and most probable, or the one with the least
chance of the worst consequences.
Check back to step 1.
defined?

5.

Does your choice fit the problem you

Take action.
What can you do now?
What can you do over time?
What things help or hinder this action?

(3)

ACTIVITY 1
DECISION-MAKING SITUATIONS: AN ADVISOR'S GUIDE
TO DECISION-MAKING

- -- - - - - - -- -

Apply the five steps to these situations:

SITUATION 1:

You are a member of a student committee.
The committee is supposed to help the school
change its grading system.

Go through the steps

you might use to identify the alternatives.

SITUATION 2:

You go to a large junior high school.

You have

have never thought much about what courses you
want to take in high school.

You have recently

become interested in taking a lot of science
in high school so you can

g~t

into a certain

technical program later.

But you have never been

very good in math, and math is needed for the
science program.

SITUATION 3:

Think of a situation of your own.

Think of one

you would like to think through and make a
decision about.

Identify your alternatives by

following the steps.

( 4)

ACTIVITY 2
SUCCESS OR FAILURE:

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

OBJECTIVES
1.

To show students that failure is part of life and most people
who are considered successful have also suffered failures.

2.

To build a positive self-image about the students' capabilities.

GROUP SIZE
Small groups or entire class at once.
TIME REQUIRED
30 minutes.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
1.

Handout "Success or Failure" for each student.

2.

Pencils/pens.

3.

Answer sheet.

PHYSICAL SETTING
Classroom desks or tables for participants to write.

)

PROCESS
1.

Distribute a copy of the "Success or Failure" worksheet to each
participant.

2.

Inform them verbally they are to record an "S" in front of each
statement if they think the individual is a success.

3.

Inform them to mark an "F" in front of each statement in which
they think the individual was a failure.

4.

Allow 5 minutes for recordings.

5.

Have students correct their own sheets.

6.

Ask:

How many, by show of hands, had all

( 5)

"S's"?

ACTIVITY 2
SUCCESS OR FAILURE:

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS cont'd

7.

Ask:

8.

Ask: How many, by show of hands, had somR "F's" and some
"S's"?

9.

Tell the students they are all right no matter how they answered.
Everyone of these people were failures and also everyone of these
people are considered successes. Most people fail on their way
to being a success but they never give up. They try again and
again until they succeed.

10.

How many, by show of hands, had all "F's"?

Have the students record the correct answers as you read each
statement from the "Instructor's Answer Sheet." Interesting
sidelights have been provided on each individual to add to the
students' delight in finding out who the individuals really are
in life.

'
/

_.

ACTIVITY 2A
SUCCESS OR FAILURE
(INSTRUCTOR'S ANSWER SHEET)

1.

Ran for political office seven times and was defeated each
time.
COMMENTS:

Abraham Lincoln. We do not even remember the many

defeats of this man; we remember him as one of our successful
U.S. presidents.
2.

In writing a book he was rejected by every major publishing
company in New York it was submitted to including Harper and
Row, Random House and others.
COMMENTS:

Richard Bach.

Bach was turned down by every major

publisher before his book "Jonathan Seagull" finally made it.
He did not five up at rejections and finally succeeded.
3.

Wanted tb be a leader.

Was one of 35 who ran for president

of his freshman class in college and was eliminated on the first
ballot.
COMMENTS:

John F. Kennedy.

We would not have had a great

president of the U.S. if this man had decided not to run for
an office after suffering defeat in an election.
4.

Wanted to be a military leader or a great statesman and he
failed three times on his exams to enter a military academy.
COMMENTS:

Winston Churchill.

This man never did pass the test

into the military academy so he accepted a position in the
calvary academy.

He went on to become on the the best statesmen

of the 20th century.
5.

As a boy had 24 brothers and sisters.
the family when he was five.
lived in poverty.

His mother deserted

His father drank heavily.

He

The children were put into foster homes.

When he was seven he ran away eight times in one year.

He was

sent to reform school.
COMMENTS:

\

Flip Wilson.

Flip tells the story of his childhood

when forced to move from town to town because of his father's
drinking habit and loss of jobs thereof.

A turning point in his

life was when he moved to a town as a young boy and upon entering
(7)

ACTIVITY 2A
SUCCESS OR FAILURE cont'd
TINSTRUCTOR'S ANSWER SHEET)
5,

his class for school, the teahcer was looking over his records
at her desk.

Flip was not a good student becuase of his

transient lifestyle and lack of motivation.

She locked up at

the class and announced that this young man was one of the
brightest students to ever enter her classroom and she would
like him to have a front row seat.

Flip said he worked ex-

tremely hard to prove this teacher was right before his peers
and consequently, this turned out to be a turning point in his
life.
6.

Flunked third grade and couldn't even keep a paper route.
COMMENTS:

Robert Kennedy. This man went on to become the

Attorney General to the U.S., handling such sensitive situations
as the Martin Luther King incident and the Cuban Missile crisis.
7.

Wanted to be a performer.
to save her money.
COMMENTS:

Went to talent school and was told

At 16, 17, 19 and 21 she was rejected.

Lucille Ball.

This woman never gave up and was finally

accepted as an actress at the age of 40.

Lucille Ball also had

her first child the same year.
8.

Wanted to be a mathematician.

Expelled his senior year for

bad grades and disciplinary problems.
COMMENTS:

Dr. Story Musgrave.

This man is considered to be one

of our most distinguished NASA astronauts holding seven college
degrees, including two PH.D's.

After he received his first PH.D

his high school called him back and awarded him his high school
diploma.
9.

Wanted to be a sketch artist but was rejected by a Kansas City
newspaper.

Told he did not have any talent.

many studios.
a church.

"
I

Finally got a job drawing publicity material for

Could not afford an office so he rented an old dilapi-

dated garage.
COMMENTS:

Turned down by

It was infested with mice.

Walt Disney. This man started drawing the little mouse

that ran around the floor in his rented garage.
mouse into the famous Mickey Mouse.
(8)

He turned that

ACTIVITY 2A
SUCCESS AND FAILURE continued
(INSTRUCTOR'S ANSWER SHEET)

10.

Wanted to be a professional baseball player but upon making
it into the majors set a record for strike outs of 1,330 times.
COMMENTS:

Babe Ruth.

This man is not remembered for his number

of strike outs but for his number of home runs.

Babe Ruth

probably did more for baseball than any other man who played the
game.

It wasn't until the last decade that Roger Maris broke

his record.

"\
J

(9)

ACTIVITY 2B
SUCCESS AND FAILURE
(PARTICIPANT'S WORKSHEET)
Mark an S for success or an F for failure in front of each item
below.
1.

Ran for political office seven times and was defeated
each time.

2.

In writing a book he was rejected by every major
publishing company in New York it was submitted to
including Harper and Row, Random House and others.

- ----- - -3 .

Wanted to be a leader. Was one of 35 who ran for
president of his freshman class in college and was
eliminated on the first ballot.

- - -- -

-----

- - - --

4.

Wanted to be a military leader or a great statesman
and he failed three times on his exams to enter a
military academy.

5.

As a boy had 24 brothers and sisters. His mother
deserted the family when he was five. His father
drank heavily. He lived in poverty. The children
were put into foster homes. When he was seven he ran
away eight times in one year. He was sent to reform
school.

-~I

- - - - -6 . Flunked third grade and couldn't even keep a paper route .
7. Wanted to be a performer. Went to talent school and was

----- - - --

told to save her money.
rejected.
8.

At 16, 17, 19 and 21 she was

Wanted be a mathematician. Expelled his senior year for
bad grades and disciplinary problems.

- - - -9 .

Wanted to be a sketch artist but was rejected by a Kansas
City newspaper. Told he did not have any talent. Turned
down by many studios. Finally got a job drawing publicity
material for a church. Could not afford an office so he
rented an old dilapidated garage. It was infested with mice.

- - - -10.

Wanted be a prfessional baseball player but upon making it
into the majors, set a record for strike outs of 1,330 times.

( 10)

ACTIVITY 3
IS IT PLANNING AHEAD? YES OR NO?

DIRECTIONS: Decide which of these statements show you are planning
ahead. Write "Yes" if the statement shows thought and planning.
Write "No" if it does not show planning.
1.

You look at a map carefully to see what is the shortest way
to get to Houston, Texas.

2.

Before you buy, you find out what the carrying charges would
be on a stereo if you paid for it in 24 months.

3.

You ask the marine recruiter what training would be available
to you if you were to enlist.

---

4.

As you walk home from school, you see a nice camera in John's
Drug Store. You have a camera but this looks better, so buy
it before someone else does.

- - -5 .

You needed a warm winter coat but you couldn't resist all
those sales on summer clothes. Now it's cold and your money
is gone.

6.

You look in three different catalogues to compare prices and
qualities of tape recorders. You order the one that shows
the best quality for the best price.

- ---- - -

)

)

- - -7.

You check with the local game warden to see what the rules
are for bow-and-arrow hunting.

- -- 8.

On a 3-day hike you drink most of the water on the first day.

- - -9.

You and your brother are going on a three-day pleasure trip.
You figured your bus fare correctly, but you forgot to allow
enough money for food, lodging and entertainment expenses.

10.

You want to go to downtown Chicago. Usually, it takes 45
minutes from where you are. Since you will need to go during
the rush hour, you allow an extra half-hour.

11.

You think it would be fun to be a manager in a restaurant, so
you ask several managers what the advantages and disadvantages
of that job are.

12.

You have booster shots and flu shots when you need them.

13.

You start running a little farther each day for a month before
track season begins so you will be in good shape.

14.

On a long trip you fill the gas tank when you still have a fourth
of a tank left. You do not know where the next service station
might be.
( 11 )

ACTIVITY 4
THE SHORTEST ROUTE
NAME:

DIRECTIONS:

Suppose your boss gave you this list of errands;
Mail letters at Post Office
Go to Smith's Grocery for coffee for office
Get envelopes at Bond's Equipment
Take newsletter to Overstreet Printers
Pick up supplies that have been ordered at Benedict's,
Mac's, and at Gambles's.
Get stamps at the Post Office

Start at the office. Plan the shortest route.
Draw arrows to show the path you ~ould follow.

'

I

THE
AUTO MOTIVE
SHOP

~
s

OVERSTREET
PRINTERS

BENEDICT'S

R

PAUL's
BOWLING
ALLEY

SEARS

Q:J

""

JAY's
CLOTHING

G

1~~-a

~

POST
OFFICE

TRUE
VALUE
HARDWARE

(HOBBY s-IOP
EDND's
EDUiflvENI'

YOUR
OFFICE

HARRY's
CLEANEJil3

1

GAMBLE
VARIETY

'

Return to the office.

~
IES

)
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SMITH's
GROCERY

0 8
ARIETY

ACME
SFQRTIN}
GCXlDS

'ffiE

YARN
l:IDP

ACTIVITY 5
LOST IN THE WILD

To do this exercise, DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU HAVE CHOSEN EITHER
A OR B BELOW.
Imagine that for some reason you are flying in a bush plane across some
wild country in Canada - just you and the pilot.
you to crash in a pine forest.

A sudden storm forces

Neither of you is hurt, but the radio

isn't working and you can't fix it.

The pilot figures that you'll need help

in about ten days or you're in trouble.

Do you stay with the wreckage

or start walking?

A.

I'd stay with the plane.

B.

I'd start walking.

Why did you make that choice?

Turn to continue and finish activity

'

( 13)

ACTIVITY 5
LOST IN THE WILD cont'd

To continue this exercise, DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU HAVE CHOSEN
EITHER C OR D.
IF YOU CHOSE A:

You've waited three days.

Search planes have passed

overhead without seeing your wreckage or signal fire because of the dense
woods and fog.
days).

You decide to start walking after all.

(Time lost - 3

Continue with B.

IF YOU CHOSE B:
along a river.

After walking for two days, you find an abandoned canoe
It has a number of holes, but you figure you could repair

it enough to float.

Do you keep walking or take time to fix the canoe?

(2 days)

c.

I'd fix the canoe and paddle down the river.

D.

I'd keep walking.

Why did you make that choice?

Turn page to continue and finish
this activity.

'
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ACTIVITY 5
LOST IN THE WILD

cont'd

To continue this exercise, DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU HAVE CHOSEN
E, F, G OR H.
IF YOU CHOSE C: It took 1 day to fix the canoe.
but found yourself in wilder country.

You then paddled for 2 days

The rapids and falls in the river

forced you to abandon the canoe and start walking again.

Do you go down

along the river or strike out across country? (3 days)

E.

I'd go across country.

F.

I'd go down river.

Why did you make that choice?

IF YOU CHOSE D:
his ankle.

After walking for 2 more days, the pilot fell and sprained

Do you wait until it heals enough for the two of you to go on

together, or do you go for help by yourself?

··"'
I

G.

I'd wait until his ankle heals.

(2 days)
II.

I'd go on alone .

Why did you make that choice?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

turn page to continue and finish
this activity

'
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ACTIVITY 5
LOST IN THE WILD cont'd
IF YOU CHOSE E:

There's a trapper's cabin about 2 days walk from the river.

IF YOU CHOSE F:

There's a settlement about 1 day's walk down the river.
(1 day)

IF YOU CHOSE G: The pilot's ankle healed enough to walk in 2 days. (2 days)
Continue with H.
IF YOU CHOSE H:
fell.

There's a ranch about 1 day's walk from where the pilot

( 1 day)

How many days did it take you to get help?
in parentheses for the whole exercise.)

(Add up the number of days

Did you make it in 10 days?

How

does that make you feel?

FROM:

'

0

DECIDING FOR MYSELF -

A Values Clarification Series, Winston Press
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ACTIVITY 6
DEAR HELPFUL HARRIET

You are Helpful Harriet who writes a newspaper column
You give advice and help others to solve their problems.
real or imaginary problems with suggested solutions.
made up names.

'

)
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Write some

Be sure to use

ACTIVITY 7
DECISIONS/DECISIONS

You are the members of the board of directors of a small furniture factory
(in 1931).

Business is very bad, and you must fire 6 of the 12 people

working on the assembly line.

As a group, decide who must go and discuss

your reasons.
1.

A 40 year old single woman, who is a good worker and never absent,
doesn't talk much to workers, except when handing out religious
pamphlets.

2.

A 30 year old man with 5 children.

He works hard during the week

and drinks hard on the weekends.
3.

A 40 year old widow with a PH.D in Engineering.

She is the sole support

of 3 children.
4.

An 18 year old boy who is working his way through college.

5.

A 65 year old man; a loyal employee who has missed only 2 days of work
in 15 years.

6.

An 18 year old girl who is working her way through college.

7.

A 25 year old man who is the best worker in the factory.

However,

he is very active in the labor union that is threatening to strike.
8.

A 30 year old man; a very good worker who tries to make himself look
good to the boss at the expense of others.

9.

A 50 year old man who is 5 1 8 11 tall and weighs 300 pounds.

Everyone

enjoys working with him.
10.

A mentally retarded man who really enjoys the assembly line work.

11.

A middle aged man who is the boss's best friend.

He suffers from

asthma and misses work sometimes.
12.

A 20 year old attractive single woman who is a good worker, healthy,
and fun to be around.

An activity by Cathy Mendlesohn

'
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ACTIVITY 8
THREE CRITICAL DECISIONS
Below are three examples of critical

d~cisoins

to be made.

In each example

the person needs to consider values and objectives, assess information, and
use a strategy.
it.

Think about each story, and answer the questions following

If you apply the decision-amking process to each story, you will receive

practice in making important decisions in a rational, systematic way.
JANE JOHNSON
Jane Johnson looked out the windows of the twenty-third floor plush law
office where she was about to be interviewed for an important position with
a prestigious firm.

She was amazed at how close the section of town in

which she grew up seemed from high in this building, and she thought to
herself how near and yet how different it was.

Sh8 wondered if the people

living in those rundown tenements below ever looked into this huge building
of steel and glass and wondered what was going on in it.

Jane thought how

long it seemed since she had gone away from a tenement and on to college,
because a counselor had helped her obtain a scholarship.
she had gone to law school.

after college

With five successful years in a respectable law

firm behind her, she now had a chance to advance herself both professionally
and financially in this new job.

As she thought about how far she had come

in the 12 years since she left that tenement building, she felt a bit uneasy.

She suddenly remembered the many times she had promised herself that

if she ever got to college and into a position where she could help people,
she would do it.
could give.

As a lawyer she knew there was a great deal of help she

In fact, she was reminded of it every day in the newspapers.

But somehow, as the years passed, she seemed to move further from her
pledge to help her people.

Her financial obligations to help a younger

brother and sister through college seemed to widen the gap between her
recent actions and her pledge to be of servite to society.
Now she was going to be asked to take another step away from her
promise.

In this job, she would work in corporate law at a level far re-

moved from those problems she knew existed in that bleak, depressed area
of the city tLat had once been her home.
( 19)

ACTIVITY 8
THREE CRITICAL DECISIONS

cont'd

JANE JOHNSON cont'd
If she turned this job down now, it might be some time before shE
had a chance at something similar.

In order to keep her promise she would

have to explore alternatives, which she knew could never be as rewarding
financially.
What are Jane's alternatives?
Can you think of other alternatives for her to consider?
What does Jane value?
Are her values in conflict?
What additional information might be useful to Jane before she makes her
decision?
What do you think Jane decides? Why?
What strategy does she use?

(20)
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ACTIVITY 8B
THREE CRITICAL DECISIONS

MR. MARTIN
One night Jim and Tony Martin, aged 10 and 12, heard some noises
behind their

bou~:e.

With flashlights :in hand U1ey went to investigate.

As ttey neared the commotion, they were suddenly attacked by two animals
that turned out to be
scratched.

racoon~.

Both boys were severely bitten and

They ran into their house terrified.

Mr. Martin immediately called the doctor and explained wtat tad
happened.

An

e~arn:in8tion

revealed that the boys had at least several

bites that had penetrated deep into their arms and legs.
prescription was for chem to rest.

The doctor's

After car:ing for the wounds he told Mr.

Martin that he would investigate the number of cases of rabies in the area.
The doctor vtas afraid that the boys might have been infected, because raccoons
are often rabid. If there were any danger of rabies, the boys would have
to have a series of antirabies shots that would be extremely painful.
The doctor told Mr. Martin that they would have a week within which to
decide whether to administer the shots.

Two days later the doctor called

Mr. Martin to say that no known cases of rabies had been reported in a 50mile area within the past 20 months.

In the last reported case of rabies,

20 months ago, it was not determined whether a cat or raccoon had been the
source of the bite.

The doctor recommended to Mr. Martin that he not have

the boys take the antirabies shots.
racoons were rabid was 1,000 to 1.
tion about the situation.

He said that the chances that the
Mr. Martin decided to get more informa-

He asked several other doctors, including two

veterinarians, and they agreed with his family doctor's recommendation
that antirabies shots were probably not necessary.
Mr. Martin still was not convinced that he was ready to make a decision
to follow the doctor's recommendation.

Only a few months before he had read

about the first and only survivor of rabies - a young boy who had been
kept under intensive medical care for more than six months.

Mr. Martin

also had read that the disease affected the nervous system and was marked
by a painful period prior to death.
A local druggistfi"iend of his recalled that there were several cases
of rabies within the past five years, and he recommended that the boys
be given the shots.

He also told Mr. Martin that the shots were not always

successful and that sometimes people had reactions to the rabies serum that
( 21)

ACTIVITY 8B
THREE CRITICAL DECISIONS

MR.MARTIN

continued

resulted in partial paralysis.

Mr. Martin checked what the druggist had

told him with his family doctor about the chances of a severe reaction
to the rabies shots; the doctor said the odds were about 5,000 to 1
against any permanent severe paralysis occurring.
After carefully considering all his alternatives, Mr. Martin decided
to have tbe antirabies shots given to his sons.
On the basis of his decision, what did Mr. Martin value most?
How do you know this?
What might be a clear objective that Mr. Martin had in mind when he made his
decision?
Did he have alternatives he could hr.ive chosen but did not consider?
What would you have done? Why?
What strategy did Mr. Martin use?

'

)
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ACTIVITY 8C
THREE CRITICAL DECISIONS

JOHNNY LATELY
Johnny Lately is a boy of little better than average ability whose goals
are decidely academic.

He wants to be a scientist.

At Center City High

he has doggedly pursued a mathematics and science curriculum since his
freshman year.
Johnny is a careful decider - he always ponders a problem, looks at
all possible angles, and goes through an agonizing appraisal before he is
ready to make a decision.

Although this kind of perfection may be considered

a strength, it sometimes also is a weakness.

Needing to feel secure before

he commits himself, he constantly gets into trouble because he tries to
consider all information before he makes a decision.
Johnny is the oldest child in a family of 11.

His father died of

cirrhosis of the liver; Johnny lives with his mother and stepfather, neither
of whom finished high school.

Johnny '.s mother supports his desire to go to

college, but his stepfather wants him to go to work.

The stepfather does

not work, and the family is supported by welfare.
,Johnny wants to attend Canyon College because it is a small college
and he feels that he will not get lost in the shuffle.

It will be important

for him to have someone, a "big brother" and advisor, to whom he can talk.
Although he wants very much to attend Canyon, he knows that he would have a
much easier time academically at Yorktown State College, located in his home
town.

He has decided against State University because it is very large and

the academic pressure would be great.

Also, if he goes to Yorktown StaLe

University, he can keep his part-time job at the post office.

There is a

great deal of pressure from his family and friends to go to Yorktown State.
His family feels that he should help support them.

His frd!ends will accuse

him of "selling out" if he, a black student, elects Canyon, an upper-middleclass, predominantly white college.
Johnny worries about his success at Canyon for another reason:

how

likely is it that, given his academic history and his intellectual achievement
he can reasonably expect to survive at Canyon, let alone pursue a science
curriculum?

This, coupled with the thought of the pressures from his

friends and parents if he goes to Canyon instead of Yorktown State, is preventing him from making a decision.
(23)

ACTIVITY 8C
THREE CRITICAL DECISIONS continued
JOHNNY LATELY

continued

What do you think Johnny decides?
Why?
What choice has the most risk?
What choice has the least risk?
What kind of decisj_on-making plan could you develop to help Johnny?

(24)

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
All of the teachers at Hoquiam Middle School who were
interviewed concerning the Advisor Base program felt that the
second year of the program was even more successful than the
first.

Even the few teachers who basically dislike the

program pointed out that the advisory system improved in it's
second year rather than going into a sophomore slump.

The

teachers who dislike the program do so more for philosophic
reasons rather than because they feel the program is
dysfunctional.

They assert that the program strays too far

from a traditional basic educational curriculum, and
therefore resent the added preparation they must complete for
a class that they really don't believe in.

Those teachers

were quick to admit that their advisory preparation and role
was much simpler in the second year.
The faculty members unanimously indicated that the main
reason for improvement in the program was better
organization.
changes:

This organization occurred because of two

a new Advisor-Base coordinator and a more

functional handbook of activities.
Teachers reported that the new coordinator had
volunteered for the position because he believed in the
necessity of the program and felt that without better
organization the advisory class was doomed to failure.

He

became the coordinator midway through the second year of the
29
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program.

The new Advisor Base coordinator is extremely

organized, positive, enthusiastic and innovative.

Research

on the advisory concept revealed that all of those traits are
useful to enhance the opportunity for the success of the
program.
One of his innovations was the initiation of a Club Day
which seemed to be very well received by teachers and
students alike.

Each teacher chose a hobby or activity of

interest to them such as needlework, drama or music and acted
as the advisor for the group.

Students then established

membership in one of the groups which then met once a week.
The teacher who reacted most negatively about the Advisor
Base system was extremely positive concerning the addition of

)

the Club Day.

She attested that the students were motivated

and enjoyed the activity.

She also observed that she felt

"no pressure" in that situation to act as a disciplinarian
which relieved some of the burden of the school day.
Teachers felt that the handbook was much more organized
and useful than it was in the first year.

A problem existed;

however, because the Advisor Base coordinator at the
beginning of the second year failed to distribute the units
in a complete handbook form as was intended.

He released

only one unit at a time so teachers were not able to get
ahead in their preparation of new units.

The faculty members

interviewed acknowledged that the academic materials were
much easier to use and that having clear originals made
)

copying simple, thus saving them preparation time.

They
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hinted that with only one academic day per week that perhaps
there was too much material but conceded that "too much was
better than not enough."
One teacher mentioned that academic days are doomed to
be less popular by their very nature.

She suggested that any

activity utilizing paper and pencils denotes "school work" to
many students and is immediately received negatively.

She

also maintained that the socialization activities are
rejected by the students who could most benefit from them
because people with low self-esteem are often fearful of
revealing their inner feelings even to themselves.

She

continued that even those problem students in other academic
areas enjoyed the career education unit because they could
see a direct correlation between that unit and their future
earning potential.
The interviewed faculty members projected that the
Advisor Base class would continue past the initial three year
commitment.

They felt that the first year of the program was

an adjustment period, and similar to the first year of a
marriage, the honeymoon ended too soon and the reality of the
situation took over.

Many of the older teachers felt that

their college or university training did not adequately
prepare them to teach this type of course and that the
in-service training was limited.
resentment during the first year.

This caused a degree of
At the beginning of the

second year, both teachers and eighth grade students had an
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awareness of the program which resulted in a more efficiently
operating system.

Students were more used to the program

and understood that even some of the activities that they
didn't care for were a part of the total program and they
tolerated them in spite of their feelings.
All teachers in the building were allowed one visitation
day to a school with a functioning advisory program.

The

visitations showed some of them that the program at Hoquiam
Middle School was pretty successful in comparison to other
schools.

Others received ideas, conversation, and

reassurance that the program can be a success.

All in all,

teachers responded favorably to the visitation program.
According to the teachers interviewed for this paper,
)

the answer was yes to all the questions posed in Chapter 1,
at least to a limited degree.

Teachers felt more at ease

with the program although some didn't really "like" advisory
any more than they did before.

The handbook material was

more helpful in an organized fashion and therefore in that
respect teachers did have a better outlook.

Many felt that

the most significant improvement was the change in command
that occurred in the program which makes it difficult to
evaluate the improvements made

by the handbook.

The student outlook on advisory also improved; however,
again it is impossible to determine whether the change was
due to new leadership or the new handbook or both.

The

faculty members interviewed suggested that student survey
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results showed student comments to be "thoughtful, positive
comments" concerning advisory base.

Many students and

teachers felt that Advisor Base eliminated the antagonist/
protagonist role with teachers and students much more in the
second year than in the first.

This improved the "tone" of

the school according to one teacher.

All others felt that

the advisory system is useful in improving overall school
climate.
Finally, again a qualified yes to the final question in
Chapter 1.

The handbook did help improve the existing

advisory program; however, the major improvement came about
as a result of better management of the program by a person
committed to the success of the concept.

The organizational

changes made by the new Advisor Base coordinator along with
the organized handbook helped the program to be much more
efficient in it's operation.

The advisory program did

improve in it's second year but mainly as a result of
increased commitment by the leader of the program.
In the third year of the program teachers need to
receive their completed handbook before the school year
begins.

Many of the teachers would begin work in the summer

if they knew what type of work they should begin; plus, they
would have an overview of the year which would aid continuity
from unit to unit.
A workshop for teachers should be held before school
begins to go over the handbooks so that questions can be
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asked and clarified as early as possible.

Also having the

teachers participate in some of the activities beforehand
may spark their interest and improve their approach to some
of the units.
In-service for the year should be in the academic area
of advisory since that is the least favorite area for
students and teachers.

Many teachers are uncomfortable

teaching these very personal units and in-service may give
them ideas about how to better handle them.

The coordinator

needs to target the people still negative to the program and
give them as much special attention and training as needed.
Teachers must not be left alone with a program of this nature
or it will flounder and soon die.
The Advisory Base program at Hoquiam Middle School is at
a stage where it

is moderately successful; but in the third

year it has a chance for excellence.

Organization and

commitment to the program by all concerned are the keys to
unlock the programs full potential.

Hopefully, the staff

will do all it can to push the program to that point of
excellence.
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